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Joanne Berger-Sweeney, who takes over as president of Trinity College on July 1, 2014, speaks to the crowd 
gathered at her official announcement on March 27, 2014. 
Joanne Berger-Sweeney with her family: son Tommy, 
husband Urs V. Berger, Ph.D., and daughter Clara 
JOANNE BERGER-SWEENEY ELECTED TRINITY'S 22ND PRESIDENT 
Joanne Berger-Sweeney. Jones, Jr. as president on 
Ph.D., was named in July I , 2014, following his 
March as the 22nd retirement after IO years 
president of Trinity of distinguished service. 
College following a 
"Trinity College is an unanimous vote by 
the College's Board of institution that honors its 
Trustees. An accomplished traditions and embraces 
teacher, scholar, its future, and with the 
neuroscientist, and selection of Joanne 
administrator, Berger- Berger-Sweeney; we have 
Sweeney has served found the right leader to 
since 2010 as the dean renew our commitment 
of the School of Arts to the value and delivery 
and Sciences at Tufts of an excellent liberal arts 
University in Medford, education," said Paul E. 
Massachusetts. Raether '68, chair of the 
Trinity Board of Trustees. 
Berger-Sweeney; who 
came to Tufts after Cornelia Parsons 
serving 19 years as a Thornburgh '80, chair 
faculty member and of the search committee 
associate dean at Wellesley and chair-elect of the 
College, is the first Board of Trustees, added, 
African American and "She impressed us with 
first woman to be elected her strong academic 
president of Trinity She credentials, curricular 
will succeed James F. innovations, collaborative 
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nature, and enthusiasm for 
the Hartford community." 
Thornburgh will become 
board chair simultaneously 
with Berger-Sweeney's 
assumption of the 
presidency on July I , 2014. 
Berger-Sweeney said 
of her selection, "I am 
honored and humbled 
to be joining the Trinity 
community at such an 
important time for the 
College and for American 
higher education .... With 
the strong alumni and 
alumnae support base, 
I look forward to the 
successes the faculty. 
staff, students, and I will 
achieve together." 
Berger-Sweeney received 
her undergraduate degree 
in psychobiology from 
Wellesley College, an 
M.P.H. in environmental 
health sciences from the 
University of California, 
Berkeley, and a Ph.D. in 
neurotoxicology from 
the Johns Hopkins 
School of Public Health. 
She completed her 
postdoctoral training at 
the National Institute of 
Health (INSERM) in 
Paris, France. 
She and her husband, 
Urs V Berger, Ph.D., also 
a neuroscientist, are the 
parents of two children: 
Clara, age 17, and Tommy; 
age IJ. 
For more on Trinity's new 
president, including a video of 
the announcement, please visit 
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter. 
ALONG THE WALK 
INTERFAITH HOUSE NAMED IN 
HONOR OF THE RT. REV. STEVEN 
CHARLESTON '71 , H'92 
The warmth emanating 
from the Interfaith 
House on Allen Place on 
the evening of January 
23, 2014, couldn't have 
presented a starker 
contrast to the bitter 
cold raging outside. 
Heartfelt accolades and 
remembrances poured 
forth as the College's 
gathering place for 
spiritual life was dedicated 
in honor of the Rt. Rev: 
Steven C harleston, who 
graduated from Trinity in 
1971, received an honorary 
degree in 1992, and served 
as College chaplain from 
1996 to 1999. 
Henceforth, the building 
at 155 Allen Place will be 
known as The Charleston 
House of Interfaith 
Cooperation or, simply; 
The Charleston . 
There were complimentary 
remarks galore- from 
College Chaplain Allison 
Read; Erica Bertoli '14, 
president of the Interfaith 
House; Todd Ryan, 
associate professor of 
philosophy and faculty 
adviser; and Doris 
Kammradt, head librarian, 
collections, at the Raether 
Center. Charleston himself 
told the gathering that the 
honor "took his breath 
away." 
The facility, which once 
served as the residence for 
Charleston and his fam-
ily during his tenure as 
chaplain, will be used as a 
center of study, research, 
and dialogue about world 
religions. Read said the 
dedication marked a "re-
newed mission [for the 
house] as a vital gathering 
space for students, faculty, 
and staff to meet, reflect, 
engage, and work together 
for the common good." 
Indeed, the words "com-
mon good, common values, 
and common concern" 
were the themes of the 
evening given that they are 
among the hallmarks of 
Charleston's career, as are 
pluralism and economic 
and social justice. Admir-
ers say Charleston, known 
for combining his Native 
American spirituality 
with the teachings of the 
Episcopal Church, is able 
to articulate experiences 
in ways that are compas-
sionate, merciful, and even 
challenging. 
"He has something ex-
tremely rare," said Ryan. 
"While remaining ground-
ed to the beliefs of his 
church, he has an openness 
to people of all faiths and 
of no faith." 
A citizen of the Choctaw 
Nation of Oklahoma, 
Charleston comes from a 
family with a long history 
of service to the Native 
American community 
His great-grandfather and 
grandfather were ordained 
pastors, and Charleston 
was ordained at Wak-
pala, South Dakota, on the 
Standing Rock Sioux Res-
ervation. 
He has been the national 
director for Native Ameri-
can ministries in the Epis-
copal Church; a tenured 
professor of systematic 
theology at Luther Semi-
nary in St. Paul, Minneso-
ta; the Episcopal bishop of 
Alaska; and the president 
and dean of the Episcopal 
Divinity School in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. He 
now teaches at the Saint 
Paul School of Theology at 
Oklahoma City University 
and is the author of cloud 
Walking, Hope as Old as Fire, 
and The Bishop of Mars. 
In his remarks, Charleston 
said he was grateful and 
humbled by the naming 
of the house in his honor. 
"Do I deserve this plaque? 
We all deserve this plaque," 
he said. "That's the only 
way that we can make plu-
ralism happen .... We are all 
part of a continuous jour-
ney of exploration, and to 
do it right, we must be arm 
in arm with each other." 
This year, Bertoli said, 
students have embraced 
two programs. The first is 
a series of dinners-"Eat, 
Drink and Be Holy" - that 
bring together faculty; staff, 
and students to share re-
flections on topics such as 
service, justice, and grati-
tude. 
Students also are engaged 
in a project involving food 
security. Working with 
Trinity's Office of Com-
munity Service and Civic 
Engagement, students are 
providing 25 low-income 
Hartford children with 
food for the weekends. 
A room in the Interfaith 
House is used to store the 
food and fill backpacks 
that are then distributed 
through Hands On Hart-
ford, a nonprofit organiza-
tion that provides services 
to people in need. 
The Rt. Rev. Steven 
Charleston 71 , H'92 
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Snow and bone-chilling 
temperatures did not 
deter nearly 50 Trinity 
undergraduates from 
participating in a new 
program that offered 
innovative half-credit 
courses during the hiatus 
between New Year's and 
the start of the spring 
semester. 
The J-Term, or January 
Term, which was approved 
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by the faculty in April 
2013, was launched as 
part of a three-year pilot 
program to assess campus 
interest in nontraditional 
classes held during the 
winter recess. The classes 
required students to attend 
for 20 hours to receive 
the half credit. Six courses 
were offered, including 
"Culture, Conflict and 
Competition," taught by 
Robin Sheppard, professor 
of physical education; 
"The Godfather: Art of 
Hard Choices," taught 
by John Alcorn, principal 
lecturer in language 
and culture studies; and 
"Reproductive Justice 
in America," taught by 
Theresa Morris, professor 
of sociology. 
From the outset, the goal 
was to have a minimum 
of six courses, a threshold 
that was met. "The 
enrollment is very good 
for the first year," said 
Associate Academic Dean 
Sonia Cardenas. She said 
administrators intend to 
evaluate the program-
from the perspectives 
of both the faculty and 
students- to see how it can 
be improved and possibly 
expanded. "But," she 
added, "48 students is a 
pretty healthy number for 
the first run." 
One of the benefits of 
offering a course during 
the J -Term is the flexibility 
in scheduling. Professors 
are able to configure the 
hours any way they choose. 
For example, some courses 
met two hours a day over 
the two weeks, while 
others gathered for four 
hours a day for one week. 
Morris said she enjoyed 
participating in the J -Term 
in ways that she didn't 
anticipate, including 
having a closer relationship 
with students that is more 
difficult to replicate during 
the regular semesters. 
"Meeting for 
an abbreviated number 
of days but for longer 
stretches of time during 
those days really fosters 
a more intimate class 
environment," Morris 
said. "I feel like I have 
gotten to know the 
students much more 
quickly than is possible 
in a seminar that takes 
place over a longer time 
period. This includes 
having discussions in 
which there are no right 
answers and on which not 
everyone agrees. Teaching 
a J -Term course has been 
quite fun, and I think the 
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'UNDERDOG' TAKES TITLE development of their project. The CoUege's 
Career Development 
Center introduced the 
competition in October, 
and four finalist teams 
made presentations at 
the April event. "We 
Career Development 
Center Director J. 
Seniors win Entrepreneurship Competition 
Alex Barker '14 and Jake 
Shimmel ' 14 (above) show 
off their $IO,OOO prize 
for winning the inaugural 
Trinity Entrepreneurship 
Competition on Friday; 
April 25, 2014. Their 
venture, Underdog, is a 
fantasy football mobile 
application based on 
teams rather than the 
performances of individual 
athletes, and the prize 
money will fund further 
are incredibly proud 
of all of our student 
entrepreneurs," said 
Violet Gannon. "The 
entrepreneurial spirit is 
woven into the very fabric 
of the Trinity experience, 
and our teams' creativity, 
innovative thinking, and 
outstanding business plans 
are a testament to the 
power of the liberal arts." 
NEW CAREER DEVELOPMENT STAFF 
Severn Sandt joined the Sandt comes to Trinity covering the PGA 
Career Development with more than 20 Tour; the X Games; 
Center in January as years of experience in Thoroughbred horse 
assistant director for journalism and television racing events, including 
strategic partnerships production and is the the Belmont Stakes and 
and outreach. She serves winner of two Emmy Breeders' Cup; national 
as the principal liaison Awards. A graduate and international figure 
between the Career of Boston University, skating championships; 
Development Center and she joined ABC and two NFL Super 
employers from a variety News as a production Bowls. 
of industries and sectors. assistant, advancing to 
In concert with companies coordinating producer If you would like to learn 
and organizations across on programs including more about hosting an 
the nation, she works to PrimeTime Live, The internship or externship 
generate internship and Century with Peter Jennings, or posting a job, you may 
full -time opportunities for and Hopkins 24/ 7. At reach Sandt via e-mail 
Trinity students, enabling ESPN/ABC Sports, at severn.sandt@trincoll. 
them to lay strong she moved into finance edu. 
foundations for their and operational roles, 
professional lives. overseeing teams 
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Victoria D'Ortenzio '17 and Sydney Rice '17 stop by Trinity Giving Day 





$1.1 million raised as 
more than 1,soo donors 
participate 
Members of the College 
community came together 
in grand fashion on 
April 30, showing their 
support for every facet of 
the student experience 
and ensuring the success 
of the first-ever Trinity 
Giving Day. The 24-hour 
fundraising drive exceeded 
expectations, raising more 
than $I.I million for the 
Trinity College Fund. 
"Our initial goal of 600 
donors was surpassed 
midmorning, and our 
stretch goal of 900 donors 
was exceeded by early 
afternoon," reported 
Director of Annual 
Giving Bill Knapp. "In the 
end, over 1,500 donors 
participated, contributing 
more than $I.I million. 
The response was 
outstanding and outpaced 
our highest expectations." 
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Vice President of College 
Advancement Jack 
Fracasso said, "On behalf 
of the entire on-campus 
community, I am pleased 
to thank alumni, parents, 
and friends of the College 
for your support and 
enthusiasm." He added, 
"Every student will feel 
your support in multiple 
ways." 
Trinity Fund gifts received 
from April I to April 
30 were counted in the 
Giving Day totals. Knapp 
said that he and his 
staff already are excited 
to plan the Second 
Annual Giving Day for 
spring 2015. Meanwhile, 
Annual Giving staff and 
volunteers planned to 
focus during May and 
June on achieving end-of-
fiscal -year goals by June 
30. 
For more photos from Trinity's 
inaugural Giving Day, please visit 
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter. 
TRI N ITV HAS ITS 
FIRST TRUMAN 
SCHOLAR IN 28 
YEARS 
Salima Etoka '15, a 
~estBridge Scholar and 
native of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, 
has been awarded a 
prestigious Truman 
Scholarship for 2014. She 
is one of only 59 college 
students in the country to 
receive the honor and the 
first Trinity student to be 
selected in 28 years. 
The names of the 59 
winners, chosen from a 
pool of 655 candidates 
nominated by 293 colleges 
and universities, were 
announced recently by 
former Secretary of State 
Madeleine K . Albright, 
president of the Harry 
S. Truman Scholarship 
Foundation. The students 
were set to receive their 
awards- up to $30,000 for 
graduate study- during a 
ceremony at the Truman 
Library in Independence, 
Missouri, on May 25. 
A resident of Boise, 
Idaho, who is studying 
this semester in Senegal, 
Etoka is majoring in 
urban studies, political 
science, and French. She 
is particularly interested 
in immigrant and refugee 
rights and diaspora 
communities. 
Etoka was born in Bukavu, 
Congo, and lived there 
for nine years. Her family 
immigrated to the United 
States in 2002 and settled 
in Idaho. Five years later, 
she became an American 
citizen. 
"Anyone who knows me 
knows that I am proud 
Sa Ii ma Etoka '15 in Paris, France, 
where she spent a semester at the 
Trinity campus 
of my heritage and 
upbringing," Etoka said 
in an e-mail from Dakar, 
the capital of Senegal. 
"Although I haven't been 
back to Congo since we 
left, l consider myself 
Congolese, and the years 
I spent there influenced 
who I am today. My time 
in Idaho also shaped me. 
The community we found 
when we arrived in the 
States really provided me 
the opportunities to do 
well, go to Trinity, and 
then be able to travel the 
world and continue with 
my education." 
With the monetary award 
for graduate school, Etoka 
said, she's considering 
the London School of 
Economics, where she 
would study urbanization 
and development, or 
perhaps Columbia 
University, where she 
would focus on urban 
policy As a Truman 
Scholar, students can 
study at any college or 
university as long as the 
program is connected 
to the work they want 
to do after getting 
their advanced degree. 
Ultimately, Etoka would 
like to get her Ph.D. in 
urban policy or urban 
studies. 
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THE JONES YEARS: 
2004-2014 
PRESIDENT JAMES F. JONES, JR. 
IS SET TO RETIRE ON JUNE 30, 20I4, 
AFTER A DECADE OF SERVICE 
TO TRINITY COLLEGE. 
WHAT FOLLOWS IS A GLIMPSE 
OF HIS TENURE THROUGH 
PHOTOGRAPHS AND THROUGH 
THE WORDS OF THOSE 
WHO KNOW HIM BEST. 
"When we offered Jimmy 
the job as the 21st 
president back in 2004, 
I asked him, on behalf 
of the board, to enhance 
the academic reputation 
of Trinity College. He 
has done an outstanding 
job at Trinity because 
he has fulfilled exactly 
what we asked him to 
do. He has brought in 
outstanding young faculty 
and maintained our core 
of outstanding existing 
faculty." 
Paul E. Raether '68, P'93, '96, 
'01, Chair, Board of Trustees 
"I have been honored to 
serve with Jimmy for 
the past two years. He 
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has demonstrated his 
love for my alma mater, 
his natural affection for 
the students, his highest 
regard for the faculty. 
his appreciation of our 
parents and alumni, 
his romance with 
railroads, and his taste 
for chocolate macaroons. 
I will miss Jimmy's 
warmth, kindness, and 
largesse." 
Mary Jo Keating '74, Secretary 
of the College and Vice 
President for College Relations 
''After four presidents in 
four years, Jimmy came 
to the rescue! He brought 
to Trinity the experience 
and wisdom accumulated 
over decades as a teacher, 
scholar, administrator, 
and college president. 
What a blessing to 
have the leadership and 
stability of his 10 years as 
our president." 
Borden W. Painter, Jr. '58, 
H'95, Professor of History, 
Emeritus; Former President of 
the College 
"Among Jimmy's most 
important achievements 
was recruiting the finest 
administrative team in 
generations. At a time 
when new faculty hiring 
was on hold across the 
country, Jimmy brought 
in a new dean of faculty 
and empowered her 
to seek the best young 
faculty she could find. 
This counterintuitive 
move by Jimmy is among 
his finest legacies and will 
enrich Trinity academics 
for decades." 
Scott Reynolds '63, P'92, 
H'll, Secretary of the College, 
Emeritus; Former Member, 
Board of Trustees 
"Jimmy Jones, first and 
foremost, is a truly loving 
and principled man 
with vision, fortitude, 
and almost unbounded 
energy. Coupled with his 
extraordinary wife Jan, he 
is almost sui generis. He has 
an uncanny ability to be 
with students, faculty and 
staff, alumni, and college 
benefactors, whatever 
the opportunities or 
challenges. We will 
miss his presence as an 
accomplished scholar, a 
thoughtful leader, and a 
friend to all." 
William C. Richardson, Ph.D. 
'62, H'03; Member, Board of 
Trustees 
"Jimmy is energetic, 
infectious, exuberant, and 
intellectually charged. 
His belief in and support 
for the faculty have kept 
the academic excellence 
of the College at the 
absolute highest level. It 
is admirable that with all 
the responsibilities of a 
College president that 
he has always found time 
each semester to teach 
a seminar. His passion 
for the students, the 
faculty. and the College is 
exemplary" 
Nina McNeely Diefenbach '80, 
Member, Board of Trustees 
"No campaign can be 
successful without the 
support of the president. 
President Jones was 
actively involved; he 
was an energetic leader, 
Facing page, clockwise from 
top left: 
President James F. Jones, 
Jr. , Trinity College's 21st 
president, offers remarks 
during his inauguration on 
October 17, 2004. 
Professor Joan D. Hedrick, 
Charles A Dana Professor of 
History, Joseph F. Wassong, 
Jr., '59, and Jones attend the 
Shirley G. Wassong Memorial 
Lecture in European and 
American Art, Culture 
and History, which Hedrick 
delivered on April 23, 2012. 
The restored Long Walk 
Jones leads the way at the 
Vernon Social ribbon-cutting 
in September 2013. 
Jones conducts a fall semester 
seminar, "The Emergence of 
the Modern Mind," in 2008. 
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Jones takes part in the inaugural Quest pre-orientation trip to Killarney Provincial Park in Ontario, 
Canada, in August 2005. 
always there for alumni and vital; you at the great achievement for 
gatherings, traveling helm- miraculously (it the College, as were 
extensively, and doing seems) steering us past the Crescent Street 
whatever he could to impossible obstacles." Townhouses, the new 
contribute to Trinity's roof on Austin Arts, and 
fundraising success. His Marjorie V. Butcher H'09, the Gates ~ad. I think 
leadership was absolutely Professor of Mathematics, he's done marvelously 
critical to the excellent Emeritus well." 
outcome of our six-year 
fundraising effort." Leslie Desmangles P'91 , '99, 
"The hallmark of Jimmy's Professor of Religion and 
George Kellner '64, personality is that, for International Studies 
Former Member, Board of him, it is always first 
Trustees; Former Tri-Chair, and foremost about 
Cornerstone Campaign the students, whom he "President Jones has 
teaches, nurtures, and been an integral part 
supports in ways that of our athletic team-
''A respected leader are seldom visible to the he understands and 
among college presidents, public at large. He cares appreciates the Division 
Jimmy created financial deeply about sending III NESCAC model and 
discipline, improved students beyond the has been a great advocate 
governance, attracted United States and Europe for our coaches and 
talented faculty, and for their life learning student-athletes. We're 
revitalized Development. and their education. going to miss having him, 
He leaves an We will sorely miss his Jan, and their dogs on the 
extraordinary legacy" commitment to the sidelines next year." 
Trinity concept of study 
Mitch Merin '75, Former abroad." Robin Sheppard M'76, 
Member, Board of Trustees Professor of Education and 
Milla Riggio, James]. Goodwin Associate Director of Athletics 
Professor of English 
"My deepest thanks for "President Jones has 
your unsurpassed love "He's done so much accomplished many 
for, and leadership for the infrastructure. things at Trinity, but 
0£ Trinity College .. The restoration of rather than list specific 
Your presidency is so the Long Walk was a issues, I would emphasize 
extremely important 
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the ways in which he 
accomplished them. 
His sense of integrity 
and commitment to the 
academic enterprise of 
the liberal arts, to me, 
underlies everything 
else." 
Cheryl Greenberg, Paul 
E. Raether Distinguished 
Professor of History 
"Before President Jones 
arrived, Trinity had four 
different presidents in 
the space of four years. 
His steady leadership 
during his decade in the 
office not only settled the 
uncertainty but allowed 
both him and the College 
to achieve great things." 
Kevin McMahon, john R. 
Reitemeyer Professor of 
Political Science 
"For me and many others, 
President Jones has 
been a remarkable and 
inspirational mentor. His 
strong leadership touch 
will be felt at Trinity for 
years to come." 
David Brown '06, Ann Plato 
Fellow in English 
"Throughout his tenure 
I have been continually 
amazed by how many 
students President Jones 
knows personally and 
how supportive he has 
been of them and their 
work. His enthusiastic 
encouragement has had 
profound impacts on 
many who will remain 
grateful to him and 
Trinity for the rest of 
their lives." 
John Rose, College 
Organist; Chapel Music 
Director 
"The support he has 
shown to Trinity's rare 
book collections has 
made us the envy of our 
colleagues at other New 
England schools." 
Richard Ring, Head Curator, 
Watkinson Library 
"President Jones- Jimmy-
made a special effort to 
seek my input regarding 
how Trinity could better 
respond to the survivors 
of sexual assault." 
Laura Lockwood M'95, 
Director, Women & Gender 
Resource Action Center 
"Soon after President 
Jones arrived at Trinity 
and while I was still a 
high school senior, I had 
the opportunity to meet 
him and perform Louis 
Vierne's 'Carillon de 
Westminster.' I am so 
grateful for the support 
he has shown chapel 
music and organ music 
at the College and will 
always remain amazed 
that I arrived at Trinity 
under his presidency" 
Chris Houlihan '09, 
Artist-in-Residence, 2013-2014 
"In IO years of dedicated 
service to the College, 
President Jones has 
steadfastly fulfilled 
President Ogilby's ideal 
of the 'Personal College."' 
Peter Ragosta '15, 
Whitters Family Scholar 
"The opportunity to take a 
class with President Jones 
was undoubtedly once in 
Jones speaks with Elizabeth Gerber '14 and Benjamin Rudy '13 during the 2013 Homecoming football 
game. Jones's wife, Jan, is at right. 
a lifetime. The profound 
wisdom that President 
Jones shared with me 
reshaped my worldview 
and will stay with me for 
the rest of my life." 
Meredith Munro '15 
"I will be very sad to see 
you go, but am so grateful 
for the incredible way 
you have enhanced my 
education and the way 
you have helped shape 
me into an adult- from 
moments on ~est ... and 
Tibet! ... to the classroom 
to the ~ad. You have 
helped make Trinity a 
wonderful and safe place 
to learn and grow" 
Mina Aiken '11 
"Words cannot express 
our praise to you, the 
faculty and staff for [our 
daughter's] extraordinary 
four years at Trinity ... 
Your ability to touch the 
lives of your students in 
such a personal way is 
extraordinary" 
Jaye and Joe Semrod P'12, 
Parents ojKelsey Semrod '12 
"President Jones has made 
a difference through what 
he has done ... to make 
Hartford a better place. 
He is a down-to-earth 
person with a heart of 
gold." 
Hyacinth Vennie P'02, '06, 
President, Maple Avenue 
Neighborhood Revitalization 
Zone 
"President Jones has been 
a quiet and determined 
champion of the 
Hartford Youth Scholars 
Foundation, making a 
difference one student 
at a time. He has done 
the work but not asked 
for the recognition he 
deserves. Now is the time 
that he should receive it." 
Roxanna Booth Miller, 
Co-Director and Chief 
Development Officer, Hartford 
Youth Scholars Foundation 
MetroHartfo rd All iance President and CEO Oz G riebel presents 
Jones with the Rising Star Award in January 2014 in honor of Jones's 
leadership and service to the College, the city, and the region. 




LONGEST-SITTING BOARD CHAIR IN COLLEGE 
HISTORY TO STEP DOWN JUNE 30 
Paul E. Raether '68, P'93, '96, '01 has 
served as a member of Trinity's Board of 
Trustees since 1989 and as its chair since 
2002, making him the longest-sitting chair 
of the board in the history of the College. 
The Reporter reached out to four people who 
know him well-Peter Blum, Tom Johnson, 
Bill Reynolds, and chair-elect Cornie 
Thornburgh-for their thoughts 
on his time at Trinity. 
..... ....... ............................. ............. 
"The navigator is in charge 
Cornelia Parsons of knowing where a vessel 
Thornburgh '80, is at all times. By daylight, 
when buoys are easily vis-
Chair-elect, Board ojTrustees ible and land is always in 
sight, this is an easy task. 
"Two critical jobs exist on In the dark when land-
any large boat: helmsman marks are not apparent, 
and navigator. Without the job of the navigator is 
their skills and close part- crucial. Guiding a college 
nership, there is a good is a 24/ 7 job and one that 
likelihood the boat will requires constant vigilance. 
flounder. Fair weather 
or foul, Trinity's helms- "With Jimmy Jones at the 
man, President Jones, helm and Paul Raether as 
has always been visible at our navigator, Trinity has 
the wheel with a marked been blessed to steer a true 
chart to steer the ship by, course along both calm 
a chart set by the Board of and choppy seas. Paul has 
Trustees working with the been this board's naviga-
administration. Similarly, tor for close to 12 years. 
the board relies most He has ensured Trinity 
heavily upon another key navigates the increasingly 
member of the College's tricky shoals that have 
crew- Paul Raether, our developed in the current 
tried-and-true navigator. seascape that is American 
higher education. 
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Raether mingles at the Chairman's Circle Dinner at New York City's 
Gramercy Park Hotel in October 2013 . 
"My experience serving of the table- and it was 
under Paul's watch has clear why he'd earned his 
been both inspiration and position as chairman. He 
guide as I prepare to take was observant, and he 
on the role of navigator as listened hard. He was wise, 
Trinity's next board chair. informed, and decisive. He 
Fortunately, technology solicited others' opinions 
ensures that our retired enthusiastically (genuinely 
navigator will never be out and generously) but always 
of range, and I look for- had one of his own. He 
ward to relying upon his conveyed great respect for 
expertise and experience the people at the table, 
in mentoring my watch for the process, and for 
going forward . Thank you, our institution. He set, 
Paul, for guiding our ship by example, a very high 
so ably." bar, or, as the students 
might say, 'Don't show up 
...................................................... unless you've brought your 
A-game!' 
Peter Blum '72, P'12, 
"But it's more than Former Member, Board of 
leadership that defines Trustees 
Paul; it's loyalty. Paul 
"When I joined the makes enormous time 
for Trinity- arriving on board in 2002, Paul 





































Raether and a Dream Camper share the duties of table captain 
during a fine dining/healthy eating event in 2011 . 
the rest of us, staying late laughter, tremendous 
(especially for football) , stories, and great personal 
attending faculty dinners- warmth. 
these things take time 
and reflect brilliantly "Each of us, all of us, 
his fierce desire for should reflect upon 
Trinity to win, and not the extraordinary, 
just within NESCAC. encompassing 
Paul's competitive spirit, commitment that Paul has 
and his pride in Trinity. made to Trinity. We scored 
are compelling and important wins on his 
contagious- and make watch, and our College is 
you not want to let him or far the better for his having 
the institution down. You led us." 
know he always has your 
back. .... ................................................. . 
"As chair, Paul made it William H. 
obvious that he needed Reynolds, Jr. '71, 
you to contribute and that Secretary of the College, 
he wanted you to succeed. Emeritus; Former Member, 
He was a leader for whom Board of Trustees 
you'd walk through walls-
and we did, as best we "Paul Raether provides 
could- his determination commitment and 
never flagged . All this, performance across the 
delivered with his quick 
Board Chair Paul Raether '68 , P'93, '96, '01 offers his remarks at 
Commencement 2012 . 
full spectrum of his ever- interests and issues. As a 
busy life. Each educational result, the board's efforts 
institution that helped and accountability to itself 
to shape his adulthood- reflected Paul's energy and 
Colorado Academy. Trinity integrity. No one worked 
College, Dartmouth's harder than Paul during his 
Amos Tuck School- has tenure. 
reaped the rewards of his 
time, his creative thinking, "Paul epitomizes those 
and his generosity. Trinity qualities of Trinity that I 
is beyond fortunate to hold most dear. He 
count Paul among its is a leader by example 
leaders and alumni. and is with you in the 
trenches. He is a 'happy 
"With Paul as board chair, warrior,' and that infuses 
we had a team that met those around him with 
tough issues head on and confidence. I can honestly 
jumped on opportunities say that Paul never forgets 
with passion. We did so what you have said to him, 
within the embrace of a and he never forgets his 
leader who never failed promises and decisions. 
to see the humor in life That quality and the 
in all moments and who sincerity behind it embody 
made sure everyone was being a Bantam." 
heard. Paul was intentional 
about getting to know his 
board members and their 
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Raether lends a hand in cutting the ribbon to the newly restored Long Walk in October 2008, 
while President Jones, Jared Paletti '09, and Kathleen Kete, now Borden W. Painter, Jr. 'sa, 
H'95 Professor of European History, also take part. 
President James F. Jones, 
Jr. confers with Raether. 
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Above: Raether speaks with alumna Remi Evans '11 . 
Below: Raether joins Shakira Ramos '02 and Patrice Ball-
Reed 'ao at the Long Walk Societies/Wall of Honor 
Reception in October 2011 . 
Thomas S. Johnson 
'62, P'97, H'OS. 
Former Member and Chairman, 
Board ef Trustees 
"Paul Raether is one of 
the most low-key and 
self-effacing leaders that 
I have known. He doesn't 
project himself in a self-
serving or egotistical way. 
If you observe his facial 
expressions and sense of 
humor, you'll see a person 
who leads by being a 
supporter and constant 
member of the group 
rather than by imposing 
his views in any way. He 
leads in a way that's very 
comfortable for people. 
"One of the most telling 
aspects of his character, 
in my observation of 
Paul, is that his financial 
contributions to Trinity 
were anonymous. I think 
it was I who finally had 
to go to him and explain 
that there's a constructive 
reason to put his name 
on a contribution, that 
we wanted him to be an 
example to others. It's 
very much for the good 
of the College. He came 
to it reluctantly, never 
really wanted anything 
for himself by way of ego 
satisfaction. 
"His dedication to the kind 
of hands-on education that 
Trinity College gives comes 
through in his actions 
and the supportive way in 
which he helps others to 
do their jobs. I think that 
securing the true liberal 
arts quality of the College 
would have to count as 
the overall summary of his 
accomplishments." 
TRINITY IN THE NEWS 
Edited selections from media Minnesota Concordia Here's one from Wendy College (USA), has 
coverage of the College College, Rice University, Davis, a member of his developed Post-Picasso 
DeSales University, first Final Four team in during the years since 
Saint Louis University, 1991, and now the head he curated Picasso and 
Connecticut Trinity basketball coach at Trinity American Art for the 
College and Illinois College: Whitney Museum of 
North Central College. 
"I vividly remember our 
American Art (2006-07). 
Lafayette Habitat for While they are in Post-Picasso will build on 
Humanity hosts students Lafayette the students '91 team at the Palestra in the substantial research 
for alternative spring will be working on Philly We beat NC State of that exhibition to treat 
break several homes currently and then Clemson that the chronological period 
Beginning this week 
under construction in weekend to go to UConn's from the decade before 
Lafayette's McComb/ FIRST EVER Final Four," Picasso's death in 1973 to 
Lafayette Habitat for Veazey neighborhood Davis said. "We were so the present. 
Humanity will be hosting as part of Lafayette excited because we did One of the most over IOO college student Habitat's Neighborhood it on Geno's birthday 
volunteers from all over Revitalization Initiative. weekend and near his 
surprising upshots of 
the United States who will hometown of Norristown, the exhibition will be 
be spending their spring "Collegiate Challenge PA. Many of us were 
the evidence of Picasso's 
break building homes is one of the most from PA, so we had quite 
importance for the 
with families in need of productive times of the a crowd there cheering 
art of the twenty-first 
affordable housing. year for us," said Joelle us on. It was sort of a 
century. The show will 
Boudreaux, Volunteer "Homecoming" for several 
reveal how Picasso's 
These volunteers are Services Director at players AND Geno. We 
art and reputation 
participants in Habitat for Lafayette Habitat. felt like we gave him his 
continue to generate 
Humanity International's "These students could be best birthday present 
a fruitful dialogue 
annual Collegiate spending a week at the ever!" 
with contemporary 
Challenge program, which beach, but instead are courantblogs.com 
artists around the 
provides college students investing their time to February 3, 2014 
world, particularly his 
with the opportunity to make a direct impact in 
reputation as a paradigm 
travel to a local Habitat the lives of others through 
of modernism, the issues 
affiliate for a week of community service." of cultural hegemony 
intensive work on the KLFY News IO , Exhibition to trace impact 
galvanised by his 
construction site, as well Lafayette, Louisiana of Picasso on international 
introduction of non-
as a chance to delve more February 25, 2014 contemporary art 
Western sources into 
deeply into housing issues European art, and the 
in the communities where KOLKATA: The first debates over the position 
they serve. exhibition dedicated to of painting and sculpture 
Wendy Davis and the tracing the impact of in contemporary practice. 
Participants raise funds Homecoming Present Picasso on international Similarly; the show will 
to pay for their travel contemporary art is being explore the impact of 
expenses and make a Geno Auriemma staged at Museu Picasso, Picasso on artists working 
contribution to their coaches his 1,oooth Barcelona, Spain from in a wide range of media, 
host affiliate to cover game at UConn on March 5 to June 29, 2014. including video and 
the costs of their Feb. 22 at Houston. To Curated by art expert photography; as well as 
accommodations while commemorate the historic Michael FitzGerald, the painting and sculpture. 
they are volunteering. occasion, the Hartford show will explore the The Economic Times 
Schools that will be Courant will occasionally dialogue inspired by the March 4, 2014 
partnering with Lafayette share memories and work of Picasso in today's 
Habitat for Humanity remembrances from those artists. 
this year include who were with him along Dr. FitzGerald, Professor Columbia University, The the way of Fine Arts, Trinity Ohio State University; 
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The Accidentals have 
a little fun taking selfies 
during a late winter 
rehearsal. 
The last night of January 
is a Friday and cold. But 
when Jacqueline Busa 
'17 arrives at Hamlin 
Hall just before 8:00, 
the ambient temperature 
is rising as swiftly as 
the seats disappear, and 
spirits are high despite 
the rather serious faces 
in the portraits of past 
presidents peering down 
from high on the walls. By 
the time the Accidentals, 
Trinity's only all-male a 
cappella group, file in to 
kick the evening off a half 
an hour later, the room 
will be filled to capacity 
and the climate Lke that 
of a sauna. 
It's the night of spring-
semester auditions for the 
College's five a cappella 
groups, and Busa, a 
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first-year student from 
Needham, Massachusetts, 
who is thinking about 
majoring in biochemistry, 
is there to try out for the 
~irks, the all-women 
ensemble that became 
a Trinity institution IO 
years ago and performed 
in December at the White 
House. Busa has been 
preparing for this since 
she was a kid. A lifelong 
vocalist, she was active 
in all sorts of singing 
ensembles throughout her 
childhood. 
She thoroughly researched 
the College's a cappella 
groups before she 
came to Hartford. Last 
September she tried out 
for the Pipes, the College's 
oldest a cappella group, 
the Trinitones, and the 
~irks. Though she 
was turned down by the 
~irks, it was not for lack 
of talent. She was invited 
to try out again in January, 
and, though she admits 
feeling nervous, she's also 
excited. 
Revival 
A cappella ensemble 
singing was part of the 
American collegiate 
cultural landscape for 
most of the 20th century. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic 
lnstitute's Rensselyrics 
are descended from that 
institution's longstanding 
glee club, founded in the 
19th century; and Yale's 
renowned Whiffenpoofs 
have been entertaining 
continuously since 1909. 
But the phenomenon 
didn't catch on at most 
colleges until around 
1940. Princeton, 
Dartmouth, Harvard, 
Brown, and Cornell 
all had groups by 1950. 
Trinity's first a cappella 
group, the Pipes, was 
already several years old 
by then. It originated as a 
male quartet in 1938 and 
later evolved into a small 
male choir, then a folk 
band, before becoming 
an a cappella group. The 
Pipes went coed when the 
College did, in 1970. 
They remained Trinity's 
only a cappella group until 
1987, when the all-female 
Trinitones were founded. 
The Accidentals came 
along about six years later, 
followed by the ~irks 
and the coed Dischords 
in 2004 and 2005, 
respectively 
The five groups boast a 
combined 75 members, 
enjoying tremendous 
popularity and attracting 
large crowds whenever 
they perform on campus, 
as they always do on 
the audition nights at 
the beginning of each 
semester. 
"There's been a real revival 
of a cappella singing," 
says John Rose, College 
organist and Chapel 
music director, who is the 
longtime faculty adviser 
to the Accidentals. "It has 
become more and more 
Right: T he Dischords (top) 
and the Pipes (bottom) 
perform during spring-




popular in the past few 
years as it has evolved 
to embrace modern pop 
music." 
Beyond a blending 
of voices 
Unquestionably the 
adoption of contemporary 
tunes as part of the 
repertoire is one reason 
why collegiate a cappella is 
so popular. But there are 
others, says William "Mac" 
McCarthy '14, a chemistry 
and Russian double major 
and a Jill G. and Peter 
S. Kraus '74 Presidential 
Scholar. His sister Caitlin 
McCarthy '06 sang with 
the Pipes while she was at 
Trinity. 
''I've always been a singer," 
he says. "The Accidentals 
have made it possible 
for me to do that all the 
time that I've been an 
undergraduate. I've had 
opportunities to write and 
arrange music, and we get 
to travel a lot. We perform 
at alumni events, private 
events, festivals. " 
Perhaps the most 
important reason for 
a cappella's popularity 
among its members, 
however, is one less 
apparent to audiences. 
"The Accidentals are more 
than just an a cappella 
group," McCarthy says. 
"It's a brotherhood. The 
members of the group are 
all my best friends." 
Rachael Burke '14, a 
member of the ~irks 
throughout her four 
years at Trinity, agrees. "A 
cappella is a wonderful 
way to meet people at 
Trinity," she says. "As 
a first year, I had an 
immediate support group 
when I joined the ~irks 
The members have a 
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~ha~ed interest. Everyone 
is highly motivated, and 
they really care about each 
other." 
Like any successful team 
the members understand 
the success of the unit is 
paramount. They commit 
to not only share the fun 
but also the hard work 
which includes one or ~o 
hours of practice several 
nights each week. The 
rehearsal.s are obligatory. 
but the singers appreciate 
what they gain. 
A "second family" is 
how Jessica L'Heureux 
'14 describes what the 
Pipes mean to her. "The 
group succeeds when its 
members work together 
toward mutual goals," 
says L'Heureux, a Charles 
Byron and Ila Bassett 
Spofford Scholar. It's a 
commitment that endures 
beyond the college years. 
"When we had our 75th 
anniversary last year, 75 
alumni came to Hartford 
to celebrate." 
Others point to more 
positive benefits of being 
a part of a group. "Singing 
a cappella is a lot of 
work, but the rewards are 
very great," says Anisha 
Chakrabarti '14 of the 
Dischords. "The academic 
work at !rinity can be very 
d~mandmg. Practicing 
with the Dischords helps 
to balance that. It's a real 
outlet, and there's a lot of 
emotional support from 
all of the members." 
Posse Scholar Madeleine 
"Maddie" Dickinson •14 
~f the Trinitones says, 
I was very committed 
to my academic work 
when I came to 
Trinity. I had made a 
personal promise not to 
overextend myself with 
extracurricular activities . 
But I found a support 
group and structure in 
the Trinitones. It has 
been an entirely positive 
experience." 
A lens 
Lasting.friendships . Joyful 
memones. A commitment 
to hard work and self-
discipline. Those are the 
gifts of a cappella that 
the singers take with 
them when they leave 
Trinity. "Founding the 
~irks is the Trinity 
accomplishment of which 
I'm most proud," says 
Brie Schwartz '06, who, 
with Anna Vognsen '06, 
launched the group in 
2004. "It demanded both 
leadership and teamwork 
and it unquestionably ' 
enhanced my College 
experience." 
"A cappella was a lens 
through which I viewed 
all of my College 
experience," says the Rev. 
Gideon Pollach '96, head 
chaplain at Episcopal High 
School m Alexandria 
Virginia, and a founder 
of the Accidentals . "The 
f:iend.sh!ps are still strong. 
Im still m touch with 
many of the members." 
Last December, when the 
~irks were invited to the 
White House, Schwartz 
and Vognsen accompanied 
them. "We're honored and 
thrilled," Vognsen said at 
the time. "We're so proud 
of everything they've done 
and very excited to be 
there." 
Performing at the White 
House was the frosting 
on two years of special 
events during which the 
~irks have sung at the 
opening of a Boston Red 
Sox gan1e, joined the Yale 
!o he~r Trinity's a cappella groups 
m action, please visit commons. 
trincoll.edu/reporter. 
Whiffenpoofs for shows 
at Norfolk, Connecticut's 
celebrated Infinity Hall, 
and competed against the 
nation's top a cappella 
groups at the Silver Chord 
Bowl. 
But they don't rest on 
laurels. None of the 
groups do. To watch them 
"sell it" to their fellow 
students on the cold 
Friday evening in January, 
one might conclude this 
is the summit of their 
season. Each group arrives 
and leaves to robust 
applause that rings in the 
high, vaulted rafters. 
When the sweet harmony 
ends and the crowd 
empties out into the frosty 
air, the five groups spread 
out across campus to 
conduct their auditions. 
Jacqueline Busa is one of 
10 yo~ng women who try 
out with the ~irks. She 
performs her rendition of 
Adele's "Turning Tables," 
and it's sufficiently 
compelling to earn a 
callback invitation to work 
out with the group the 
next day. 
Sunday evening she learns 
she has been selected. 
Two weeks later, when she 
performs her first concert 
with the group, she already 
feels at home. "Once a 
~irk," she says, "always a 
~irk." 
Rig~t: The Trinity College 
Ouirks make a special 
appearance at the White 
House in December 2013. 
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PHIL ROBERTSON '87 SHEDS LIGHT ON HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 
by Jim H . Smith on the trajectory that he read Schell's book as organizations, he 
would carry him from a high school senior, he recalls, and he quickly 
Philip S. Robertson, Frog Hollow to Bangkok. had no conception of how found a way to play a 
Jr. '87 is a forward - Schell's prize-winning those values might serve role in the conflict of 
looking man, not given book, published in 1982, as the framework for a philosophies as a member 
to excessive reflection grew out of a series of career. of the Connecticut 
on the past. Given the articles he wrote for The Public Interest Research 
nearly limitless capacity New Yorker about the "I was pretty much a Group (ConnPIRG) . 
of humans to infringe, nuclear arms race. The happy-go-lucky kid," he The relatively new 
often quite brutally, upon vision it depicted, of the concedes. "When I read organization used 
the fundamental rights of earth plunged into endless Schell's book, the idea of information to counter 
their fellow humans, it's winter following a nuclear global extinction made a the influence of large 
easy to understand that holocaust, was profoundly big impression on me. I corporations and special 
Robertson's work as the disturbing to the young felt like I wanted to do interests threatening 
deputy director of the Asia Robertson. something about it." consumer health and 
Division of Human Rights safety 
Watch demands most of The son of a businessman 
his time. who is a conservative Horror and beauty By 1986, Robertson's 
Republican and a school That motivation found passionate engagement in 
But when he finds a athletics coach who is an plenty of opportunities 
the work of ConnPIRG 
few fleeting minutes to avid environmentalist, for expression at 
and his public relations 
reflect on all that he has the Bridgewater, Trinity A history major, 
experience with the 
accomplished in the 26 Massachusetts, native Robertson arrived at the Americans for Democratic 
years since he graduated says he grew up in a College as history was 
Action earned him a 
from Trinity, Robertson home where the values unfolding. A strong bloc 
position on ConnPIRG's 
realizes that it was a book, of fair play and anti- of conservative groups 
state committee. "That 
Jonathan Schell's The Fate discrimination were on campus was seeking really propelled me ef the Earth, that set him instilled early. Yet, before to muffle environmental into making the world 
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a better place," he says. 
" It also gave me a lot of 
experience interacting 
with the state legislature." 
When he wasn't 
volunteering his time 
with ConnPIRG, he was 
immersed in a curriculum 
of his own design, heavy 
on comparative religion, 
Eastern philosophy, and 
the history of colonialism. 
After graduating Phi 
Beta Kappa and visiting 
Europe, he returned to 
Boston and settled in to 
find work. The search 
was mostly frustrating. 
"The key was to leave 
Boston," he says. "In 1988 
Senator Paul Simon was 
running for president and 
someone encouraged me 
to get involved. I landed a 
position as assistant office 
director for his campaign 
in New Hampshire. It was 
a short-term job, since he 
didn't get elected, but it 
was good experience." 
It led, indeed, to his 
first significant long-
term position, as a staff 
assistant to the House 
Subcommittee on Asian 
and Pacific Affairs, a job 
that would keep him in 
the nation's capital for two 
years. "It was a wonderful 
learning experience," 
says Robertson. "I 
especially valued the 
opportunity to interact 
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with the late Congressman 
Stephen Solarz. He cared 
passionately about foreign 
affairs, and he was a 
tremendous mentor." 
Conducting briefings 
and writing memos on 
a wide range of foreign 
policy issues related 
to South Asia and 
the Pacific refocused 
Robertson on what kind 
of contribution he could 
make to improving the 
world. "I wrote committee 
testimony, floor speeches, 
and talking points," he 
says. "I formulated policy 
recommendations and 
sought their adoption 
through legislation and 
coalition-building with 
other congressional offices 
and executive branch 
agencies. " 
And it served as a kind 
of public policy boot 
camp after which, in 
1990, Robertson jumped 
on an opportunity to 
really engage in human 
rights work in the region 
about which he'd been 
writing. As an assistant 
field team leader- later 
promoted to field team 
leader- he spent two years 
with the International 
Rescue Committee/ 
Joint Voluntary Agency, 
managing a 20-person 
multiethnic team assisting 
Hmong refugees from 
Laos on the Thai-Lao 
border. 
It was the beginning of a 
lifelong love affair with 
Thailand. "The work we 
did was intense," he says. 
"We visited the camps 
regularly, interviewing 
refugee families and 
documenting their claims 
in order to determine their 
eligibility for resettlement 
to the United States. We 
















by Jim H. Smith 
Kristin Duquette '13 doesn't swim 
competitively anymore. Though 
she's only 23, the five-time 
American Paralympic record holder, 
three-time Junior National record 
holder, and captain of the U.S. team 
at the Greek Open in 2010 has too 
much else on her plate to put in the 
necessary training time. 
These days the East Hartford 
resident-who, in collaboration 
with Tortora Sillcox Family Scholar 
Bryan "Charley" Wedeen '12 and 
Sean Snyder '13, a recipient of 
several scholarships, coordinated 
2012's high-profile A Day in a 
Wheelchair event on campus-is 
busy establishing a career. Last 
year Duquette, a Susanna and 
Solon Lawrence Scholar, served as 
a congressional intern through the 
American Association of People 
with Disabilities' Summer Internship 
Program and, later, worked for 
EIN SOF Communications, a Los 
Angeles-based strategic marketing, 
public relations, accessible events, 
and employment consultation firm. 
Currently she is working with the 
Connecticut General Assembly's 
Education Committee. Since 
last June, she has been a regular 
contributor on disability issues to 
The Huffington Post. 
Farmington resident Anna 
Gordon '12, aher graduating 
from Trinity, completed three 
internships in the nation's capital 
with organizations involved in 
fundraising and international 
development. Like any good 
networker, she built lasting 
relationships with each of her 
short-term employers. The work 
she did for GlobalGiving, which 
helps grassroots organizations 
worldwide develop more effective 
fundraising strategies, led to a 
more permanent job. In January 
she moved to Thailand to work 
with We women, a foundation 
devoted to empowering women in 
Burma to assume roles of power 
locally and nationally. 
Duquette and Gordon are only 
two of the many alumni ofTrinity's 
novel Human Rights Program. 
Alumni have spread across the 
planet, sowing the seeds of equality 
and hope worldwide through their 
work with organizations addressing 
issues such as health care, Al DS/ 
HIV services, disabilities, and 
gender equality. 
Trinity's Human Rights Program 
was the first such program at a 
U.S. liberal arts college. Introduced 
in 1998, it offered students an 
opportunity to design their own 
curriculum, with a strong emphasis 
on courses related to human rights. 
Participating students also may 
take part in summer fellowships to 
put their newfound knowledge to 
work in the world. Currently there 
are 17 students in the program, says 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
ING PROGRAM 
Donna-Dale Marcano, who became 
the head of the program in the fall 
of 2013. 
"We look for students for whom 
human rights is a primary research 
focus, and we work hard to make 
sure the program is not merely 
theoretical,'" says Marcano. "We 
do a good job of making sure 
that human rights is not just an 
issue that happens 'over there.' It's 
important for our students to have 
opportunities to travel whenever 
possible, not just for classes, but for 
real, experiential opportunities on 
the ground." 
Last year, students served 
summer fellowships-which, 
since the program's inception, 
have been funded by alumnus 
Peter Blum '72, P'12-with 
several prestigious organizations, 
including the Clinton Global 
Initiative, a program launched by 
former President Bill Clinton to 
convene global leaders to help 
solve the world's most pressing 
challenges; the Connecticut 
Commission on Human Rights 
and Opportunities, which seeks to 
eliminate discrimination through 
law enforcement and to promote 
equal opportunity and justice 
through education and advocacy; 
the National Economic and Social 
Rights Initiative (NESRI), which 
partners with communities to 
promote economic and social 
rights; Amnesty International, 
which is dedicated to promoting 
human rights; the International 
Rescue Committee, which 
provides assistance to refugees 
forced to flee by war or disaster; 
and WITNESS, an international 
nonprofit that employs video 
storytelling to focus public 
attention on human rights abuses. 
"The Human Rights Program is 
terrific," says Maggie Lawrence 
'14, a Class of 1963 Scholar from 
South Carolina who completed 
a fellowship with NESRI. "The 
classes are both interesting and 
challenging, and students have real 
opportunities to work with human 
rights organizations. NESRI focuses 
on human rights to education, 
health, housing, and work with 
dignity. During my 10-week 
fellowship, I had opportunities to 
work across programs on taxation, 
state budgeting, and equitable 
systems. It was a great learning 
experience." 
It is experience that Lawrence 
hopes will come in handy when, 
after graduating, she looks for work 
with an international nonprofit. 
She'll also have the advantage of a 
built-in network, 15 years of Trinity 
alumni who've graduated from the 
Human Rights Program and gone 
on to rewarding careers. 
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Robertson meets with National League for Democracy senior states-
man and longtime political prisoner Win Tin in Burma in April 2013. 
handled lots of cases of 
people who were fleeing 
horrific situations. 
"But on my own I traveled 
a lot. I learned how to 
speak Thai, and I bought 
a motorcycle and traveled 
all over Thailand. I was 
absolutely blown away by 
the beauty of the country" 
Striving to help 
After two years in 
the refugee camps, he 
accepted a position as 
project planning and 
evaluation officer with 
the Population and 
Community Development 
Association, based in 
Bangkok. During the next 
two years, he developed 




scale water systems and 
environmental sanitation 
in several provinces of 
northeast Thailand. 
When he returned to the 
United States in 1994. 
it was to accept a job 
as program officer for 
the AFL- CIO's Asian-
American Free Labor 
Institute and to complete 
a master 's degree at Johns 
Hopkins University's 
School of Advanced 
International Studies. 
Accompanying him was 
his wife. Rachaneekorn 
"Roong" Poomipug, a 
Thai woman he'd met 
while she was working for 
another nongovernmental 
"I was pretty much a happy-go-lucky kid. 
When I read (Jonathan) Schell's book, 
the idea of global extinction made a big 
impression on me. I felt like I wanted to do 
something about it." 
organization in the Lao 
border refugee camps. 
In many ways, Robertson 
concedes, it was good to 
be back in the United 
States and to reengage 
with people he'd known 
during his time in 
Washington, D. C. But he 
soon missed the exotic 
land, more than 8,500 
miles away; that had 
become his new home. He 
arrived back in Bangkok 
in early 1998, amid the 
Asian financial crisis 
that was then tearing 
apart the economies and 
undermining employment 
in the region. As the 
Mainland Southeast Asia 
representative of the 
AFL-CIO, he was "at 
ground zero" working 
with local labor unions 
trying to save jobs, protect 
worker rights, and assist 
laid-off workers. Six years 
later, he moved to the 
United Nations to lead 
the UN. Inter-Agency 
Project on Human 
Trafficking in the Greater 
Mekong Subregion and to 
help the six governments 
of the region reach a 
historic agreement to 
cooperate in combating 
human trafficking. He also 
traveled all over the region 
as a consultant, heading 
Asia Human Rights and 
Labour Advocates, a group 
he formed in 2006. 
Throughout the past 18 
years, Robertson has been 
based in Thailand. In 
late 2009 he became the 
Asia deputy director for 
Human Rights Watch, a 
job he's held ever since. 
While his energies are 
taxed by the vast area 
he oversees, covering 
Vietnam, Cambodia, 
Thailand, Laos, Burma, 
Malaysia, Singapore, 
North Korea, and Japan, 
he says it is work for which 
he has prepared his entire 
career. ''I've always been 
fascinated by human rights 
advocates and migrant 
workers, the sort of people 
who will risk everything 
for the opportunity to 
better themselves and help 
others," he says. "My work 
here routinely puts me in 
contact with people who 
take such risks, and I'm 
privileged to have their 
back in their struggles. 
"We see human rights 
violations of all kinds," 
he adds, "and it's my job 
to try to shed light on 
such horrific situations, 
get the word out in the 
media, and create pressure 
for governments to take 
action. The challenges are 
daunting, but it's possible 
to make progress. I try 
not to be discouraged by 
the magnitude of some 
problems. Every day I 
strive to help people 
who are being exploited. 
There is a great deal of 
satisfaction in what I do." 
FLYING HORSES OF HARTFORD 
Tucked in the city's historic Bushnell Park, against the backdrop of 
downtown skyscrapers and passing cars, you'll find a swirling colorful 
oasis: the Bushnell Park Carousel. The hand-carved, wooden Stein 
and Goldstein carousel- one of only three left in the world- was 
brought to Hartford in 1974 and has been almost fully restored. This 
year she'll celebrate her moth birthday amid pomp and circumstance. 
Visitors to the carousel pay just $I for a three-and-a-half-minute 
ride that puts a smile on the faces of all kids- big and small. For more 
information, visit www.thecarouselmuseum.org. 
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RI C H ARD B ERGEN 
College offers innovative 
graduate studies options 
by Rhea Hirshman 
Working as an actuary 
for a major insurance 
company came naturally 
to Scott Reznick M'12, 
who had majored in math 
as an undergraduate. 
But, as time went on, he 
began to rethink his career 
choice. "The work was 
intellectually challenging," 
he says, "but not in a way 
that felt meaningful." 
Literature, on the 
other hand, fired his 
imagination, and he began 
taking evening courses at 
another area university, 
ultimately choosing 
Trinity's graduate program 
in English. "I realized 
that I wanted literature 
to be a bigger part of 
my life," Reznick says, 
"not something I paid 
attention to just one night 
a week. That conviction 
grew alongside an equal 
devotion to education; 
Trinity's program was 
the logical step in 
transitioning from risk 
assessor to educator." 
Now, the former insurance 
professional is pursuing 
a Ph.D. in English at 
Boston College, with 
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Adjunct faculty member Craig Hotchkiss, right, gathers with his ''.A.MST 872: History Museum 
Education" class at the Huntington Homestead in Scotland, Connecticut, during a February field 
trip. Others in attendance included Stephen Shaw, second from right, who serves as president of the 
Connecticut Society of the Sons of the American Revolution, and John Spencer, fourth from right, 
president of the Huntington Homestead Trust. 
an eye toward entering 
academia. "Whether 
you have to get an M.A. 
for work or are doing it 
for yourself," Reznick 
says, "Trinity's program 
can be intellectually 
transformative." 
A long history 
Trinity's graduate 
program offers three 
areas of study: English 
(with tracks in literary 
studies and in writing, 
rhetoric, and media 
arts) ; American studies 
(with tracks in American 
cultural studies; museums 
and communities; and 
historical perspectives 
on New England and the 
nation) ; and public policy 
(with tracks in public 
policy studies and health 
care policy and a recently 
implemented track in 
education policy). 
Although its current 
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iteration dates back 
to the mid-2ooos, 
graduate education at 
Trinity has a long history 
William Barnett, dean 
of graduate studies, 
notes that Trinity began 
offering formal master's 
degrees in 1888 and 
that some departments, 
such as chemistry. 
engineering, philosophy, 
and psychology. offered 
graduate degrees until 
the 1980s. Women were 
admitted to graduate 
studies beginning in 
1927. nearly five decades 
before the College became 
coeducational. However, 
since the 1980s, Trinity 
has undertaken curricular 
changes that have resulted 
in focusing on fewer 
graduate programs. 
"Current programs, and 
those we are considering 
for the future, embody 
both our liberal arts 
mission and service to 
our local community," 
Barnett says. "Working 
professionals come here 
because of our reputation 
for very high quality 
instruction." 
Furthering careers 
While some, like Reznick, 
undertake graduate studies 
with future career change 
in mind, others do so 
to enhance prospects 
or expand horizons in 
their current careers. 
Adrienne Fulco, associate 
professor of public policy 
and law and director 
of undergraduate and 
graduate public policy 
programs, notes that 
she has taught police 
officers, schoolteachers 
and administrators, 
journalists, state and local 
government employees, 
lawyers, elected officials, 
and others in both the 
public and private sectors 
who want to sharpen their 
understanding of the 
policy-making process. 
"Our students," she says, 
"bring their experiences 
into our discussions of 
real-world policy issues." 
Christopher Todd M'rn, 
a social studies teacher 
at Windsor High School , 
wanted to pursue a 
graduate degree in public 
policy both to gain deeper 
subject knowledge and to 
support his community 
involvement as co-
chair of the Economic 
Development Commission 
for the town of Ellington. 
He was attracted to Trinity 
because its graduate 
programs cater to working 
professionals in both 
scheduling and in the 
diverse backgrounds of the 
faculty and staff. 
"The strength of the 
program for me," Todd 
notes, "was outstanding 
teaching from professors 
who balance wide real -
world experience with 
academic expertise." In 
his master's thesis, Todd 
combined the theoretical 
with the practical in an 
examination of ways to 
produce greater degrees 
of regionalization for 
small school districts 
without loss of local 
control. "Trinity's program 
challenged me," he says, 
"to be a stronger learner 
and a more effective 
educator both in the 
classroom and in my 
community" 
The new health care 
policy track, created to 
address an area of national 
and worldwide concern, 
attracts students such 
as Lauren Deluca, who 
is working full -time as 
an eligibility services 
specialist with the state's 
Department of Social 
Services. As she looks 
toward advancing in a 
public-sector career, 
Deluca notes that 
studying health care 
policy at Trinity is an 
even more perfect fit than 
she anticipated when she 
entered the program in 
2012. "So much of what we 
discuss in the classroom 
connects directly to 
my job," she says. "For 
instance, dealing with 
health insurance and the 
changes occurring with 
the implementation of 
the Affordable Care Act 
are part of my everyday 
work." like Todd, she 
cites the value of studying 
with professors who bring 
both hands-on experience 
and academic expertise 
into the classroom- and 
having a supportive peer 
group. "Going to school 
after working a long day 
can be tiring, but knowing 
that I'll be challenged and 
stimulated makes me look 
forward to class." 
The American landscape 
Mary "Mel" McCombie, 
visiting associate professor 
of American studies 
and associate director 
of the graduate program 
in American studies, 
describes the breadth 
of the American studies 
program by noting some 
of her graduate students' 
thesis topics. One studied 
U.S. gender ideologies as 
reflected in cookbooks, 
while others have explored 
subjects ranging from the 
art of carousel horses, to 
Craig Hotchkiss, second from right, and John Spencer of the Huntington Homestead Trust, center, 
join graduate students Laura McCarthy, Emily Russell , and Levin Freudenfeld. Hotchkiss also serves as 
education manager at The Mark Twain House and Museum in Hartford. 
the regional impact of 
railroads, to the history 
of attitudes toward 
contraception. And there 
was the student concerned 
about not being able to 
get her work done because 
she had three weddings 
to attend that semester. 
"We decided," McCombie 
says, "that the perfect 
topic for her would be the 
U.S. wedding-industrial 
complex. Whatever 
your academic interest, 
American studies teaches 
you always to look at your 
daily life with a critical 
eye." 
The tracks offer varying 
approaches to exploring 
the American experience. 
New England and the 
nation tends to attract 
historians and history 
teachers; its unique focus, 
McCombie says, is using 
the lens of New England 
history to examine 
national issues. The 
American cultural studies 
track employs methods 
and materials from across 
disciplines to examine 
American life, with 
particular attention to the 
local area. 
Those enrolled in the 
museums and community 
track receive solid 
grounding in American 
studies and research 
methods and also learn 
how museums and related 
institutions actually 
function. "Museums," 
McCombie says, "are 
no longer just for the 
cultural elite. They have 
becomes centers of mass 
entertainment; they 
need larger staffs, more 
volunteers, and broader 
visions of their roles in 
their communities. Our 
graduates are working 
at museums and related 




Barnett, "we are seeing 
that the master's degree is 
the new version of what 
the bachelor's degree used 
to be. With that in mind, 
we're constantly assessing 
how best to meet the 
needs of our students." 
Milla Riggio, James ]. 
Goodwin Professor of 
English and co-director 
of graduate studies in 
English, notes that the 
department is exploring 
the possibility of offering 
dual degrees that will 
allow students to work 
toward both a B.A. and 
an M.A. simultaneously. 
Another option under 
consideration is offering 
courses to students who 
might be pursuing an 
M.A. as a way of gaining 
credentials to teach in 
community colleges or 
secondary schools. 
What will not change is 
what matters most: the 
quality of the teaching 
in the best liberal arts 
tradition. "The most 
important aspect of 
Trinity's program is 
the faculty," Reznick 
says. "The professors I 
encountered were not just 
teachers but role models 
for how to spend one's life 
being involved with ideas, 
while understanding how 
to engage with the world 
beyond the classroom." 
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VOLU HTEER SPOTLIGHT 
Julie Mancuso 
Gionfriddo '96, M'OS 
by James Sargent 
Julie Mancuso Gionfriddo 
'96, M'o5 has maintained 
her ties to Trinity College 
since she graduated with 
a bachelor's degree in 
economics. As she grew 
professionally, so grew her 
bond with Trinity and its 
community of students 
and alumni. 
Today, as a vice president 
in the private equity group 
of Simsbury, Connecticut-
based Landmark Partners 
and a member of the 
Founder's Council 
of Trinity's Women's 
Leadership Council, she 
works at the nexus of 
the Trinity community 
and the world of private 
equity as a proponent for 
women, especially Trinity 
alumnae, considering 
careers in her field. 
Gionfriddo quickly points 
to economics professors 
Diane Zannoni and the 
late Manijeh Zavareei as 
major influences on her 
academic and professional 
career. 
"Having female 
professors was great," 
says Gionfriddo. "There 
weren't many women in 
the economics program 
when I was there. I don't 
know that I put my finger 
on it or knew then that 
it made a difference, but 
looking back, it made a 
huge difference." 
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As an undergraduate, 
Gionfriddo spent a 
semester in Vienna, 
Austria, studying eastern 
European economies at 
the Austro-American 
Institute of Education. 
She calls the experience 
invaluable and encourages 
all undergraduates to take 
advantage of the study-
away opportunities that 
the College offers. 
"Trinity afforded me the 
opportunity to study 
abroad, and a lot of the 
work that I do with 
investors is not local - it's 
global," she says. "That 
semester abroad was a 
great experience as an 
undergrad to carry with 
me into the real world." 
Gionfriddo's career 
at Landmark and 
involvement in Trinity's 
alumni community 
have followed similar 
trajectories, beginning 
right after her 1996 
graduation. She joined 
Landmark as an analyst 
fresh out of Trinity. 
Meanwhile, she served her 
alma mater as an alumni 
interviewer assisting 
with the undergraduate 
admissions process. 
She has remained involved 
with the College over 
the years, participating 
in career panels in 
Hartford and New York, 
staying connected with 
her reanimates from 
Trinity's swim team, 
and maintaining her 
Trinity connections 
around the country and 
around the globe as she 
rose to associate, senior 
associate, and eventually 
vice president. A few 
years into her career, 
Gionfriddo returned 
to Trinity, earning 
her master's degree in 
economics in 2005. Today, 
she is a leader both in her 
profession and among her 
fellow Bantan1s. 
Francisco Borges '74, 
chairman and CEO of 
Landmark Partners, 
confirmed the value that 
Gionfriddo brings to her 
work as well as to the 
College. 
"Julie has a strong 
fondness for Trinity and 
has remained connected to 
the school. That's good for 
the College, and it's good 
for us [at Landmark]," says 
Borges, himself a recipient 
of Trinity's Alumni 
Medal for Excellence 
and the Trinity Club of 
Hartford Person of the 
Year award. "She has been 
a very engaged part of the 
Landmark community 
and the Trinity alumni 
community." 
While rising through 
the ranks at Landmark 
Partners, Gionfriddo has 
advocated for women 
seeking internships and 
considering the field of 
private equity. To this 
end, she serves on the 
Board of Directors of the 
Women's Association of 
Venture and Equity. This 
work is something she 
hopes to continue with 
the College's Women's 
leadership Council. 
"As I've grown in my 
career, I've realized how 
few women there are in 
private equity," she says. 
"I look forward to the 
Women's Leadership 
Council at Trinity being a 
lasting activity for me." 
ATHLETICS 
lhe national championship women's squash b!am: Front row: Lindsay McDonough, Jennifer Pelletier, Catalina Pelaez, Melva Lopez, Wee Nee 
Low, Natalie Babjukova, Ashley Tidman; back row: assistant coach Randy Lee, Brice Rothenberg, Chanel Erasmus, Sachika Balvani, Kanzy El 
Defrawy, Alexia Echeverria, Katiria Sanchez, Anna Kimberley, Savahna Reuben, assistant coach Vikram Malhotra, head coach Wendy Bartlett 
The Trinity College 
women's squash team, 
led by 30th-year head 
coach Wendy Bartlett, 
won the College 
s 
Squash Association 
(CSA) National Team 
Championship (Howe 
Cup) title for the third 
time and the first time 
since 2003 with a 
thrilling 5-4 victory over 
Harvard at Princeton 
in February. The squad 
also captured its eighth 
consecutive New England 
Small College Athletic 
Conference (NESCAC) 
Championship crown and 
completed its best dual-
match season since 2003 
with a 16-1 record. Senior 
co-captain Catalina 
Pelaez was selected as 
Catalina Pelaez '14 
the 2014 recipient of the 
Richey Women's Squash 
Award, given annually to 
the women's player who 
best exemplifies the ideals 
of squash in her love of and 
devotion to the game, her 
strong sense of fairness, 
and her excellence of play 
and leadership. Pelaez 
joined sophomore Kanzy El 
Defrawy on the CSA All-
American First Team, while 
first-year Anna Kimberley 
was named to the CSA 
All -American Second 
Team. El Defrawy also was 
honored as the NESCAC 
Women's Squash Player 
of the Year for the second 
year in a row and joined 
Pelaez and senior Wee Nee 
Low on the All -NESCAC 
First Team. Kimberley and 
Trinity juniors Natalie 
Babjukova and Ashley 
Tidman were named 
to the All-NESCAC 
Second Team, and 
Kimberley also was 
selected as the 2014 




Trinity's men's squash 
team, led by 2oth-
year head coach Paul 
Assaiante, completed 
the 2013-14 dual-
match season with 
an 18-2 record, 
captured its eighth 
consecutive NESCAC 
Championship crown, 
and finished as the 
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CSA National Team 
Championship (Potter 
Trophy) runner-up. 
Juniors Karan Malik 
and Miled Zarazua 
were named to the 
2014 NESCAC Men's 
Squash All-Conference 
First Team, while junior 
Vrishab Kotian and 
sophomores Zeyad 
Elshorafy and Juan Vargas 




Trinity's men's basketball 
team, coached by James 
Cosgrove in his fourth 
year, finished the season 
with a 15-u overall 
record and tied with 
Hamilton for fifth place 
in the NESCAC with 
a 5-5 league mark. The 
Bantams qualified for the 
NESCAC Championship 
Tournament for the 
12th time and won a 
71-67 overtime thriller 
at Bowdoin in the 
quarterfinals before 




The Trinity women's 
basketball team, coached 
by Wendy Davis in her 
ninth season, posted a 
16-9 overall record and 
tied Bowdoin for third 
place in the NESCAC 
with a best-ever 7-3 
conference mark. The 
Bantams qualified for 
the NESCAC Division 
I II Championship 
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Tournament for the 
nth time and the sixth 
year in a row, defeating 
Connecticut College 79-
76 in the quarterfinals 
before falling at No. 
6- ranked Tufts in the 
semifinals. Senior forward 
Hannah Brickley was 
named to the Women's 
Diii News 2014 All-
American Fifth Team and 
as the NESCAC Women's 
Basketball Player of the 
Year. Brickley also graced 
the All-NESCAC First 
Team, the New England 
Women's Basketball 
Association (NEWBA) 
All-Regional First Team, 
and the D3Hoops.com 
All-Northeast Region 
First Team, while 
senior forward Shantel 
Hanniford was selected 
to play in the NEWBA 
Senior All-Star Classic. 
WOMEN'S ICE 
HOCKEY 
Trinity's women's ice 
hockey team, coached 
by Jenny Potter in her 
inaugural season, posted 
a I0-8-7 overall record 
and tied Bowdoin 
for fifth place in the 
NESCAC with a 5-6-
5 league mark. The 
Bantams qualified for the 
NESCAC Championship 
Tournament for the 
ninth time and the eighth 
year in a row but lost at 




Trinity's men's ice hockey 
team, led by third-year 
coach Matt Greason 
finished the season ~ith 
a 21 -5 overall record and 
atop the NESCAC with 
a 15-3 league record. The 
Bantams bounced 
Wesleyan 9-1 in the 
NESCAC quarterfinals 
but lost to Bowdoin in the 
semifinals. Trinity junior 
forward Jackson Brewer 
was named the 2014 
Joe Concannon Award 
recipient as the best 
American-born college 
hockey player in New 
England competing at the 
Division II/ III level and 
as the NESCAC Men's 
Ice Hockey Player of 
the Year, while first-year 
forward Ryan Cole was 
honored as the NESCAC 
Rookie of the Year. 
Brewer also was named 
to the American Hockey 
Coaches Association 
(AHCA)/ CCM Division 
II/ III All-American East 
First Team, while junior 
captain defenseman 
Michael Flynn and 
sophomore forward 
Michael Hawkrigg 
graced the AH CA/ 
CCM All-American East 
Second Team. Brewer, 
Flynn, Hawkrigg, and 
Cole were also chosen 
for the All-NESCAC 
Men's Ice Hockey First 
Team. Brewer and Trinity 
senior goaltender Ben 
Coulthard had been 
named as semifinalists 
for the Concannon 
Award; Brewer becomes 
the second Bantam to 
receive it, following Joe 
Ori '05, who shared the 
award in 2004-05 when 
he led Trinity to its only 
NCAA Division III Final 
Four appearance. 
WRESTLING 
The Trinity wres cling 
team sent two 
representatives to 
the NCAA Division 
I I I Championship 
Tournament for the first 
time since 2001, and 
head coach Marques 
Gales was honored for his 
outstanding effort in his 
first year at the helm as 
one of three to share the 
2014 National Wrestling 
Coaches Association 
National Rookie Coach 
of the Year honors. Senior 
tri-captain 197-pounder 
Petros Hologitas and 
junior heavyweight Kyle 
McGuire qualified for the 
NCAA Championships 
as Trinity finished nth 
in the NCAA Division 
III Northeast Regional 
Championships. McGuire 
went 4-0 in the regional 
Petros Hologitas '14 
meet and won his weight 
class title, while Hologitas 
reached the finals of his 
bracket before falling in 
the finals . At Nationals, 
McGuire posted a 1-2 
record , while Hologitas 





Trinity first-year Aman 
Stuppard finished 
third with a distance 
of 47'u .oo" in the 
triple jump to earn All -
American honors at the 
NCAA Division I 1I 
Men's Indoor Track and 
Field Championships, 
where the Bantams tied 
several other tea.ins for 
34th place. Sophomore 
tri -captain Patrick 
Hoagland finished second 
in the mile run with 
a time of 4:18.22, and 
Stuppard added a sixth-
place distance in the 
triple jump as Trinity tied 
Buffalo State, Cortland 
State, and Oswego 
State for 28th place in 
the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) Division llI 
Championships. Hoagland 
and Stuppard earned AJJ -
ECAC honors for their 
performances. Stuppard 
cleared a College-record 
distance of 48'03-50" 
to take fourth place in 
the triple jump at the 
New England Open 
Championship Meet, 
where Trinity tied Keene 
State for 30th place. 
Stuppard finished second 
among the six Division 11 I 
entries in the 22-person 
field and earned All-New 
Englwd Open honors. ln 
the New England Division 
III Championships, 
Stuppard finished fourth in 
the triple jump as Trinity 
finished 21st. Trinity's 
4X400-meter relay 
team, with sophomores 
Geoff Bocobo and Jan1es 
Gustafson and first-years 
Yosa Nosamiefan and 
Jack Ostrowski , added 
an eighth-place finish. 
Stuppard and all four 
relayers earned All -New 
England honors for their 
performances. 
To see our winter sports 






Trinity junior Jenna 
Wilborne finished 
16th with a distance of 
35'0775" in the triple 
jump at the NCAA 
Division III Women's 
Indoor Track and 
Field Championships. 
Wilborne's mark was 
short of her career-best 
of 37'05.61", attained 
the previous week in 
the ECAC Division III 
Chan1pionships. At the 
ECAC meet, Wilborne 
finished fifth, classmate 
Megan Darnley took 
sixth in the pole vault, 
and both collected All-
ECAC recognition as 
Trinity came in 41st 
place. Darnley cleared a 
College- record height 
of n ' 05.75" to tie for 
sixth place in the pole 
vault at the New England 
Open Championship 
Meet, where Trinity 
tied Division I Maine 
for 28th place. She 
finished second of seven 
Division I II vaulters in 
the 21-person field and 
earned All-New Englwd 
Open honors. In the 
New England Division 
III Championships, 
Wilborne can1e in second 
place in the triple jump 
as Trinity claimed i8th 
place. Darnley placed 
seventh in the pole 
vault, while the 4X400-
meter relay team also 
came in seventh, with 
a College-record time 
of 4:0651. Darnley and 
all four members of the 
relay- senior captain 
Juliaru1e McDonough, 
Wilbornc, sophomore 
Olivia Reny, and first-
year Katie Tonyai - earned 
All- New England honors 




Trinity women's swiniming 
and diving senior co-
captain Emily Johnson 
finished 10th in the 
three-meter board in 
the NCAA Division 
III Regional Women's 
Diving Championship 
Meet. Johnson earned 
13th place off the one-
meter board and can1e up 
just short in her quest to 
become the first Trinity 
College diver to compete 
in the NCAA Division II I 
National Championship 
Meet. Johnson's three-
meter score of 420.25 for 
II dives was less than five 
points shy of ninth place 
and 0-55 better than the 
nth-place finisher. Her 
score of 406.30 was just 
0 .35 points shy of the 12th-
place finisher off the one-
meter board. 
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·wrthout my degree from Trinity, I would 
not have been able to write my book, nor would I have 
gained the confidence to pursue WRmNG ABOUT 
BASFU• 1 , one of my favorite hobbies." 
•EUGENE LEACH was the most influential professor 
(or teacher) I've had at any level of education. He helped 
develop my critical thinking and writing skills that I've 
been able to carry forward in other aspects of my life." 
•1 wanted TO GNE SOMETHING BACK TO TRINITY 
because not only have I benefited from my education 
there but also due to my subsequent enjoyment of various 
activities on campus. Football games, carillon concerts, 
and both listening to and working at WRTC-FM have all 
become fixtures on my schedule throughout the year. 
I hope that my contribution will help to sustain Trinity in 
the future." 
Paul has made PROVISIONS FOR TRINITY 
THROUGH HIS WILL. 
For more information about ways to sustain 
Trinity's future, please contact: 
Eve Forbes 





Trinity Fund Goal: $100 
Trinity Fund Goal: $100 
Trinity Fund Goal: $2,000 
Class Secretary: A. I-lorry 
Sonders, 33 Mill St., Apt. 41:::, 
Wethersfield, CT 06109-3830 
Trinity Fund Goal: $1,500 
Class Secretary: John M. 
Leon, Jr., 3217 1-leotherwood, 
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-7427; 
e-mail: john.leon.l938@trincoll. 
edu 
Trinity Fund Goal: $1,000 
Class Secretary: 1-lenry 1-loyden, 
627 Leyden Ln., Claremont. CA 
91711-4236 
Trinity Fund Goal: $7,000 
Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000 
Class Secretary: Richard T. 
Blaisdell, 31 Ridgewood Rd .. 
Windsor, CT 06095-3026; 
e-mail: richord.bloisdell.1941@ 
trincoll.edu 
Trinity Fund Goal: $4,000 
Class Secretary: Joseph J. 
Bonsignore, 9105 Santayana 
Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031 -3026; 
e-mail: joseph.bonsignore.1942@ 
trincoll.edu 
Trinity Fund Goal: $2,000 
Trinity Fund Goal: $4,000 
Class Secretary: Thomas A. 
Smith, 21 Grieg Rd., Westerly. 
RI 02891-4771; e-mail: thomos. 
smith.1944@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Richard E::. 
1-loskell, Merritt Johnquest 
Merritt Johnquest, "Moo," recently sent 
your secretary a letter from Thomas Gerety. 
uncle of the Thomas Gerety who was inaugu-
rated as president of the College in 1988. The 
letter was written to "Moo" shortly after the 
ceremony It contains a brief description of 
the writer's considerable pleasure seeing the 
Q_uadrangle and the Chapel; it contains as well 
an avuncular description of the newly elected 
president's speech on the occasion. The letter 
will be of interest to class members who have 
fo llowed the Office of the President at Trinity 
since Remsen B. Ogilby and to the few class 
members who became acquainted with Gerety 
during his brief time in office. The letter now 
rests with Peter Knapp, archivist at the College. 
Trinity Fund Gaal (1945): 
$1,000 
Trinity Fund Goal (1946): 
$2.000 
Trinity Fund Goal (1947): 
$5.000 
Class Secretary: George A. 
Oberle ~5. 45 Ocean Ave., Apt. 3J, Monmouth 
Beach, NJ 07750-2401; e-mail: george.ober-
le.1945@trincoll.edu 
The Alumni Office reports the passing 
of Robert B. Jennings ~7 . His son, Chris 
Jennings '76, shared the following: "Trinity was 
a major factor in my dad's life and that of the 
Jennings family with three generations having 
matriculated and graduated; my dad '47; broth-
er, Robert '69; myself, '76; and my daughter, 
Margaret '08. My dad played football fo r Dan 
Jessee and was a member of Crow House during 
his tenure that was interrupted by World War 
I I. I can remember as a young lad attending 
Dan Jessee's last football game as coach against 
and at Wesleyan with my dad. Trinity mounted 
a furious second-half comeback from an 18-to-
o halftime score with a miraculous win: 20 to 
18. My parents were also married in the Trinity 
Chapel on August 30, 1947, with several of his 
fraternity brothers as groomsmen, including Dr. 
Paul Gates. My father also made many appear-
ances during my tenure at Trinity. and as my 
nickname from the soccer team was Stork, he 
became affectionately known as Papa Stork to 
all my friends and teammates." 
Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000 
Class Agents: Robert Bowden, 
John F. Phelan 
doss notes 
Trinity Fund Goal: $60,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Robert 
Tonsill , 104 Aspen Dr .• Basking 
5 0 Ridge. NJ 07920-1977 Co-Class Secretary: E::von W. Woollocott, 128 Terrys Plain Rd., 
Simsbury. CT 06070-1830 
Class Agents: Robert M. Blum, E::sq .. John G. Grill, Jr. 
As I write up the Class Notes, I am, like 
most of you, looking out of my office window 
at a great deal of snow and subzero tempera-
tures. It's March. and it's been like this since 
November. But surely it will be spring in a 
couple of weeks or so maybe? Since I don't ski 
anymore, I might as well jot down some of the 
doings of some of our classmates. Here they are, 
just a few as they were received. 
Rod Crittenden sent the following e-mail, 
which is especially interesting as it includes 
news about several of his classmates: "Rod 
Crittenden, John McGaw, and Bob Richmond 
celebrated the 15oth founding of Theta Xi fra-
ternity by visiting the former Theta Xi house 
on Vernon Street. John is sti ll trying to sell 
rain insurance in Seattle. Norm splits his time 
between Cape Cod and Wisconsin and has a 
live- in girlfriend. Bob still sings in the church 
choir. And treasurer Rod will demonstrate the 
solution of the Rubik's Cube to anyone who is 
interested. We became grandparents of a lovely 
girl on December 21, 2013." 
Ned Taylor also sent an e- mail with refer-
ences to roommates and Mac Jacoby, who was 
a fraternity brother of mine. And yes, we all 
smoked, and I believe a good many of us were 
in the service. The Korean War changed a lot of 
plans. "Nothing startling to report. Usual hap-
penings with a large family At last count there 
are 15 grandchildren and one great-grandchild. 
Lots of weddings in all parts of the country 
(Vermont, California, Texas) with lots of party-
ing and fun. Our family is well represented with 
members in the service- Army, Air Force, Coast 
Guard, Marine Corps, and Navy They are all a 
credit to their generation and give me hope that 
our country will continue to survive in spite 
of ourselves. Mac Jacoby and I continue our 
friendship of over 65 years and enjoy getting old 
and grouchy together. It seems only yes terday 
when I first saw Mac move in across the hall 
from me in Northam Towers. His freshman 
roommates were Phil Nash and Dave Reeves. 
Mine were Tom Naud and Larry Mehringer. 
Our rooms in Northam Towers were originally 
meant for one student. In the winter the wind 
whistled through the old casement windows 
like we were living outdoors. Every day the 
rooms were filled with smoke as we all puffed 
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on cigarettes with great abandon. Secondary 
smoke exposure was an unknown commodity. I 
will close by letting you know that I am writing 
this on my new iPad, which is a fantastic device 
and has helped to bring me into the 21st century 
Maybe I can now do a better job of keeping in 
touch." 
As for me, I talked- as I frequently do- to 
,Stan Anderson, who also keeps in touch with 
Bill Mardy. Stan sounds and feels much better at 
this point. Like many of us, I will celebrate my 
85th birthday this month (March) with a grow-
ing family as my grandchildren marry. Everyone 
will be here except for my elder son and his fam-
ily, who live in England. I. plan to have blasts like 
this every IO years. Cheers. 
P.S. Ned's comment brings back memories 
of my freshman dorm, Jarvis. We had two 
bedrooms designed for two students, with four 
students- also one large room for the four of us 
to do our work in. Most of our study was done 
at the library There were two suites on each of 
three floors. The single john was in the base-
ment, a challenge for us all, especially the guys 
on the third floor. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $60,000 
Class Secretory: William J. 
Goralski, 49 Blueberry Ln ., Avon, 
CT 06001-4012; e-mail : william. 
goralski.l952@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Thomas C. 
Depatie, John S. Hubbard, David 
R. Smith 
Trinity l=und Goal: $70,000 
Class Secretary: Stanley R. 
McCandless, Jr., 3712 Rice 
Blvd., Houston, TX 77005-
2824; e-mai l: stanley.mccand-
less.l953@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Richard R. Lyford, 
Jr., Joseph B. Wollenberger, E::sq. 
Thanks to all of you for answering the call 
for "What Doing Dude" for this deadline. 
Don't forget to get in touch with me by e-mail 
at stanmacI@sbcglobal.net, by phone at (713) 
669-1830, or by snail mail at 3712 Rice Blvd., 
Houston, TX 77005. John Shigo inquired 
about our Reunion group photo some time 
ago. After my second inquiry, I just received an 
image of our group yesterday on my computer. 
Because this report is due tomorrow, I don 't 
have enough time to find out how each of us 
could receive an image. So you are on your own 
regarding the class picture. Our next deadline is 
July I, 2014, so send me a tidbit at any time, and 
keep my files updated with your new address, 
phone numbers, and e-mails. 
Bill Bernhard wrote: Hi Stan, Last July 
we moved into Heron Point in Chestertown, 
Maryland. This is a medical care for life retire-
ment community on the Chester River, on 
the eastern shore of Maryland. Gave up my 
part-time job doing flight physicals for the 
Maryland Army National Guard in September 
2013- Now concentrating on hunting and fish -
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ing. Accepted the position of commander, Post 
85 29th Division Association. My honor guard 
performs 21 -gun salutes for all veteran's funerals 
in our area when requested. My metal knee is 
doing well so am able to continue my outdoor 
activities. When is our next Reunion? My best 
to all! 
Phil Mallon wrote a great letter: Greetings, 
Thanks to you, Dick and Joe, for your continued 
"ball carrying." Always a walk down memory lane 
to read current bios from Class of '53 classmates. 
Time for me to weigh in. I embrace a quote from 
someone: "Old age is always 15 years beyond 
what ever age I am now." (Literally. maybe not, 
but I choose to believe that "I have miles to go 
before I sleep.") One vehicle that l am IOO per-
cent on board with is Socrates Cafe, a discussion 
group that each week chooses a topic for the 
following week that is phrased in the form of a 
question (i.e. , "ls it possible to achieve peace of 
mind>"). We keep most political topics off the 
table' Our discussions reflect the Socrates belief 
that the unexamined life is not worth living. 
With debating "off the table," listening, shar-
ing, and self-reflection have been our rewards. I 
always leave from our meeting with many more 
questions than I had at the beginning. There 
are more than 650 Socrates Cafes around the 
world. Structure, balance, family, adventuring, 
and alone time are other high priorities for me. 
Daily walks and swimming provide much more 
than exercise. They help me focus my connec-
tion with the natural world . I also stay close with 
my children and grandchildren, which helps me 
to w1derstand and accept (mostly!) changes. I 
am also grateful for Eileen, my best friend and 
love (60 years). ln 2012, we sold our Vermont 
farm of 42 years where we lived a simple, dose 
to the land life for six months each year. Now 
we continue to live in Highland Beach, Florida, 
and then head for two months to a rental in 
Woodstock, Vermont. Eadi of you has your own 
"story," and that's what I value most when I read 
The Trinity Reporter! 
Jack North said he had two feet of snow in 
his front yard. He also said , even with all the 
snow and below-zero weather, he had to make 
sure that his dues were paid at his golf club in 
Brattleboro, even though spring seems to be 
so far in the future. He shot a 77; I guess that's 
not so bad. 
Al Moses, because of his boat and our mutual 
interest in Chatham, Massachusetts, recounted 
some of the rearranging of the various sandbar 
contours that affect boat traffic and swimming. 
These breakthroughs are the results of storms 
during the winter. Sal and I were unable to 
make our usual trek to that spot last summer. Al 
and his wife continue to enjoy boating and golf 
Jim McAlpine is contemplating giving up 
his apartment overlooking the Charles River in 
Boston for an assisted living environn1ent with 
a little more stimulating social contact. Two 
of Jim's children live in Ohio and Texas, while 
two others live i11 New Hampshire and Maine, 
which he says is wonderfully convenient. 
John Shigo is living in his family farm -
house on the family farm in Bloomsburg, 
Pennsylvania. He sold the property but retains 
the right to continue to live there. The farm 
grows oats, corn, and wheat. Deer are hunted on 
the property during the season. John keeps up 
with the local community library and his high 
school friends. 
Dick Mooper is involved in all sorts of things 
in New York City. He says winter this year in 
NYC has been terrible. He is preparing for 
a Mardi Gras party and is active in the local 
Republican Party He just saw a performance 
of Witness for the Prosecution, performed by the 
American Theater Group. Dick is a sponsor and 
helps this historic theater company survive. He 
says he remembers the original film and saw it 
three times. He stays in touch with Stan Miller. 
Dick Lyford says they are downsizing to a 
ranch- type house: no more up and down stairs. 
Keep us posted on your new address and phone 
number. He is still playing golf regularly and 
taking the fan1ily to Scottsdale for baseball and 
golf duri11g spring vacation. He took the family 
to the Trinity/Wesleyan football game this past 
season . His grandson will be entering Trini ty 
next fall: fourth generation Lyford. I think that 
is pretty great. 
Moward Sloane wrote: I've been meaning 
to drop a line for years now- actually about 60 
years. Anyway, I'm still here. Spent most of my 
career as a practicing diemist in Michigan and-
since 1960- joyfully in southern California. 
Married wonderful Valerie in 1957 and pro-
duced two kids and five grand.kids now aged 
IO to r6. Started my own business in 1977 pro-
ducing and selling packaged training programs 
(audiovisual and computer-based) in diemical 
lab techniques. Fortunate to sell it in 2000 
and happily retired since. We got out of the big 
house and into an easy condo last year. What a 
relief As with most of us, health is increasingly 
an issue, but we're hanging in there. Best to you 
and all of my classmates. 
Joe Wollenberger met a woman at the 
Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, who had 
lost her husband as Joe lost Sue. Her name is 
Ethel Ann, Ettie for short, and they both have 
a strong interest in the theater and music. Joe 
sounds great. They have taken a cruise down the 
California coast, Central America. and Panama 
Canal , and are living in the La Jolla arei His 
phone number is (858) 550-01n 
Sally and l have our middle daughter liv-
ing in Basel, Switzerland. with her husband. 
Our granddaughter there will be one year old 
this April . We plan to take a Road Scholar 
tour of old imperial cities of Europe: Krakow, 
Poland; Budapest, Hungary; Vienna, Austria; 
and Prague, Czech Republic; before spending 
two weeks with our family in Basel, Switzerland. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $54,000 
Class Secretary: Gordon A. 
West, 100 Vicar's Landing Way, 
C301/302, Ponte Vedra Beach, 
R 32082-3121; e-mail : gordon. 
west .1954@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: T. Gerald Dyar 
Skip Pike tells a story very much like the 
one that Joan and I tell about our life at Vicar's 
Landing, a continuing care retirement resi-
dence. Skip writes: "After over 15 years living in 
our retirement in Green Valley. Arizona, and 
having reached the ripe old age of 81. Pauline 
and I decided the time had come to give up our 
home and move to a retirement community. 
Therefore. we have moved to 'The Fountains' in 
Tucson. We are living in a spacious casita. where 
we receive rwo meals a day, housekeeping and 
linen service every two weeks, and I am through 
with home maintenance. It has been a good 
move for us. and we have made the decision so 
our kids will not be faced with it. We still enjoy 
cruising, reading, and many of the various activ-
ities provided here. We took a 26 -day cruise in 
December from Fort Lauderdale. south through 
the Ca ribbean , and 1.000 mi les up the Amazon 
and back: a wonderful experience for us." 
Fred Searles writes about his continuing 
dramatic career: "My wife and I spent a recent 
winter weekend as retired con artists selling 
expensive farm insurance to prosperous apart-
ment dwellers in a comedy of unusual and 
uproarious laughter called The Cane Mutiny Caper. 
This is an original play produced by our devel -
opment. the Myrtle Trace Players." 
Fred Oberender reports: My wife. Florence 
(sister of Lou Piotrowski from our class. who 
passed away in 2004). and I arc doing well. 
We reside in Fishkill. New York. and have four 
daughters and nine grandchi ldren scattered 
around the country in New Jersey. Maryland, 
orth Carolina. and Utah. This, of course. pro-
vides lots of opportunity for travel and visits. Ar 
the end of last July. we were fortunate to have 
everyone together for vacation at our place on 
Schroon Lake in the Adirondacks (where I also 
hope to try watcrskiing again). Last winter. Flo 
and I arranged to get away from the winter 
weather for a month , Aying to Buenos Aires 
for a five -day visit and then a cruise back to 
NYC along the Brazi lian coast and through the 
Caribbean. Overall . I'm trying to stay healthy 
and active with tennis, golf. walking. gardening, 
and generally taking care of the homestead. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $50,000 
Class Secretary: !'.'.:. Wade Close, 
Jr., 65 Shoreline Drive, ~ilton 
5 5 ~eod Island, SC 29928-7139; e-mail: wode.close.1955@trincoll. edu; fox: (412) 820-7572 
Class Agents: Gordon R. 
Maitland, Jr., Robert L. Mullaney 
This past February saw another enjoyable 
mini class reunion. this rime ably orchestrated 
by Joe Reineman. Joe arranged a wonder-
ful lunch site in Winter Park. fo llowed by an 
interesting visit to the local Morse Museum. 
featuring a comprehensive collection of works 
by Louis Comfort Tiffan y. Eight classmates and 
seven spouses were on hand, including Helen 
and Bill Gladwin. Carol and Wade Close, Betty 
and Joe Reineman. Marilyn and Jerry Crowell. 
Barb and Irwin Meiselman. Lura and Don 
Mountford. Gale and John D'Luhy, and John 
Gleason. Irwin continues an active singing 
and acting schedule with their Florida com-
munity program group, which includes medieval 
costumes, plus Irwin growing a beard. John 
G leason has settled in the Jacksonville area and 
has become quite active with a Lutheran retreat 
and meditation center. He sings in his church 
choir. plays in the church band. specializing 
in fo lk instruments like the Autoharp and the 
zither. Bill G ladwin enjoys keeping in touch 
with former roommate Charlie l:;berle and his 
wife. Eugenia, who traveled from Albuquerque 
this past January to visit with Bill and Helen. 
After a highly successfu l medical career as an 
orthopedic surgeon. Charlie has been able to 
enjoy expanding hi s musical talents by play-
ing several reed instruments with their local 
sym phony. Bill also keeps in touch with another 
former roommate, Terry Ford. We are hoping 
Terry will be able to make the trip from Panama 
for our Goth Reunion. 
o question the focus for the next 12 
months wi ll be to plan and prepare for our 
6oth Reunion . As for our Reunion Committee, 
we are fortunate that Craig Mehldau, Bob 
Laird. l:;d Yeomans. and Bob Mullaney will be 
our local force. supplemented by the planning 
and input from Don Mountford . Wade Close. 
Fred Starr, Sandy Rose. Irwin Meisel man, Lou 
Magelaner. Joe Reineman . and others. Be sure 
to put the 2015 weekend of June 5 to 7 on your 
calendar as our last big Aing for our record -
brcaking Reunion class. We have se t records for 
the 5oth and 55th and intend to do that again 
for our 6oth. 
Another record breaker of sorts is our own 
Bruce Whitman, who continues to be recog-
nized and honored for his broad contribution 
to the aviation industry by both commercial 
and military segments. In January 2014 at the 
Beverly Hills Hi lton , Bruce received a Lifetime 
Aviation Industry Leader Award in front of a 
large gathering of aviation legends and celebri -
ties , such as astronauts. Hollywood stars, and 
industry chiefs. Congratulations. Bruce. 
Don McAllister visited Trinity at Christmas-
time for a special concert in the C hapel, which 
must have been a lovely experience. I am glad 
to report that Don 's health is much improved 
from the last time, and he has enjoyed renewed 
freedom. Last fall. he and his wife. Mary, took 
a relaxing trip down the Rhine from Basel. 
Switzerland, which is a lovely journey, especially 
in autumn. David Taylor wrote me while mak-
ing a trip to New York C ity from I lonolulu. It 
was a duty trip. he said, but a welcome one: he 
had volunteered to help look after his five-ycar-
old granddaughter while her parents were off 
on a trip. Said five-year-old and he were getting 
help this weekend from her aunt (and also his 
daughter) here in Fairfield, Connecticut. Next 
week he'll be back in the city and getting help 
from another aunt (another of hi s daughters , 
he wrote me). He welcomes all the help he can 
get in this demanding assignment. Responding 
to my inquiry about the devastating tornado 
that hit his hometown , John Ritter responded 
to tell me that there was no significant damage 
to the part of Kokomo where he and Edith live. 
although the town was hit hard by two E F2 
tornados (winds up to 120 mph) . The good 
news is that there were no fatalities : a mira-
cle. Unfortunately, 60 homes were destroyed 
and half as many businesses. But repairs were 
made, power restored, and life goes on. John 
Limpitlaw wrote to report on his summer at 
WcllAcct, Massachusetts. where he and wife 
Susan have a second home. His usual peaceful 
and contemplative life on the Cape in summer 
was interrupted by two trips, by ambulance. to 
the Cape Cod Hospital. He was well cared for 
and treated for "atrial Autter." He reports that 
the hospital is lovely and has the second largest 
emergency room in the state. As l write this 
in early March he is in Naples. Florida. and he 
feels well and is totally recovered . Before all this 
happened (in early August) , he had Dave Taylor 
and Bill Gardiner '55 as guests for a cookout. 
Bert Schader sent me a holiday greeting from 
Madrid. which of course is meant for all of us 
in the C lass of '56. He reports that his family is 
well , all children and in -laws progressing in their 
different fields of work, and four grandchildren 
arc growing up nicely. Sunday lunches appear 
to be the time for fami ly reunions. and since all 
live in or around Madrid. I imagine it can be a 
live ly, full house. Bert is sti ll working hard and 
likes the challenge. They try to travel as much 
as practical and his job will allow. His trips in 
2013 included two weeks in Sweden in August: 
Paris for a trade show; New York, also for a 
trade show; and Philadelphia to sec old friends . 
I have also been corresponding with Charlie 
Stehle. whose wife, Joanne, threw him a big 
blowout Both birthday party in Philly on Super 
Bowl Sunday. He reported that it was a surprise, 
great fun. and that he still feels he can whip any 
other 80-year-old in the nation- at squash. Skip 
Beardsell wrote that he and his wife. Libby. arc 
"cru ising along" up in snow country (upstate 
New York). and I imagine it is deep, cold. and 
white. Skip is recovering from double bypass 
surgery last January. The condition came as a 
surprise to him. tipped off by a little tightness 
in his chest while working out on the ellipti -
cal machine at his gym. Two weeks later he 
had the surgery and is now back cross-country 
skiing and, soon, downhill skiing. Sounds like 
a full recovery, Skipper' Add itionally. he stays 
very busy with his barbershop quartet group 
called Hitched , named to honor and celebrate 
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that all the members remain happily married 
to their original spouses. In addition, Skip is a 
volunteer for the Clinton Fire Department as a 
first responder. Recently he and his wife spent 
a few days in Salem, Massachusetts, with Beau 
Coursen and his wife, Sid, and reports that they 
were in fine form. Beau lives in walking distance 
of the Harwich Port harbor where he keeps his 
boat, Blessings II , and he and Skip (who also has a 
boat) cruise on the nearby lakes together every 
summer. 
Finally, last Christmas my wife, Sunny, and I 
spent a pleasant vacation on the island of Nevis, 
near St. Kitts in the Caribbean, and were joined 
by our daughter and her family of five. I found 
a charming small hotel there and would be glad 
to pass on the information to anyone interested. 
Norm Kayser has sold his Asheville, North 
Carolina, townhouse. He and Jean will now be 
living full time in the Naples, Florida area. The 
Kaysers had the opportunity to attend a Trinity 
reception in Na.pies, where they visited with 
President Jones. Betty and Don Ellwood are 
a.bout to start on a series of trips in mid-Feb-
ruary when they return to Fort Myers Beach, 
Florida, where they once more will become 
neighbors of Mike Wallace. They will then head 
north to Vernon, Coru1ecticut, in mid-April, 
and finally to Sunapee, New Hampshire, until 
late fall. During that period they will attend four 
graduations in May and June in Massachusetts, 
Georgia, Virginia, and Connecticut. Later in the 
fall, Betty and Don will travel to the imperial 
cities (Prague, Buda.pest, and Vienna) and then 
to the Panama Canal. Rumor has it that Paul 
Cataldo is keyed up with the prospect of seeing 
the locks in the canal. 
Bill Morrison wrote that he could use some 
wet weather in Palo Alto and requested that we 
do not hog it all . His message was sent just before 
the rains came down in the Golden State. Bill 
has proved to be a soothsayer. Gerry Channel 
had a left hip replacement in January With 
his left knee replacement, he now has a bionic 
left leg. He is walking without a cane. Gerry 
has been complaining about his loss of hear-
ing for so long that I am going to make that 
an automatic insertion in all future reports. He 
has an implant in his left ear and may need one 
in his right ear. However, there is some good 
news from South Texas. Mary Channel is doing 
well and is aging gracefully. Sam Stone penned 
a message that is somewhat gnarled. 1 could 
take a stab at it, but I have chosen not to. I 
was, however, able to decipher his statement 
that "I promise you that we will seek you out 
in the nursing home." Actually I was thinking 
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of becoming a guidance counselor in a nurs-
ing home. Cataldo plans to become a guidance 
counselor in a veterinary clinic. 
Richard Marrison says that he has been liv-
ing in London for a.bout 40 years. It was nice 
to hear from him. His e-mail address is bfra-
harrison@hotma.il.com. Richard invites anyone 
who plans to visit London to contact him. He 
did not say anything about hosting a meal, but 
I suspect that he would be delighted to take 
visitors to dinner at Rules (famous restaurant 
and very big with members of The Law Society 
of England and Wales. I will have you know 
that I have been an associate member of the 
Society, but I have to use plastic utensils in the 
Society Dining Room) . 
Ward Curran sent a stirring message, which 
I will quote: "Not much news from me, no 
great accomplishments except being able to get 
out of bed in tl1e morning." Wow, I think that 
Ward should return to the classroom. Ward 
usually spends some time in Florida at this time 
watching the St. Louis entry in the National 
League, but he did not mention doing that this 
year. Maybe it's just not in the Cards in 2014. 
Ronald Vito Labella suffered a medical 
setback that ca.used him to undergo surgery in 
January. He has been convalescing at a home 
that plays host to people who have oatmeal 
dribbling down their chin. Since Ron has several 
chins, his oatmeal has not made it to his shirt. 
He is progressing nicely and expects to go home 
soon, where he will resume finger painting (his 
biggest asset is his left index finger) and hope-
fully golf Dee is taking good care of Ron. 
Returning to Cataldo if I might, he received 
a lovely valentine from a secret admirer. Paul 
took it the wrong way unfortunately and advised 
that he would press criminal charges against the 
admirer. However, he was kind enough to advise 
the admirer that he (the admirer) would be 
defended by Dyke Spear. No word as to wheth-
er Paul would pay Dyke's fees. Dick and Joan 
Behr enjoyed a special luncheon in Fort Myers, 
Florida, with Delta Phi brothers Norm Kayser 
and Joan, Rob Winslow and Marilyn, and John 
Limpitlaw '56 and Susan, plus their two daugh-
ters. David Elliott reported that Donald Burton 
Stokes sent a DVD of the Catesby movie 
to his (Don's) sister-in- law who lives in the 
Charleston area. She in turn mentioned it to 
a retired Citadel professor who already knew 
about it and was scheduled to meet with David 
a week later. His new book on Catesby is about 
to be published by the University of Georgia 
Press. David's chapter in the new book is the 
first thing that looks "academic" since leaving 
Sigil Coll. He "had to include over 50 percent 
footnotes." 
Dave Murray now has an official residence 
in The Villages in Florida, where "you can play 
golf free for the rest of your life!" as the ad says. 
However, he has kept a small condo in Sterling, 
Illinois, for summertime living. Dave reports 
that he continues to practice law in represent-
ing the Whiteside County Airport and a Peoria 
foundation by phone, computer, and Skype. 
Brooks Marlow is continuing to wage a 
courageous battle with lung cancer. He suffered 
a major loss with the recent passing of his son-
in-law Brian Robinson. Brian was married to 
Brooks's daughter Libby. He had a distinguished 
career with the Coast Guard and resided in the 
Washington, D.C., area. 1 spoke with Brooks 
this morning. He told me to tell everyone that 
he is hanging in there. 
Carroll and I have been enjoying our travels 
to Switzerland to see our son David and his 
family, to Wisconsin to visit son -Bill, and to 
California to join our daughter Tracy. We plan to 
head to our place in Sarasota, Florida, later this 
month. We hope to celebrate a second annual 
Sunday brunch with Norene and Mel Tews at 
a lovely restaurant on Long Boat Key if I can 
remember its name and location. I am anxious 
to learn how Mel is faring in the remedial math 
course that he is taking in Bradenton. I believe 
that we had 15 attorneys in '57 and that 12 are 
still practicing. I just turned 78, and I am the 
youngest. I remain full time as general counsel 
of Bartlett Tree, which is the third largest tree 
service company in the world (30 states and 
three foreign countries). 
It is with sadness that 1 report the passing of 
Bill Stout and Nick Vincent. 
Bill passed away on November 9, 2013, at 
the Riverview Medical Center in Red Bank, 
New Jersey He served as a first lieutenant in 
the U.S. Marine Corps. Bill was a member of 
the New York Stock Exchange and retired as a 
stockbroker from A.C. Partners in New York 
City in 1993- He was kind to obtain entrance 
for my entire faniily to the floor of the NYSE 
on June 30, i986, which was the 16th birthday 
of my daughter, Tracy. Bill was fond of saying 
that the NYSE was one of the truest democra-
cies in the world. I was pleased to join Don and 
June Finkbeiner at Bill 's memorial service at 
All Saints' Memorial Church in Navesink, New 
Jersey. At that service, one of the speakers noted 
that he routinely mispronounced one of his 
favorite beverages, Pinot Noir. Bill is survived 
by his wife, Lani; sons William, Jack, and James; 
daughter Laura; and eight grandchildren. 
Nick entered eternal rest on February 
24, 2014, at his home in Santa Barbara, 
California.. He received his medical degree from 
the University of Pennsylvania, served three 
years as a flight surgeon in the U.S. Navy, and 
then completed his residency in ophthalmology 
at the University of the Pacific in San Francisco. 
Nick had a distinguished career in medicine, 
received many awards, and served on numerous 
boards. He is survived by his wife of 51 years, 
Sue; sons Scott, John, and Jim; and six grand-
children. I had the pleasure of speaking with 
Sue today. She advised me that when they were 
married, Nick was 6'4" (he later shrunk an inch) 
and that she stands exactly five feet. She also 
stated that she was not popular with tall women. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $40,000 
Class Secretary: Franklin 
L. Kury, 2416 Zell Ct. , 
Hummelstown, PA 17036-6817; 
e-mail: franklin .kury.1958@trin-
co ll.edu 
Class Agents: Joseph J. Repole, 
Jr., Edward B. Speno 
Gree tings. Spring has come to the 
Susquehanna, and there is a new batch of 
reports from our classmates. 
Class President Gary Bogli reports that, in 
September, he and his wife sold their house 
after 47 years and smoothly moved to an apart-
ment. In October they visited their son and his 
family in Prague for two weeks. To avoid some 
of the winter, they spent three weeks in Florida 
but still managed four days of skiing. Gary is 
looking forward to warmer weather and some 
good fishing. 
Pete Lowenstein spent part of the winter in 
Delray Beach, Florida, and the rest of the year in 
Greenwich, Connecticut. He recently lunched 
with Jack Thompson, who is recovering from 
foot surgery but otherwise looking well. Pete 
is still working (part time) as legal counsel to 
Value Line Mutual Funds. He has five grand -
children, all in the Northeast, and one step-
grandson in Philadelphia. He is playing some 
golf (badly) and tennis (not as bad) . 
Bill Lorson says he has not been playing golf 
because of a bad leg but has a new hobby, writ-
ing letters to the editor of the local papers. He 
has had 30 published in the last couple years 
a nd gets a "kick" every time one shows up in 
the paper! 
On a sad note, Art Polstein reports that 
1-lenry Ora passed away on Monday. February 
IO. He was a member of Brownell . Though born 
in Estonia, Henry served honorably in the U.S. 
military. 
John Crandall invited Gus and Pat Crombie 
to a Super Bowl party at his home in Tavares, 
Florida, where they celebrated a mini - reunion. 
Charlie Selden is in great spirits. His book, 
The Consumerist Manifesto Handbook, will be out 
this spring in a second edition. His blog has 
been hacked down twice by scan1mers who 
did not like his blog posts on their scams. But 
he is enthused about Governor Christie and 
is alarmed that he may not be the Republican 
presidential candidate in 2016. According to 
Charlie, the plan was to have him resign so he 
would be finished in New Jersey and then, if he 
won, the Garden State would secede. 
From Florida, Bernard Moran writes that 
life is good! He lives in The Villages in Central 
Florida and also Fort Lauderdale. He has for-
saken tennis after 65 years and is now playing 
pickle ball, a new gan1e that is very popular 
with seniors. He has returned to the stage in 
Love Letters, performed at assisted living facilities 
and senior centers. He recently completed a 
three-act play that he is trying to get produced 
locally and has started a sequel to his book of 
short stories, Love and Treachery in Palm Beach. 
Finish strong-finish together. 
Support the Annual Fund 
by June 30. 
www.trincoll.edu/givingtotrinity 
Bernie also sees Jack Thompson from time to 
time. Jack recently moved back to Florida from 
Washington, D.C. 
Art Polstein attended three home football 
games last year. At homecomi ng, Gary Bogli 
and he witnessed a huge win by Trinity over 
Wesleyan. The margin of victory was big. Gary 
and A rt enjoyed the atmosphere with the larg-
est crowd to see a game at Trinity in 2013. Gary 
and Art had anticipated that our 1956 soccer 
team that won the national championshi p that 
year would be honored during halftime of the 
game. They had discussed that with the soccer 
coach during our Reunion in Jw1e. However, for 
reasons unknown to them, it did not happen. 
They will continue to try to arrange some sort 
of recognition for our accomplishment. Art is 
also still doing a dialysis routine as he treats the 
kidney condition he has had for more than five 
years. He continues to hope that a transplant 
will happen and was encouraged when the hos-
pital to do this operation called a few months 
ago to update his condition and informed me 
tl1at he had been in discussions by the trans-
plant team for the procedure. Art has a good 
feeling that his day will come. 
Jim Studley relates that he and Art Polstein 
met several times to discuss Trinity. They are 
concerned about the direction of the College 
and the anti-fraternity push. "Stud" says that 
others in our class- George Baxter, Phil 
Simmons, Peter Ferrucci- agree. "Stud" says 
he had a great time as an undergraduate, but 
Trinity has changed. He is looking for a brighter 
day 
In Maryland, Bob Scharf is persisting in 
his construction cost consulting business to 
estimate the costs of some exis ting projects in 
the D.C. metro area. His main thrust now is 
real es tate investing. He has houses in the D.C. 
metro area as well as in Florida and Michigan, 
and he is expanding. Bob is always looking for 
investors who want a safe, substantial return of 
nine to II percent. Most important, Bob, who 
I recall as "galloping Galura" from our days at 
Trini ty, is still running four miles a day (down 
from 25 when he was competing)! (Galura is his 
middle name.) 
John Norris and his wife moved to Alabama 
in 2013 to be near where their two children and 
their respective fan1ilies live. They lived there 
for 17 years from 1971 to 1987 Last fall they 
saw Bob Oliver, who practiced medicine in the 
South for many years. Now they are transplant-
ed northerners who will live out their remaining 
years in Dixie. 
Pete Smith is playing lots of indoor tennis 
and looking forward to heading back to his 
sLm1mer cottage in Salisbury and getting into 
the garden and onto the outdoor courts. He 
is financially active with two Native American 
schools, one in Montana (Northern Cheyenne 
and Crow tribes) and one in South Dakota 
(Sioux). Pete contends that the life that those 
children and adults lead is pathetic; they are 
the forgotten people, a terrible black mark in 
our history. He is trying to get his California 
granddaughter (her mom, his daughter Annika, 
was Trin Class of '88) to set up a program of 
short-term exchange between her high school 
and the reservation schools! The schools are: 
St. Labre Indi an School in Ashland, Montana, 
and Red Cloud Indian School in Pine Ridge, 
South Dakota. Pete hopes to take a Viking river 
boat somewhere in Europe in early October and 
would like to hear from any classmate interested 
in joining him. 
2013 was a "big" year for me and Beth. 
After the Reunion in June, we "downsized" 
our house in August, celebrated our 5oth anni -
versary in September, and in October trav-
eled in C hina for two weeks. On December 
19 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court gave me 
the most stunning experience of my legal and 
legislative career. T he court invalidated three 
sections of the state's oil and gas law w1der the 
environmental amendment to the state consti-
tution l wrote 40 years ago. The Pennsylvania 
"Supremes" topped off their opinion by citing 
and quoting from my book (Clean Politics/ Clean 
Streams) that I signed at the Reunion books-by-
alumni program. 
Keep your notes coming. Best wishes for 
2014. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $59,000 
Class Secretary: Jon A. 
Reynolds, P.O. Box 4204, 
Wilmington, DE 19807-0204; 
e-mail: jon.reynolds.1959@trin-
coll.edu 
Class Agents: Robert D. 
Coykenda ll , William H. Pfeffer, Robert J. Pizzella, 
Esq. 
Today is March 3, 2013; our 55th Reunion 
is three months away; it is snowing (again -
this time expecting IO inches) ; Washington is 
closed for snow; the Russians are now occupy-
ing Crimea; Obama has told them, '" This will 
cost them"; and CNN says, "White House 
scrambling for a Ukraine strategy" 
Bob Spielman, in Reno, Nevada, (where he 
lives, hw1ts, and flies) , reports that he just had 
his best flight ever in a glider. This involved 
a flight from Minden to Susanville to Mount 
Whitney to Minden: a distance of 985 ki lome-
ters (remember, a glider, no engine). The winds 
were whipping up the water on Mono Lake and 
shooting columns 50 feet into the air and blow-
ing over semis. He and his bride, Debbie, just cel -
ebrated their 5oth anniversary Actual ly, 50 years 
ago, Bob and l were stationed together in the 
same F-105 squadron at Seymour Johnson AFB, 
North Carolina. Congratulations to them both. 
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Bill Lukens, living with bride Emi ly in down-
town Philadelphia, opened an exhibit on March 
1 of his recent paintings and prints at the Da 
Vinci Art Al liance. The exhibit will run for one 
month, and perhaps Bill wi ll have some pieces 
to show at our Reunion, where they wi ll sell 
at a discount. Emi ly is also an artist, and she 
and Bi ll enjoy a great town house in downtown 
Philadelphia. 
Our esteemed leader was a bit under the 
weather rece ntly and checked into a Westchester, 
Pennsylvania, hospital . Seven days and seven 
phys icians later, they still had not identified the 
problem but thought perhaps it was heart relat-
ed. George advised them it was not his heart; he 
was not taking heart medicine, packed his bag, 
and moved out. Turns out George actual ly had 
an "eru ption" in his left ankle, and he is taking it 
easy while it heals and the S\\:'elling goes down. 
Ted Taylor suffered a mi nistroke last Dece mber 
from which he has fully recovered. In case you 
were not aware, Ted was our class McDonald 's 
czar, at one time owning 25 of these stands 
stretch ing from Connecticut to the Boston area. 
You may remember that our classmate the 
Reverend Richard Thomas Nolan, who has 
a dual citizensh ip in the Republic of Ireland 
(since 201 1) and is a canon of Christ Church 
Episcopal Cathedral in Hartford, was married 
to Robert Pingpank at Trinity CoUege C hapel 
in 2009. T hey now reside in the John Knox 
Vi llage (a continuing care retirement commu-
nity) , Pompano Beach, Florida, and are active 
in Lambda Legal and T he Pride Center, Fort 
Lauderdale. Both Bob and Richard are wi ll ing 
their estate to Trini ty. 
Bart 1-lewitt is a prolific composer of church 
music, having written many anthems, responses, 
amens, and instrumental works. He is a retired 
member of the prestigious United States Army 
Band in Washington, D.C. , a retired tenor after 
years of perfo rming with the famed Washi ngto n 
Bach Consort, the Choral Arts Society of 
Washington, the Camate Chamber Singers, 
and the Jub ilate Ensemble, to name just a few. 
He is also retired as a decades- long church 
choir director. These days. he is focused on 
completing a series of a cappella songs, dubbed 
"The Canary Songs," which are based on puns 
about canaries, as well as some work for church 
choirs. He also writes occasional humor col-
umns for The Washington Post, the Mount Vernon 
Gazette, and other rags. 
In his spare time, Bart is an avid mountain 
biker, husband of a nurse, father of two chil -
dren, one of whom is personnel manager of the 
National Symphony Orchestra in Washington, 
D. C. Anyone interested in having copies of any 
of Bart's compositions (at no charge) can e-mai l 
him at barthewitt@verizon.net. 
So, as expected, you have received this class 
letter post-55th Reunion. To those of you who 
attended, congratulations, and I hope Reunion 
festivities met your expectations. Thank you for 
joining us. 
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Trinity l=und Goal: $85,000 
Class Secretary: Grosvenor 
Richardson, 236 Alpine Dr .. 
Rochester, NY 14618-3747: 
e-mail: grosvenor.richard-
son.1960@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: George P. Kroh 
As 1 write the Class of 1960 notes for The 
Trinity Reporter on March 3, it is two degrees 
above zero. So far, it has been a very cold and 
snowy winter in Rochester and the Northeast. 
Perhaps that is the reason my two-way cor-
respondence with classmates has been off this 
quarter. I guess eve ryone is just hunkering down 
waiting for spring or, perhaps since we are in the 
fourth year after our big 5oth Reunion, Trinity 
has receded to the back burner. Well , guess 
what> Next year, 2015, wi ll be our 55th Reun ion 
year. Jr's not the biggest of ou r Reun ions, but 
every Reunjon from now on is really important 
and special. I'm excited and looking forward to 
the summer of 20 15. 
I recently received an e-mail from Trinity's 
footbal l coach , Jeff Oevanney, about this fall's 
entering freshman class and some of the young 
men he has recruited. WO W: linemen hitting 
the scales at 275, 285, and 290 pounds ... awe-
some. So, I sent this information to our two big 
linemen of the Class of 1960, Bill deColigny 
and Mike Sienkiewicz, and also to fu llback Bob 
Johnson and speedy halfback Bud Anderson. 
Reactions, "! fee l small ," "We we re slow. They 
are big and fast," "Glad I do n't have to run 
against those monsters in practice." Looks like 
Trinity is bu ilding another powerhouse. Bud 
reports he will be on the Cape for five months 
starting in June. With sadness, I learned of 
the death of Dr. Frank K. Jago on January 8 
after a struggle with cancer. Thank you, Mike 
Varbalow. While at Trinity, Frank was a devot-
ed member of the bagpipe band and a member 
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He graduated 
cum laude with a B.A. and became an o rdained 
Episcopal priest in 1963. For more detai ls of his 
life's work, please see In Memory in this issue of 
The Trinity Reporter. 
From the West Coast, Matt Levine trav-
eled in February to the West Palm Beach/ 
WeUi ngton area as a follow-up of a market-
ing strategy for the U.S. Polo Association. He 
was able to have dinner with Ken Lyons and 
reports that Ken looked great and was in good 
spi rits. Also in Florida, Mickey Lloyd said he 
and Ellie were going to stay in Vero Beach until 
the snow and ice melted in Phi ladelphia and 
Hermance, Switzerland. Mickey reports he ran 
across Connie Gage '61 at a men's golf outing at 
the Moorings Club in Vero Beach. No report 
on their scores. 
No new news from Marv Peterson except 
to say Big Sky had a coupl e of real cold spell s 
in January (30 -35 below and so me high 
winds: 50-60 mph) . Then, in February, a few 
days of new snow, so Marv was final ly able to 
get t he ha ng of skiing in powder. Not bad for 
the professor. 
In January, Margy and I had the pleasure of 
having dinner with Phil Robertson '87 and his 
daughter in Bangkok. See the sto ry about Phil in 
this issue of The Trinity Reporter. Phil is curren tly 
the deputy director of the Asia Division of 
Human Rights Watch. He has lived in Bangkok 
for many yea rs. It is gratifying meeting Trinity 
alumni who are having inte resting and success-
ful careers. We originally met Phil seven years 
ago through his godmother, who is a good friend 
of ours. 
Dave Rutherford checked in with this 
update: "Retirement keeps me busy as an 
Emeritus Trustee of Davis & Elkins College in 
West Virginia and a commissioner of our local 
water/ sewe r utility I get my sailing fi x from a 
Hobie kayak trimaran, and my old car fi x from a 
replica Model A Ford, which was cheaper than 
finding another '35 Buick like the one I bought 
from Bassett at Trin. The golf fix isn 't quite 
as al luring as my handicap has slipped from a 7 
to 13, drives are shorter, and birdies fewer. Las t 
year brought a bucket list highlight in sai ling 
across the Atlantic, from Spain to Barbados. 
Like all of us. I mostly concentrate on staying 
on the upper side of the grass." 
Mark your calendars now for Reu nion in 
June 20 15. 
T hink ahead, and "Keep the C lass of 1960 
Spirit Alive.'' 
Trinity l=und Goal: $125,000 
Class Secretary: William Kirtz, 
26 Wyman St., Waban, MA 
02468-1517: e-mail: william. 
kirtz.196l@trincoll.edu: fax: (617) 
373-8773 
Class Agents: i:::dward P. Seibert, 
Vincen t R. Stempien, Douglas T. Tonsi ll 
Judging from the lates t round of correspon-
dence, classmates are doing a whole lot more 
than just keeping on keeping on. 
World -traveling sports photographer Dick 
Druckman was recently featured on ABC World 
News with Diane Sawyer as a person who has 
succeeded at a second career (after Bristol-
Myers Squibb) . For Dick's shots of iconic sports 
moments, check out goldmedalimpressions. 
com. 
As Billy Ellyson starts a new law practice 
with another Richmond attorney. he repo rts 
that his philosophy of fixed fees and basic free 
advice to the public will "of course" continue. 
Randy Ryan is "sti ll enjoying life" in Tucson, 
Arizona, and starting a two-yea r stint as honor-
ary commander of 6 12th Theater Operations 
Group at Oavis- Montha.11 Air Force Base. With 
two European cruises planned, he writes, " It 
may be a busy year for us, but we would love to 
get together with others from Trini ty livi ng in 
the area." 
Bob Woodward is continuing his writing 
and editorial pho tography but notes that his 
biggest achievement of the year was completing 
100 bike rides with the same riding partner near 
Ian Bennett '62 
DEGREE: B.A. in history; M.B.A. in international finance, The Wharton School, The University 
of Pennsylvania 
JOB TITLE: Owner and CEO, l-1arvest Protection Network 
FAVORITE TRINITY MEMORY: My father was born and raised in England. In the spring of 
my senior year, he wrote me a letter making it clear that, following graduation, I was on my 
own financially and I should start thinking about getting a job. The next day, a Navy recruiter 
visited the campus, and I took the test for Officer Candidate School in Newport, Rhode 
Island, and I passed. I wrote to Dad that I had a job! So my greatest Trinity memory was 
seeing that Navy recruiter walk on the campus the day after my father's get-a-job letter. 
(fditor's Note: We have learned that Ian Bennett '62 also holds the Trinity football career 
record for average yards per punt: 40.97 yards.) 
REPORTER: What is the mission of the Harvest 
Protection Network? 
BENNETT: To protect harvested crops from 
spoilage. For more information, please go to 
www.HarvestProtectionNetwork.com. 
REPORTER: What brought the problem of 
inadequate storage facilities for sub-Saharan 
farmers to your attention? 
BENNETT: On July 14, 2009, the then-
president of Senegal, Abdoulaye Wade, asked 
me to meet him in New York City. If that sounds 
like big stuff, it isn't. Presidents of African 
countries are accessible. I had been living in 
Senegal off and on since 1972. I remember the 
date I met with the president because it was 
Bastille Day, and Dakar was the center of the 
French West African colonization the same 
as Nairobi was for the British in East Africa. 
President Wade said that members of his 
farming community were losing 25 percent of 
their annual harvest due to inadequate storage. 
He asked if I could help him solve this problem. 
REPORTER: What are some of the challenges 
that you've faced with your work in the field? 
BENNETT: The biggest challenge doing busi-
ness in Africa is financing. You have to bring 
project funding with you to demonstrate that 
you have confidence in whatever it is you are 
offering. My company has been fortunate to 
realize the support of the U.S. Export-Import 
Bank under its Credit Guarantee Facility (CGF) 
Program. The CGF Program provides up to 
85 percent loan financing for goods produced 
Bend, Oregon. They pedaled some 850 miles 
and opened a new forest trail. 
As storms buffeted the northeast, Your 
Mumble Scribe and wife Carol sampled 
the vibrant '61 Vero Beach scene with Guy 
and Valerie Dove, whose latest venture was 
detailed in the last Reporter, and Andy and 
Betsy Forrester. Andy is turning out impressive 
paintings amid continuing business activities. 
in the United States. The repayment term is 
five years at an interest rate of seven to nine 
percent per annum. That interest rate is 
extraordinarily competitive in Africa. As an 
example, the Central Bank of Nigeria's lending 
rate to commercial banks is 15 percent, and the 
resulting commercial bank rate is 22 percent to 
25 percent per annum. 
REPORTER: What do you see as your biggest 
accomplishment in Nigeria? 
BENNETT: Selling my first storage building. 
That has led to a discussion of the purchase 
of 200 buildings supported by a Nigerian 
government guarantee to cover that portion 
of the funding not covered by the U.S. Export-
Import Bank. Nigeria saved my program. I was 
a guest speaker at a food secu rity conference 
sponsored by The Rockefeller Foundation and 
The University of Pennsylvania (www.feedingci-
ties.com). The senior lady representing The 
Rockefeller Foundation asked me if I was doing 
business in Nigeria, and I said no. She gave 
me the name and contact information for a 
gentleman who she said "used to work for 
the foundation." That gentleman is Nigeria's 
minister of agriculture, which is how my 
Nigerian dialogue began. 
REPORTER: How did your time at Trinity affect 
your path in life? 
BENNETT: I approached my time at Trinity 
with the belief that this was an opportunity 
to try anything. I have always enjoyed the 
camaraderie of sports. I played football in the 
fall, swimming for two years and squash for two 
We hear that Jeff Mudson is now in the area 
and hope to see him next time down. 
Trinity !=und Goal: $225,000 
Class Secretary: Poul J. 
Lo Rocca, 82 Whiting Rd ., East 
Hartford, CT 06118-1549; e-mail: 
paul.larocca.1962@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: William M. Polk 
years in the winter, and track and then tennis 
in the spring. I don't think you can do that 
anymore, which is too bad. I also played Biff 
Loman in Death of a Salesman, was a member 
of a fraternity, and ran the campus fund to 
raise money for charitable gifts. I think my 
father thought I had an attention span prob-
lem. I also served as a member of Medusa, 
which was a student-based discipline group 
that I think has since been disbanded. So "how 
did this affect my path in life?" It made me want 
to find something to do that matters. With an 
M.B.A. from Wharton, I think I was supposed to 
work for a bank or perhaps a brokerage house 
and spend time trying to talk my friends into 
buying some stocks or bonds. I didn't feel like 
there was any va lue added, and, by the way, 
what if the stocks went down? 
REPORTER: Wos there a Trinity professor who 
had an impact on your work? Who was it, and 
how did that professor make a difference? 
BENNETT: My favorite professor was Dr. 
[Eugene] Davis, who taught ancient history. 
He delivered his lectures while seated on top 
of his desk without notes. When he spoke, you 
were there in Rome in the Forum. He talked 
about how men would participate in festivi-
ties drinking and eating and then climb onto 
horse-drawn wagons with octagonal wheels 
that made them throw up so they could return 
to the Forum for more festivities. Since then, I 
have never spoken using notes. I have found 
that to translate into confidence on the part 
of your audience that you really know your 
subject. I have never gotten as good as Dr. 
Davis, but I'm trying. 
Greetings, Class of'62, 
Great news about Ted Wagner, who received 
his M.D. from Temple in 1968, specializing 
in orthopedics, sports medicine, and spinal 
injuries. Ted was recently awarded the school's 
Alumni Service Award. At a breakfast meet-
ing during our 5oth Reunion, Ted presented a 
moving study of his volunteer work in tropical 
Africa, geared to straightening the limbs of 
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rockets. Their tough decisions each day are 
whether to "golf. swim, or walk the beach." "We 
count our blessings every day; these are the best 
years of our lives," reports Lloyd. lhor Zachary 
reminds us all of the blessings we share in this 
country as we watch the struggle for freedom 
wracking the Ukraine and the former eastern 
countries of the Soviet Un.ion. He has done 
multiple medical missions in these environs 
over the years. Pete Sherin recently made a 
business trip to the Atlanta area and while 
there, stopped to see Tom Fraser and Tevie 
at their Fraser Dante car showroom. Pete was 
amazed to view the place filled with classic cars 
that Tom and Tevie have restored and offer to 
collectors from around this country and Europe. 
Especially noted are classic Mustangs from the 
'6os. Pete stayed overnight with the Frasers in 
their recently built "retirement" home north 
of Atlanta. Tom and Tevie have now hosted all 
of Tom's college roommates, and all of them 
report the warm hospitality afforded them and 
the blessing of the Frasers' hospitality Dave 
Raymond and Barbara share that their grand-
daughter, Alexandra, has been offered a place 
in Trinity's Class of 2018 and has sent in her 
acceptance letter. Way to go, Raymond family! 
Dave and Barbara also ran into the Howlands 
(not literally) on a ski slope at Stratton, then 
stayed into the evening for a nice meal together. 
Eli Karson and Nancy fled Arizona's "coldest 
month" for a trip to Mexico in January. return-
ing to Tucson in time to greet the birth of 
spring flowers. In February, Eli met up with Kim 
Waterhouse, who lives and plays regular golf in 
the Sun Lakes area. Eli also is a "hiker," recently 
completing an eight-mile hike in 3.5 hours. "Not 
bad for an old guy," says he! Two final items: the 
first is that Bill Howland is now our new "class 
agent" and will help us continue a legacy of gen-
erous fundra.ising for the Class of '63. And on a 
sadder note, our condolences to classmate Win 
Richardson and his family. Win's wife, Marilyn, 
recently died after a long struggle with multiple 
myeloma. 
That's it, Class of '63- Remember Dave 
Bracken's motto: "Stay vertical!" Blessings to 
you all. 
Trinity l=und Gool: $100,000 
Class Secretary: Christopher J. 
McNeill , M.D., 406 Cooper Lake 
Dr., Georgetown, TX 78633-
5356; e-mail: christopher. 
mcneill .1964@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Christopher T. 
Gilson 
I recently heard from Ed Jenkins, who 
has lived in in a country club community in 
Jacksonville, Florida, with Rosemary, his wife of 
28 years. With a background in financial man-
agement, Ed bought a small food -service equip-
ment business, successfully developed the busi -
ness, and sold it after 18 years. His wife remains 
as CFO of this company while Ed manages 
his residential real estate investment property. 
Various physical ailments of aging have forced 
him to stop skiing, running, and tennis but he 
still exercises regularly and plays an occasional 
round of golf Other interests include bridge, 
reading, and cooking. He is planning to attend 
our Reunion, but commitment depends on the 
health status of his son, Ted. 
Another name from the past surfaced 
after he was called by Don Mclagan about 
the Trinity Reunion in June. John Burton 
and his wife, Trish, are hopeful of attending 
our Reunion as well. They live in a historic 
Pittsburgh neighborhood at the headwaters of 
the Ohio River. Sons Matt and Jack, adopted 
at age one in Russia, recently turned 18 and 
keep their home full of activity. Daughters 
Cynthia and Amy live in Tampa and Panama 
City, Florida, respectively. Grandson Joe lives in 
Princeton and has blessed them with a grand-
daughter who is now two. Now retired, John 
and his wife wear out the 125 miles of riverside 
trails in Pittsburgh either on foot or bike. John 
enjoys classes at Pitt and participates in writing 
circles and weekly men's bible study. Mission 
trips to the Dominican Republic and other 
travel round out the "pleasant rhythm of this, 
the happiest time of his life." 
In February, Don Mclagan and wife Barbara 
spent a week downhill skiing in Alta, then drove 
to and entered Yellowstone National Park on 
snowcat. They cross-country skied, overnighted 
in yurts, and experienced the "dry cold" of 
40 below. (Visiting Yellowstone in winter is 
on Chris and Jan's bucket list as well, but we 
would stay in the Old Faithful Snow Lodge and 
explore the park on snowcat, wimps that we 
are!) Don and Barbara have lived in the same 
house in Sudbury. Massachusetts, for 42 years. 
Daughter Marnie is 28, lives in NYC, and is in 
digital advertising. Son Christopher is married 
with six children, lives in Sudbury, and is in 
home building and renovation. Barbara's varied 
interests include tournament bridge, A-level 
tennis, biking, cross-country skiing, and kayak-
ing. Don mentors digital entrepreneurs, writes 
poetry, plays tennis, and "chases Barbara." They 
both enjoy their children, grandchildren, and 
lots of travel. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $100,000 
Class Secretary: Peter J. 
Knapp. Watkinson Library, 
Trinity College, 300 Summit 
St., Hartford, CT 06106-3100; 
e-mail: peter.knapp@trincoll.edu; 
fax: (860) 297-2251 
Trinity l=und Goal: $67,000 
Class Secretary: David C. 
Charlesworth, 5 Kittanset 
Road, Bedford, NH 03110-
4508; e-mail: david.charles-
worth.l966@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Joseph A. 
Hourihan, E::sq ., Lindley C. Scarlett 
There are some new names in the news to 
share with you. 
Writing to you from Park City. Jane and I 
are hanging out here for the month of March, 
fifth year in a row. Rod and Nancy Van Seiver 
and Ford Barrett will be visiting later in March. 
So much for the famil iar names. 
On the good news side, I heard from Bob 
Stepto. His son, Rafael (who was admitted to 
Trinity but went to NYU) , after taking courses 
at the New School has become a music thera-
pist. He is currently providing music at Beth 
Israel hospital in Manhattan. He just audi-
tioned for his music therapy degree at NYU. 
Bob's daughter-in-law is a special ed teacher 
in NYC, doing wonderful things with sight-
impa.ired children. Bob writes, "As for me, the 
obvious thing to report is that as of September, 
I will have been at Yale for 40 years! Amazing! 
Fortunately. I can say that I still love being in 
the classroom." Poor Bob. He still has to work. 
William Carlson says it best: "We returned 
to Cape Cod from our four-year northern 
California sojourn in the spring of 20II and 
have been busy since designing and building a 
small new house for our dotage on the site of 
a family cottage inside the National Seashore. 
We moved in just in time for this lovely nasty 
winter that started too soon and is going on 
too long. Our four children are more or less 
settled, all currently employed, and none liv-
ing at home, for all of which we are profoundly 
grateful. I marvel at having a granddaughter in 
high school. How did that much time go by?" 
Welcome back, Bill. Your neighbors on the 
Cape are Nick Marris, Jim Shepard, and your 
class president, Brian Grimes. 
Here's another one who has to work: John 
True. The judge is so used to expressing his 
opinion for money. 1 will let him speak for him-
self: "A 70-year-old now, I remain defiantly un-
retired and living in Berkeley. California. I am a 
trial court judge in nearby Oakland and preside 
over a wide variety of cases- the ridiculous to 
the sublime. My wife is also a judge. We enjoy 
overruling each other's objections at the dinner 
table. My kids are grown up and scattered about 
the country: two in Washington, D.C.; one in 
Colorado; and one here in Oakland. Two grand-
children so far. Jackson True (eight) lives in the 
Colorado Mountains and is becoming a dare-
devil skier (to his grandfather's distress) . Ruby 
Cline (18 months) lives in Oakland, and I am 
lucky to have been able to arrange with my court 
to take Wednesday afternoons off and hang with 
her." Good to hear from you, John. 
Another voice from the past: Malcolm 
Carter. He is not now in New York, nor in 
Washington, D.C., where he spent many years, 
first in the Office of Public Education in the 
Treasury Department and then in real estate. 
He is now living in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 
with his Cambodian-born partner. You can 
see his journey on his Web site, www.malcolm-
carter.com. Malcolm poignantly shares his feel-
ings, which I pass on to you: "Fully appreciating 
how easily my hopes for this new life may not 
crystallize, I nonetheless am starting almost 
from scratch. I am in the process of emptying 
my apartment of virtually everything, not only 
household items and works of art but clippings 
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of my journalism going back to high school. I 
have shipped family photos, my diplomas, and 
little else to my brother in California for safe-
keeping. I am ridding myself of virtually all my 
belongings, a cathartic experience I can recom-
mend heartily. In short, I feel as though I have 
become my own heir, having cleared away items 
of either sentimental or economic value. At first 
a stomach -clenching and sleep-stealing endeav-
or, the process has proved to be a relief, cleaning 
my slate for the future ." He has now been in 
Cambodia more than six months. He currently 
writes about the experience of getting a haircut 
by a street-side vendor with scissors only. Good 
luck, Malcolm. You have set a very high standard 
in redefining oneself in retirement. 
With Dave Bremer's permission, I share 
with you his current struggle with cancer. After 
all, there are HIPAA regulations by which we 
must all abide. In any event, last December 
Dave was diagnosed with cancer. Totally unex-
pected. H e underwent major surgery during 
the early winter, followed by a 12-week course 
of chemotherapy, which he only recently will 
have completed by the time these notes come 
out. These treatments have exacted their toll 
with loss of strength and energy. But not his 
optimism. He is particularly grateful to his wife, 
Betsy, who has continued her activities and 
taken on his, such as "my inability to perform 
yard care (things never stop growing in Hawaii) 
and other household chores." Importantly, he 
says, "our two daughters who live and work in 
SF Bay area both visited over the holidays and 
have arranged to be here separate weeks as I'm 
starting chemo. That's a big help to Betsy, plus 
I really enjoy having them visit. Daughter Sarah 
teaches history and AP Psychology and chairs 
her department in a private school in Oakland. 
Leah is completing her second year of an ecol-
ogy post-doc at the Stanford Natural Capital 
Project. I'm so proud of both." We are proud of 
you, Dave. He can be reached at bremer8o8@ 
gmail.com. 
It is a pleasure for me to hear from you and 
share your stories with your classmates and the 
wider Trinity community Keep your letters 
coming. Until next time, be well. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $175,000 
Class Secretary: James L. 
O'Connor, 675 West End Ave., 
Apt. 15B, New York, NY 10025-
7380; e-mail: james.ocon-
nor.1967@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Jomes 1-1. Oliver 
Trinity l=und Goal: $1,000,000 
Class Secretary: Doniel L. 
Goldberg, 53 Beocon St., #l , 
Boston, MA 02108-3531; e-mail: 
daniel.goldberg.1968@trincoll. 
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Class Agent: Lawrence J. 
Slutsky, M.D. 
The relentless move toward retirement con-
tinues. I prefer to think of it as accumulating 
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travelers on the Yellow Brick Road to Oz rather 
than lemmings rushing toward the cliff's edge. 
I received a wonderful update from Malcolm 
1--layward reporting in on behalf of the robust 
Trinity Alumni Club of Arkansas. Malcolm has 
been in Fayetteville, Arkansas since 1980, prac-
ticing initially as the only medical oncologist 
in town and building what has become a very 
sophisticated practice. After three-plus decades 
of a busy practice, he has cut back to part time. 
He and his wife, Ellen, have enjoyed the smalJ 
university town atmosphere, with its opportu-
nities for positive influence and involvement. 
Malcolm reports that, although two of his chil -
dren went east for college, after experiencing the 
ambiance of the basement of St. Anthony Hall , 
they decided to matriculate elsewhere. Malcolm 
is spending his time away from the world of 
medicine with sheep farming, choir, symphony, 
hospice, and the like, and is planning on joining 
all of us for our 5oth Reunion four years hence. 
We will expect a full report on the sheep farming. 
Also cutting back from the med ical field is 
Jim Behrend, who is retiring from his practice 
of general and vascular surgery in San Diego. He 
and his wife, Pat, will be spending more time 
in Portland, Oregon, with their two youngest 
grandchildren and enjoying that (always hor-
rible) weather in San Diego the rest of the year. 
While Malcolm Hayward is looking forward to 
more time with the sheep, for Jim, the attraction 
is fly-fishing. 
Rich Coyle has joined those moving from 
New York to the South (a la Lew Goverman) . 
Rich and his wife, Tina, have relocated to 
Savannah, having bought a home in the historic 
district. They are already finding it a terrific 
retirement destination, with vibrant music, art, 
history, and- of course- fabulous restaurants. 
Having planted himself firmly on the route of 
classmates wandering the country, Rich has 
already hosted Bob King (in town for an edu-
cational conference) and Brian Titus '69 and 
hopes other alums will let him know when they 
are passing through. 
I had a wonderful telephone conversation 
with David Chanin, who is successful ly resist-
ing the magnet of retirement and continues his 
active law practice in Philadelphia. 
Stu Bluestone shared a gripping exchange of 
e-mails arising from his chance encounter at the 
airport with Charles Barkley. My favorite part 
of the exchange was that Barkley kept calling 
Stu "Sir," and Stu, of course, addressed his new 
best friend as "Sir Charles." 
I am editing this installment of our Trinity 
Class of 1969 alwnni notes from the American 
Academy in Rome. There is a distant Trinity 
link in that the American Academy building 
was built just 100 years ago in 1914 to designs by 
architect Stanford White, whose firm, McK.im, 
Mead, and White, also designed Trinity's south 
range of the Long Walk, including Hamlin Hall, 
Cook, Goodwin, and the Clement Chemistry 
Building. In this break from writing during my 
sabbatical as resident fellow ·at the American 
Academy, I can pass along these reports from 
our classmates: 
I-lank (Marrison) Davis alerted me to the 
distinguished legal career of our classmate Bill 
Koch: Bill Koch (William C. Koch, Jr.) will step 
down in the swnmer of 2014 from the five -
person Tennessee Supreme Court to asswne the 
deanship of the Nashville School of Law. After 
graduating from Trinity, Bill got his law degree 
at Vanderbilt in 1972 and his LL M. from 
UVA Law School. BilJ served in several capaci-
ties in the Tennessee Attorney General's office 
before becoming a member of Governor Lamar 
Alexander's administration from 1979 to 1984. 
He was appointed to the Tennessee Court of 
Appeals in 1984 and served for 23 years until he 
was named to the Tennessee Supreme Court in 
2007 Our warmest congratulations to Bill and 
encouragement in turning his career to leader-
ship in legal education. 
Also in the transitions and legal department, 
we have this observation from Bill Marimow: 
"Here's a possible item for the alumni notes," 
Bill wri tes. "After being fired as the editor of 
The Philadelphia Inquirer on October 7, 2013, a 
Philadelphia judge reinstated me as editor six 
weeks later. What I learned during my sab-
batical was this: I strongly prefer the newsroom 
to the courtroom." Bill has been in touch in 
recent months with our classmates 1-loward 
Graham ("Butch") McDonald, Jim Jones, 
Darrell Burstein, David Beatty, John Levy, 
and many others. 
Like Bill, Steve Chawkins has spent most 
of his career in daily journalism: "I've worked 
at newspapers in Colorado, ew Mexico, and 
California. I've spent some 20 years at the 
Los Angeles Times, where I now write obituar-
ies and sincerely hope not to encounter any 
classmates in the course of my professional 
duties!" Steve went on to recount a story from 
our freshman year when we were living in 
Jarvis: "I hazily recall a hung-over moment 
freshman year whe n I somehow woke up on 
your couch in Jarvis wi th the incredibly comical 
Michael Karp staring down at me and asking, 
in the booming tones of a 1940s radio announc-
er: 'Do you feel as if a small, furry animal has 
made waste on your tongue?' Ah, those days too 
good to last ... " Steve's wife, Jane, edits a farm -
ing and ranching magazine, and they live a few 
blocks from the ocean in Ventura, California. 
"Our daughter Kate is a pastry chef in Seattle. 
All's well, as I hope it is with you." Steve. 
chawkins@latimes.com 
Continuing the theme of communications, 
we move from terrestrial journalism to the 
interstellar nonlinguistic languages of math -
ematics and music. Classmates Jon Lomberg 
and Steve l-lorenstein send in this news of 
their collaboration, forged through these Class 
otes connections! 
Jon Lomberg reports that "NASA has 
accepted my proposal to create a message 
to be uploaded to the New Horizons space-
crafr, which will leave the solar system after its 
encounter with Pluto 2015. Like the Voyager 
Golden Record T worked on with Carl Sagan, 
this message is intended for any ETs who might 
someday find it adrift in the galaxy, ages from 
now." He is working with classmate Stephen 
l-lorenstein, distinguished Israeli composer, 
on artistic and technical issues around what 
Stephen describes to me as "the challenging 
work of sending sound to extraterrestrials in a 
message to outer space." 
Stephen Horenstein is now composing a 
large work, Movable Forms, for its premiere in 
June with his Lab Orchestra, the Jerusalem 
Academy of Music. He has recently performed 
in the Tel Aviv Winter Night Festival, premier-
ing part of his solo evening Cages of Light. 
Jim Sturdevant writes, "I don't think I 
will be able to make the Reunion this year, 
but enjoyed the Delta Phi reunion we had last 
sunrn1er." Jim continues "to practice law in a 
small firm representing plaintiffs in California 
and nationwide, primarily in consumer and 
employment class actions involving a broad 
variety of statutory, civil rights, and misrep-
resentation claims. My wife, also an attorney 
in her own small plaintiffs' employment firm , 
and I have three children- Emma, r7, a senior 
in high school who is an accomplished ballet 
dancer waiting for college acceptances; Isabella, 
15, a high school sophomore and also an accom -
plished ballet dancer in a different ballet pro-
gram; and Luke, 12, a seventh-grade student-
athlete in soccer, basketball , and baseball. We 
spent the holidays as a family in Kenya and 
Tanzania, mostly on safari ." 
Joe Connors sends this message from 
Vancouver: "I continue research, teaching, and 
clinical care focused on lymphoid cancers and 
remain delighted with our home of now 33 years 
in Vancouver, British Colwnbia. My wife and 
I now have two wonderful grandchildren, ages 
three and one, and enjoy sharing time with our 
sons- one a marine biologist and the other an 
infectious disease specialist- and their partners: 
a surgeon and an environmental consultant. 
Vancouver is a long way from Hartford, so I will 
not be able to make the Reunion but do remem-
ber Trinity fondly." 
I join Bill Marimow in sending the message 
that we will be at Reunion and "here's hoping 
that we have an excellent turnout for the 45th 
Reun.ion ." 
Trinity Fund Goal: $115,000 
Class Secretary: John L. Bonee 
Ill, Esq., 19 Scarsdale Rd., West 
Hartford, CT 06107-3339; 
e-mail: john.bonee.l970@trin-
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Esq. 
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Co-Class Secretary: David M. 
Sample, 93 MacArthur Road, Concord, MA 01742-
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Class Agent: William H. Reynolds, Jr. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $120,000 
Class Secretary: John C. 
Matulis, Jr., 260 Beckley Road, 
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john.matulis.l972@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: John M. 
MacCallum, William J. Miller, Jr., 
William M. Whetzel 
Dear Classmates: The e-mail brought a 
nwnber of different updates. Here they are: 
Contact information has been omitted for 
brevity. If you wish to contact a classmate who 
has written and do not have the contact infor-
mation, please let me know: 
Dr. Paul Meyendorff reports that in 
February 2013 he received an honorary doc-
torate in Orthodox theology from the Institut 
Saint-Serge, Paris, France. Paul writes that he 
is currently completing 27 years as professor of 
liturgical theology at St. Vladimir's Orthodox 
Theological Seminary. 
Greg Sammons writes to advise that he 
retired after 37 years as an Episcopal priest. 
He served parishes in Western Massachusetts, 
Michigan, and Ohio. At his last parish in Toledo, 
he served as co-rector with his wife, the Rev. 
Margaret Holt Sammons (Wellesley '71). They 
will be living in Dayton and Ann Arbor in the 
immediate future, enjoying two grandchildren 
(with one more on the way as of the date of 
writing) and taking some "preaching gigs" when 
possible. 
John Kirshon updates us and reports that 
his historical novel, An American Century, received 
an honorable mention in general fiction at the 
2013 Paris Book Festival. 
Lee Kaplan writes that after 30 years in 
the Twin C ities, he and his wife moved to a 
home which they built on one of Minnesota's 
10,000-plus lakes, about a half hour north 
of Duluth (because, as Lee points out, win-
ters in Minneapolis just aren't relentlessly 
cold enough). Lee has started his slow-motion 
retirement and will be closing shop on his home 
office during 2014. So, as Lee points out, "some-
one else will have to be the World's Oldest Web 
Designer'"." Lee reports that he would love to 
hear from any classmates who find themselves 
in the Upper Midwest or passing through. 
Finally, Gary Smith checks in and informs that 
after 30-plus years in Connecticut following 
graduation, he relocated to the Phoenix desert 
in 2003- He had declined a similar opportunity 
a decade earlier and reports that it continues 
to be an adventure. As Gary puts it, "those 
deep New England roots that go back to some 
of the original 'undocumented aliens' just got 
stretched a bit." Gary says he is enjoying life 
immensely, the sons are on their own, and that 
he and his wife look after live dogs: "a mixture of 
retrievers and Wheaten terriers that put smiles 
on our faces every day (unlike with the children, 
no FAFSA forms, ridiculously high auto insur-
ance premiums, etc.)." 
Gary is still working in the world of aero-
space testing and reports that retirement is not 
on his radar screen for nearly another decade. 
He closes by pointing out that the "vastness of 
Arizona still impresses [him] after a decade out 
there." 
Finally, many of our classmates have not 
written for a very long time- or ever. Feel free to 
send along some information . No matter what 
you did, or did not do, while at Trin, there are 
many classmates who will remember you and be 
delighted to read news concerning you. 
I received some wonderful reminisces from 
Parker Prout, whose time at the 45th Reunion 
with T. John l-lughes reminded him that T. 
John was an early Rolling Stones worshipper 
and that, freshman year, Michael Williams 
guided several of our classmates, including 
Parker and Jon Nareff, to the Bushnell audi -
toriwn to see James Brown. T. John never could 
have predicted that, 50 years later, the Rolling 
Stones would still be at it and Mick would still 
be prancing across the stage. That should give 
all of us hope, since Mick is now in his 70s. 
And speaking of such youthful vigor, Tom 
Nary and your secretary spent this year's annual 
ski trip in Utali, where Tom's son now lives at 
the base of Big Cottonwood Canyon, with close 
access to numerous ski areas. George l=osque, 
who usually joins us on the annual ski trip, was 
still recovering from his 2013 ski injury and had 
to be content with spending the time work-
ing with John Vail turning the third floor of 
George's house in Watertown, Massachusetts, 
into an apartment (no doubt to house our class-
mates when they pass through the Boston area) . 
Looking forward to hearing more updates ... 
Trinity Fund Goal: $115,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Diane 
Fierri Brown, 62 Westwood Rd., 
West Hartford, CT 06117; e-mail: 
diane.brown.l973@trincoll.edu 
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CT 06851-2916 
Class Agent: Patti Mantell-Broad 
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Trinity l=und Goal: $250,000 
Class Secretary: Matthew E. 
Moloshok, Esq., 1006 Prospect 
St., Westfield, NJ 07090-4221; 
e-mail: motthew.moloshok.1974@ 
trincoll.edu; fax: (973) 621-7406 
Class Agent: Constance 1-lort 
Walkingshaw 
Trinity l=und Goal: $110,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Steven E. 
Hirsch, 11 Ricky Beth Ln., Old 




Christopher G. Mooney, 1352 Landings Dr., 
Sarasota, i=L 34231-3207; e-mail: christopher. 
mooney.1975@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Henry E. Bruce, Jr. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $400,000 
Class Secretary: Scott F. Lewis, 
45 Bayberry Hill Rd ., Avon, 
CT 06001-2800; e-mail: scott. 
lewis.l976@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: A. Hobart Porter 
Rebecca Dunn wrote to share the news 
that she has a new grandson, Roland Hendrix 
Onderdonk, possible Class of 2036. He is gor-
geous and has met his great-grandparents LeRoy 
(retired Trinity professor) and Gaby Dunn. 
Patricia Mcl-lugh informed me that she is 
a senior production editor at a book publish-
ing company in New York City. She and her 
husband, an independent filmmaker, have two 
daughters. 
Michael O'Brien proudly announced that 
his oldest son, Christopher, is engaged to be 
married this August, and his daughter, Megan, 
became engaged this past February. 
Rob Aronson was named as one of 61 top 
critical care physicians in the country in the U.S. 
News e:J World Report list of top physicians for 20 I 2 
and was appointed to the Board of Regents of 
the American College of Chest Physicians, the 
world's largest society of chest physicians. He 
and his wife are enjoying living in Freeport, 
Maine, halfway between LL Bean and the 
docks on the Harraseeket River, where they 
keep their sailboat. 
Elizabeth (Boles) Gutterson e-mailed me 
to say that she dined at Greer Candler's beau-
tiful home on Beacon Hill in Boston. In atten-
dance were other old friends from Trinity: 
Chip Goode, l-lobie Porter, David Rountree, 
Cici (Chick) Spaulding, and Nancy (Motley) 
Walton. They all had a great time and hope to 
have a similar gathering in the near future. 
Major Capers recently retired after 30 years 
of employment with the State of New York, 24 
years of which he was with the state's Education 
Department. He is hoping to see our classmates 
at our next Reunion. 
Jonathan Gomberg finally broke down 
from his long period of not submitting any 
news to The Reporter to say that after many years 
in private medical practice and a few years as 
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chief of cardiology at Graduate Hospital in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for the past seven 
years he has been a staff attending cardiologist 
at the University of Pennsylvania. Jon married 
a medical school classmate, Jacqueline Smith. 
They have four grown daughters, two sons-in -
law, and two grandsons. He said his life is busy, 
the medical field is demanding, and his grand-
kids are awesome! 
Carol Monaghan Weir said that she, Greer 
Candler, Hobie Porter, and Eric Gibson had a 
wonderful time together in late January at the 
Trinity Club of Philadelphia's reception at The 
Barnes Foundation. The event featured remarks 
from Eric, who is the editor of the leisure & 
arts page of The Wall Street journal. They had the 
opportunity to tour the museum after hours. It 
was a wonderful reunion for them and many 
other Trinity alums who were in attendance. 
Tricia Blake Lasky joyfully let me know 
that her daughter, Phoebe, will be graduating 
this May from Trinity, Class of 2014. Hearing 
her daughter's stories of Trinity, including ones 
of her semester abroad in Barcelona, Spain, 
reminded Tricia of the good times she had as an 
undergraduate and all the wonderful people she 
came to know during her four years on campus. 
Tricia wishes everyone the best and encourages 
our fellow classmates to continue to send in 
notes to The Trinity Reporter. She likes hearing 
from everyone. 
Chris Jennings reported that Papa Stork has 
passed on . See 1947 Class Notes. 
As for me, Scott Lewis, your class secretary, 
due to all the snow this winter, my buddies and 
I have been relegated to snowshoeing every 
Sunday morning for too many weeks. Typically, 
we bushwhack a trail through the woods, then 
stop to build a small fire and make hot cocoa 
over the flames and drink other libations to 
keep us warm. No matter what we do, it does 
not compare to the thrill and adventure of 
mountain biking. So to get out of this miserable 
winter weather and to belatedly celebrate my 
6oth birthday, my wife, Heidi, and I are plan -
ning a trip in March to St. Lucia. There, she 
can practice yoga, and I can mountain bike in 
a jungle. 
Keep those e-mails coming to sfl@ llflaw.com. 
I'll be sure to include your individual stories in 
the next Trinity Reporter. 
lzz 
Trinity l=und Goal: $150,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Polly 
Freeman Lyman, 215 E. 79th St., 
7 7 Apt. SE, New York, NY 10075-0851; e-mai l: polly.lyman.1977@ trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: J. Craig 
Shields Ill , 3631 Pine St., Santa Ynez, CA 93460-
9427; e-mail : craig.shields.l977@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Barbara Ginsberg, Lawrence J. 
Golden 
Visit www.trincoll.edu/alumnl. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $350,000 
Class Secretary: Jory 
Lockwood, 67 Scarlet Oak Dr., 
Wilton, CT 06897-1014; e-mail: 
jory.lockwood.l978@trincoll .edu 
Class Agent: Andrew S. Terhune 
Stephen Berkowitz kept in touch. "Enjoy 
that plentiful snow, Jory. Some of us are quite 
jealous here in places without it. I can under-
stand, however, the yea rning to see winter 
pass and welcome the fragrant flowery spring. 
Nothing in particular to report. But thanks for 
all of your efforts in keeping the connection 
going. In four years our 4oth Reunion!" 
From Deborah Jones Buck we hear, "I 
attended a Trinity Club function a few months 
ago at The Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia 
and was absolutely snmned by the collection, 
the building, and the entire event. Just loved 
it. So fun to see Picassos, Matisses, etc. that 
you've never even seen reproductions of much 
less in person, and they are all GOOD ones! 
The installation is awesome as well. I am about 
to move into a new home in Sagaponack, ew 
York, that I have been renovating all winter. It 
overlooks the sea and will make weekends and 
summers a respite from New York City. 
"I am about to launch my third book, titled 
The Windows ef Buck House; Fabulous Fictional Females. 
The book is being published by Acanthus Press 
and will be in stores this spring. It features the 
stories of 22 characters created for the windows 
of Buck House, my store on Madison Avenue. 
The women themselves are never seen, but 
the installations are their lairs, their personal 
spaces that are outfitted in extraordinary detail . 
They are all adventurers, pioneers, and feisty 
females. Just to nan1e a few: a lady bullfighter; 
a lady clockmaker; Waverly, she's a surfer; and 
Goldy Banks, an international banker, circa 
1970. Photography by }aka Vinsek fleshes out 
these wild women in exceptional detail. 
"My son, Sam, is thriving at Purdue, where 
he is studying aeronautical and astronautical 
engineering ... to the moon!" 
This class secretary took the opportunity to 
visit Deborah's fine art Web site, www.deborah-
buck.com, and saw that in true Bantam style, she 
has included Trinity in her bio. Her artwork is 
stunning and has made me think that perhaps 
we should have a Class of '78 art show at our 
Reunion. 
Charles Glanville was kind enough to send 
this secretary an update on his contact infor-
mation. It appears he is living in the United 
Kingdom. This class secretary hopes to hear 
some stories from the other side of the pond 
before our next issue of The Reporter. 
Jim Gregg sent this query: "When I was 
at Trinity, Ted Lockwood was president. Any 
relation to you?" Your class secretary responds 
thusly: "Nope. Although it was interesting to 
have that other Lockwood on campus." 
Class co-president Kathy Maye Murphy 
shared this with our class: "Our Bichon Frise, 
Maximilian George, unexpectedly had a heart 
Arlene Kanter 76 
DEGREE: B.A. in American studies; J.D., New York University; LL.M., Georgetown 
University Law Center 
JOB TITLE: Syracuse University College of Law's Bond, Schoeneck & King Distinguished 
Professor; Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence; Professor 
of Law; director, Disability Law and Policy Program; and co-director, Center on liuman 
Policy, Law, and Disability Studies 
FAVORITE TRINITY MEMORY: The friendships I made. Perhaps my best "memory" is 
meeting my classmate Susan Kepnes, who later introduced me to her brother, Steven, who 
became my husband. We have been married for 28 years. 
REPORTER: What is Syracuse's Center on 
f-luman Policy, Law, and Disability Studies? 
KANTER: The Cf-lPLDS is a university-wide 
center on research and advocacy on disability. 
Our center is an umbrella for several disability-
related academic programs throughout the 
university, including the Disability Law and 
Policy Program (DLPP), which I founded and 
direct. The DLPP houses the first joint-degree 
program in law and disability studies and 
an LL.M . program in international and 
comparative disability law, a Disability Rights 
Clinic, and a certificate program in disability 
law and policy. 
REPORTER: What led you toward a career in 
disability law? 
KANTER: I came to disability law before it 
was even a field of law in the early 1980s. I 
was trained as a civil rights lawyer. I wanted to 
use my legal talents to work for the rights of 
people labeled as disabled to live in homes in 
the community, to make their own decisions 
about their lives, and to be treated as equal 
members of our society rather than as isolated, 
forgotten, and often neglected, abused, and 
stigmatized people within society. Although 
we as a country have made great progress 
to combat discrimination against people with 
disabilities, prejudice and discrimination 
against people with disabilities continue today 
in the United States and throughout the world. 
Most of my work today is working with organi-
zations and governments in different countries 
to enforce the rights of people with disabilities 
under international and domestic disability 
laws. 
REPORTER: Of what accomplishment in your 
career are you most proud? 
KANTER: !=irst, I am most proud of my former 
students who are now working as disability 
attack and passed away while I was bathing him 
in our kitchen sink on February 25. Due to our 
inabili ty to have children, he was our ' little boy' 
and brought much joy to our lives. H e w as acer-
tified therapy dog and service dog. H e served at 
our local elementary school, where the children 
rights lawyers in the United States and inter-
nationally and of the Ph.D. students whom 
I have supervised who are now teaching, 
writing, and teaching disability studies in 
various countries around the world. I am also 
proud to have been involved in helping to draft 
the U.N. Convention on the Rights of People 
with Disabilities (CRPD), adopted by the U.N. 
in 2006 and which establishes for the first 
time the right of people with disabilities to 
equality and protections under international 
law. Soon, my book on the CRPD, titled From 
Charity to 1-/uman Rights: The Development 
of Disability Rights under lnternotionol 1-/uman 
Rights Low, will be published. I am also proud 
of the interdisciplinary disability studies 
program we have developed at Syracuse, one 
of the first and largest in the world. As a result of 
this interdisciplinary work, I recently co-edited 
a book that seeks to integrate disability 
studies theories into law and education, titled 
Righting Educational Wrongs: Disability Studies 
in Low and Education (with Beth !=erri). But, 
most of all , I am proud of my two wonderful 
children, Rachel and Ari. 
REPORTER: You've written about disability 
issues in education. What would you say is the 
biggest challenge related to disability issues 
that American education needs to confront? 
KANTER: The most important issue remains 
the need to eliminate stigma and unfounded 
assumptions about children and young adults 
with disabilities in our education system, from 
preschool through higher education. Today, 
many students with all types of disabilities 
are graduating from our nation's high schools. 
Some will go on to college and easily succeed; 
others may struggle at colleges and universi-
ties to get the accommodations they need and 
to which they are legally entitled. !=or too many 
students still face prejudice from professors 
who assume that accommodations are just a 
read to him. W e are shocked, devastated, and 
mourning his loss." 
C lass co-president Tina Orsi writes, "M y 
news is status quo. Still enjoying being a real 
estate broker here in Darien and N ew Canaan . 
M y husband is still at RBS, and our son loves 
way for students to "get an unfair advantage" 
or worse, that students with certain disabilities 
are not "suited " for professions such as 
medicine or law. Other high school graduates 
with disabilities may want to attend universities 
or colleges but are kept out. Today students 
with intellectual disabilities are seeking to 
continue their education beyond high school, 
and many universities, such as Syracuse, 
have developed innovative programs to sup-
port these students to participate in the life 
of the university. More such programs are 
needed. Disability is part of human diversity. 
Universities and colleges have an important 
leadership role, in my view, to leading the way 
toward inclusion and acceptance of people 
from all sorts of diverse backgrounds, including 
people who are considered disabled or "differ-
ent" based on how they may walk, hear, see, 
act, or speak. 
REPORTER: Did a particular professor at 
Trinity have an impact on you? If so, who and 
why? 
KANTER: Yes, Ronald Spencer was my adviser. 
Although I probably disappointed him by not 
pursuing my Ph.D. in American studies, as he 
had urged me to do, I hope that he is happy 
to know that I put his wonderful teaching and 
sage advice to work for good causes within 
the academy-the legal academy, that is. I also 
appreciate the mentoring of Eugene Leach, 
who arrived at Trinity about the same time I 
did, and who worked with me to fashion my 
own major in American studies. fie went on to 
build up the American studies program, which 
has become one of the most popular majors 
at Trinity. 
being in Maine. I cannot believe we are old 
enough to be empty nesters. Very strange. O ur 
new love is our Labrador, Moose, who keeps us 
busy and active (chasing him and trying to teach 
him to come and stay) . Golf is still my passion." 
Jim Smith reported that C row (Alpha 
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Chi Row, founded at Trinity in 1895) had an 
impromptu reunion in the fall. At least a dozen 
of the great Class of '78 were in attendance. Jim 
sent this secretary a photo of said gathering. I 
am sure he will share with you as well if you get 
in touch. 
Class agent Andrew Terhune attend -
ed a College event in January at The Barnes 
Foundation in Philadelphia, sponsored by class-
mate Tony Schaeffer. Andrew reports that "this 
was best-attended function in Philadelphia in 
decades with alums coming from Baltimore, 
New York, and Connecticut to attend. The 
Barnes is a must see even if you're not a modern 
art lover." 
Neil Theobald is now president of Temple 
University in Philadelphia. This secretary wi ll 
be asking him to share some thoughts about his 
experiences for our next issue of The Reporter. 
As for your humble class secretary, Jory 
Lockwood, this June I will be completing 35 
years of teaching at Greenwich High School. I 
had to submit my intent to retire no later than 
February I , and l stretched it out until the last 
possible moment. My letter of intent was full of 
ambivalence. In the end, l decided the braver 
act would be to retire so that I could see what 
else life has to offer me. I am savoring these last 
100 days of teaching at Greenwich High School 
and am already looking for my next teaching 
opportunity. 
And, (I still have 80 words left) 1 am hav-
ing a bit of a tiff with our high school yearbook 
staff I wanted my "retirement" photo to be this 
goofy picture where the woodshop teacher is 
bear hugging me and another teacher; we are 
all laughing hys terically The yearbook wants a 
boring and static headshot. As my next move 
in this photo guerilla war, I may e-mail them 
the picture of the BANTAM hugging me from 
our last Reunion and request they use that shot. 
That will show them! 
1 have about 50 words left in our class space 
and, as an English major, I never want to let a 
good word go to waste. You can e-mail me at any 
time (you do not have to wait for me to invite you 
to contribute) at trinitybantam.78@gmail.com. 
Any tidbit of information that you would like 
to share will be warmly welcomed. That's 1,000 
words exactly 
Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000 
Class Secretary: Deborah 
A. Cushman, 70 Bullard St., 
Dedham, MA 02026-4133; 
e-mail: deboroh.cushmon.1979@ 
trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Edward P. Almy, 
Jr., I-folly Singer-Eland 
From Gus Reynolds: "G reetings from 
Thailand. The construction of my condomini-
um project, The Lai Thai, in Krabi , Thailand, 
continues with a January 2015 opening date. I 
continue to write music with various musicians 
after our release of the album Message Delivered 
under the band name Born 2 Soon last fal l. 
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One of my recent songs, 'The Next President'' 
a political satire, was a finalist in the 2013 USA 
Songwriting Competition. You can hear it at 
wwwborn-2-soon.com." 
From Dave Duncan: "lt is hard to believe 
that five years have passed since I launched my 
original Web site. During that time, I have had 
the pleasure of working with many great clients 
on a number of new projects. While photos 
never do these justice, I hope you wi ll enjoy 
exploring the new si te, www.needhan1duncan. 
com, to see what I have been up to!" 
From Stephanie Vignone: "I'm living in a 
small house in rural Massachusetts, teaching 
and painting. I teach first grade, and it's a fasci -
nating job. I love teaching kids to read. And in 
the summer, I paint and garden, and paint the 
gardens. I've been taking classes here and there 
for the past IO years or so, starting with pastels 
and working now into oils. l don't have that 
many paintings, but I anticipate retiring from 
teaching within the next several years. Then I'm 
hoping to paint full time. I can't wait!" 
From Seth Price: Seth was recently named 
to the Super Lawyers Business Edition 2013 list for 
his work in construction litigation. Seth is a 
shareholder at the Atlanta office of Houston-
based national law firm Chamberlain, Hrdlicka, 
White, Williams & Aughtry. For 25 years, his 
practice has emphasized the resolution o f large, 
complex construction contract disputes in state 
and federal courts and through arbitration. Seth 
has assisted owners, contractors, and subcon-
tractors in resolving potential and actual con-
struction disputes, as well as numerous other 
legal issues. Seth was among six firm law-
yers selected. 
The Therapy Killings, a short fi.lm fro m Phyllis 
St. George and Co. , was shown on November 
23 at the Shawna Shea Independent Short 
Film Festival in Somerville, Massachusetts. The 
fi.lm also was an official selection for the 2013 
O utside the Box Bakersfield Film Festival. You 
can read about the film at these two sites: www. 
thetherapyki llings.com and www.imdb.com/ 
title/ tt2712040. 
A good time was had by all this past fall when 
five Trinity alumnae got together for a weekend 
at the Rhode Island lakeside home of Lynne 
Bagdis Wilson. In attendance were Deborah 
Cushman, Molly Singer-Eland, Jane Terry 
Abraham, and Lynne Bachofner. We hiked, 
cooked, talked, cooked, laughed, walked, and 
reveled in the wonderful ly comfortable and gra-
cious kitchen redo at the BagdisjWilson Rhode 
Island abode. We caught up on all the family 
news, and Nathalie Reverdin spoke to us by 
phone from France. As always, we took pictures 
and took the wise time to remember how spe-
cial it is to have remained friends all these years. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $400,000 
Class Secretary: Vocont 
Class Agents: Scott A. Lessne, 
Esq., Horry J. Levenstein 
Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Susan 
Walsh Ober, 469 Volley Rd., 
Watchung, NJ 07069-6041; 
e-mail: suson.ober.l98l@trincoll. 
edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Tabitha 
Zone, 8805 Solute St., Raleigh, NC 27615; e-mail: 
tobitho.zone.198l@trinco ll.edu 
Class Agent: Peter J. Whalen 
Jim D'Angelo writes, "l recon nected with 
Dave Guild '83, Alex Banker '83, Joe Reineman 
'82, and Steve Jacobs '80 for the Yale- Harvard 
Game in New Haven this fall. I'm celebrating 
20 years in Japan this year and recently became 
editor-in -chief of the Rou tledge journal Asian 
Englishes." 
Roger Knight has taken an interim CEO 
position at Dynamic Healthcare Services, 
Inc., and spends his week traveling between 
Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, and home in 
Connecticut. G iven the winter 2014 weather, 
timing could have been a bit better! His eldest 
daughter finishes her master's in international 
policy at Stanford in June, his middle daughter 
graduated from Bucknell last May and began 
her M.S. in education at Northwestern last fall , 
and his son is a fres hman at Lafayette. Roger's 
father, Trinity Class of '50, and mother will be 
celebrating their Goth wedding anniversary this 
fall. Roger also reported that Peter Pfister's 
eldest daughter was recently engaged, with the 
wedding planned for later this year (Peter, 
details please!). 
Barry Bergquist writes, "My last kid applied 
to colleges, and TOOK NONE of my wise 
counsel. None. Kids these days type on their 
laptops then hit enter. Bombs away! No proof-
reading. No printout. Angels and ministers of 
grace defend us!" Barry is looking forward to 
catching up with Tarek Fayek Nakhla and his 
family, who will be coming out to Utal1 for a 
ski vacation in March. Barry's in regular con-
tact with Sloane Bouchever, who is opening 
a rtightclub a few miles north of the Mexican 
border. It would be nice if everyone in the Class 
of '81 attended this event in Bisbee, Arizona, 
May2. 
From Jeff Baker, your roving Trinity 
College alumni correspondent in Boston: "I 
have recently enjoyed the company of Michael 
Burkin '79, who also lives in Boston. We attend-
ed the NCAA Division l finals at Harvard 
University as spectators in February Trinity 
was soundly beaten by Harvard - allem- 9-0 . 
It was not a to tal loss, however, as there was a 
rumble (can you believe it: at a squash match?) 
between a bunch of Harvard thugs and one 
Trinity undergrad in the bleachers, and from the 
looks of things, Trinity held its own. So maybe 
the score should have been: Harvard 9, Trinity 
o and one win in the stands!" 
Lawrence S. Rosenthal, Ph.D., M.D., 
F.A.C.C. , F.H .R.S. , (okay, l feel unaccom-
plished!) writes: "Professionally, I have been on 
staff at UMass Memorial Medical Center for 
the past 16 years, where I am the director of the 
cardiac electrophysiology service. I was recently 
promoted to the rank of professor in medicine. 
Despite my efforts, both my daughter and son 
chose to go the route of Big IO schools. Now 
that we are em pty nesters, my wife is pursuing 
a master 's degree in clinical psychology I still 
follow Trini ty news and sports and try to keep 
in touch former classmates." 
From Wendy Melville Mains, "I just 
had another delightful dinner with Paula 
Sarro, catching up on news. Now that my 
younger daughter, Olivia, is a freshman at Pratt 
Institute studying fashion design, we get to visit 
more often! Our older daughter, Katherine, will 
graduate with honors in May and is looking at a 
possible move to Nashville after a last summer 
at home. I am still focused on volunteering and 
helping organizations raise money, as well as 
more and more frequent trips to Maine to see 
my aging parents- bet pretty much everyone 
can relate to that! My husband, Wayne, is con-
sidering selJing his financial services business so 
we can enjoy this empty nest! We enjoy wine 
tasting and entertaining, as well as volunteer-
ing together at our church, the local university 
Katherine attends, a homeless organization, and 
a ministry that works with girls rescued from 
sex trafficking in Cambodia. We have two 
extra bedrooms if anyone is heading to the 
Sacramento area." 
Jean l-layden Marks reports that she just 
became a grandmother! 
Peter Smith and Carol Baschwitz Smith 
'79 are looki ng forward to their second season 
of sharing regular double dates with Benjamin 
Klimczak and hi s wife, Kathy Monahan 
Klimczak, at the Goodspeed Opera House. 
E:d Theurkauf is encouraging people to join 
him and Kristen West Grant in Phoenixville, 
Pennsylvania, on June 8 for the French Creek 
Iron Tour, to benefit the French and Pickering 
Creeks Conservation Trust, which preserves 
open space where iron blast furnaces and forges 
served as cornerstones of industry in colonial 
Pennsylvania- hence "Iron Tour." With courses 
ranging from 12 to 100 miles, there's something 
for everyone- from seasoned r.iders looking for 
a challenge to families with kids in tow. For 
additional information, send Ed a note through 
our Class of 1981 Face book group! If you haven 't 
yet joined, visit the page and send a request! 
Trinity l=und Goal: $150,000 
Co-Closs Secretary: Mark 
R. Thibault, 642 Lincoln Rd., 
8 2 Grosse Pointe, Ml 48230-1220; e-mail: mark.thibault.1982@ trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Joseph H. 
Upton, 2019 Seneca Ave., Ann Arbor, Ml 48104-
2614; e-mail: joseph.upton.1982@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Lisa D'Addeo Bohman, Patricia 
Hooper Kelley, Wilfred J. Talbot Ill 
Hello to all our fellow Bantam . We hope 
that winter is a faded memory by the time you 
Homecoming 
Save the dates! 
read this, because we're not sure it is going to 
end as we write thi s! 
Our first update is from Christy Masters 
Jones. Christy reports that after r 2 years of 
living in Holden, Massachusetts, she and her 
husband, Roger, have decided to take a "pause 
in our careers" and enjoy some time together. 
They are taking the next two years to sail along 
the eastern shore of the United States, cruise 
the Bahamian Islands, and then cruise the 
Caribbean. Fourteen years ago, Christy and 
Roger took a year off and sailed to the Bahamas 
with their children. "This time, it will just be 
Roger and me, and the children will visit when 
their schedules allow them to. We have sold our 
home, put everything in a climate-controlled 
self-storage unit, and have moved down to 
Rhode Island for the summer to get organized 
on the boat. They set off in September. A bit 
crazy but we are pretty excited! Let's hope the 
hurricane season is mild these next two years!" 
Lisa and Jamie Birmingham have now 
joined your scribes in Michigan. They are cur-
rently living in Birmingham (coincidence) . Lisa 
is working out of Plymouth, while Jamie is 
looking for work in the metro area after teach-
ing and coaching in Vermont for many years. 
They have reportedly run into Bill l-lolden a few 
times. We have also just been contacted by E:d 
Ryan, who informed us that he, too, is now liv-
ing in southeast Michigan. Sounds like we need 
to have a parry for all the transplants! 
Rich Bernstein writes that he is doing great 
in New Haven and wishes that he could have 
come to our 30th Reunion. He continues to 
practice hand surgery and "enjoys my three- and 
four-year-old daughters. They keep you young' 
I'm very busy with the national hand organiza-
tion, the ASSH. Published a book in 20II on 
treating arthritis of the hand and upper extrem-
ity On busy days, miss the college times!" 
We are happy to report that Douglas Brooks 
was awarded the American Craft Counci l 
Rare Craft Fellowship Award in New York in 
February for his work in Japanese boat building 
techniques. Douglas is based in Vermont and 
learned his craft in the course of five appren-
ticeships with boat builders throughout Japan. 
His work has helped to protect a craft that was 
being lost. He has published a book, The Tub 
Boats of Sado Island: A Japanese Creftsman's Method, 
which was honored by the Japanese Ministry of 
Culture, and is currently finishing a second one 
chronicling his five apprenticeships. 
Finally, E:dward "Whitey" Chapin and his 
wife, Nina, are very proud to announce the 
birth of their son Varick on January 28, 2014. 
Congratulations! 
Trinity l=und Goal: $215,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Lauralyn 
Fredrickson, 444 Central Park 
8 3 W., #l1F, New York, NY 10025-4358; e-mai l: lauralyn.fredrick-son.1983@trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Alfred B. 
Strickler 111, Strickler Medical, Inc., 503 Libbie Ave., 
Ste. 2C, Richmond, VA 23226-2660; e-mail: alfred. 
strickler.l954@trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Lisa Nebbia Lindquist, 11 
Lakeridge Dr., Orchard Park, NY 14127-3361; e-mail: 
lisa.lindquist.1983@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Todd C. Beati, Timothy Dillon Clarke, 
Tina L. Tricarichi 
Trinity l=und Goal: $150,000 
Co-Class Secretary: A. Marc 
Ackerman, 12970 74th Pl. NE:: , 
8 4 Kirkland, WA 98034-1641; e-mail: marc.ackerman.1984@ trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Timothy B. 
Nash, 54 Middle St., 1--lingham, MA 02043-2830; 
e-mail: timothy.nash.1984@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Janice M. Anderson, Amy Waugh 
Curry, Robert F. Flynn, Lorraine Saunders White, W. 
Townsend Ziebold, Jr. 
From Jennifer Wolfe Guidry: "Trinity was 
definitely where the seed of my social con-
science was planted- or at least cultivated. I 
think the beauty of Trinity, for me, was the 
accessibility I could be the editor of the school 
newspaper AND start a new one (The Q!!estioner). 
That made it less daunting years later to start a 
parenting magazine in Tampa, Florida, where an 
article on the benefits of breastfeeding brought 
a warning letter from Nestle, I'm proud to say. 
After spending 25 years writing and telling sto-
ries in the corporate world, I recently started 
a new venture, called Women Writing for (a) 
Change, a social entrepreneurship. Along the 
way, I got married, had two children, planted a 
garden, kept a journal, lived in Portugal, started 
a business, taught at Tulane, got a divorce, began 
ballroom dancing, learned to play the uku-
lele, started a recycling program, and put up a 
bluebird nest box. I've also maintained lifelong 
fri endships with Susan Manlove Partridge, 
Dan Barach, Cathy Wright, Martha Townes, 
and Kathy Sundahl McGinley. Last year, I 
truly enjoyed bringing my daughter to Trinity's 
event for college-bound juniors. It was the first 
time I'd been back in 25 years. Seeing the cam-
pus through her eyes, with its lovely flowers, old 
buildings, and many improvements, I had a new 
appreciation for my experience there. Today I 
am very grateful for my experience at Trinity It 
is a gift I continue to unwrap each day Please 
feel free to check out my Web site: www.wom -
enwritingjacksonville.com." 
From Ned Ide: "Exercising my social con-
science in Hartford, tutoring at a local middle 
school, led me to Dorchester, Massachusetts, a 
suburb of Boston, where I taught children of 
homeless mothers. I have been in teaching since 
graduation. I worked in a large public school 
for seven years after my Boston stint. Becky 
Smith and I were married in 1988. Currently, 
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I teach and coach at a boarding school outside 
of Philadelphia. We love it here- raised our kids 
here. I feel a tremendous responsibility to serve 
the greater good. Though I currently teach the 
10 percent, I learned the most and grew even 
more teaching the 90 percent." 
From Gordon St. John: "My wife, Nancy 
Bogle St. John '83, and I are enjoying the empty 
nest as our youngest of three kids is off to col-
lege. We got married four weeks after I gradu-
ated from Trinity, so we are coming up on 30 
years on both fronts. (I borrowed the money for 
her engagement ring from Psi -U; who says frats 
don't do anything constructive?) I am running 
an employee benefit consulting firm and still 
playing hockey (at a progressively deteriorat-
ing pace). We recently saw a group of Trinity 
alums at a gathering at the Barnes Museum in 
Philadelphia. It was a great evening, as it seems 
half of Philadelphia, or their kids, have gone to 
Trinity The highLght was seeing Jerry '51 and 
Georgia Hansen." 
From Penny Perkins: "After teaching col-
lege for several years, I am going back to school 
myself I'm getting an M.F.A. in creative writing 
from the Institute of American Indian Arts 
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. It's a low-residency 
program and focuses on Native writers. I love 
the program and the faculty and students, and 
so far I've studied with some incredible men -
tors. A few months ago, I went to Cuba on an 
educational/cultural/artist visa and spent IO 
days with Cuban artists, performers, scholars, 
and educators in an intensive exchange program 
sponsored by the Center for Global Justice. I 
went as a photographer and am currently in the 
process of organizing a photo book and exhibi -
tion of [my] experience there. These days, most 
of my volunteer and activism efforts are for 
animal rights groups and shelters. I routinely 
donate my fine art photography to fundraisers 
for groups that protect animals and educate the 
public on the cruelties of the industrialized sys-
tem of farmed animals. I have been a vegetarian 
for 25 years and a vegan for the last two years." 
From Scott Craven Jones: "Healthy. 
Grateful. Paying for college." 
From Martha Cross Stewart: "Freshman 
year at Trinity I was a Big Sister, and I did 
something kind of similar a few years ago. 
For several summers, my family hosted a girl 
from NYC (originally from the Dominican 
Republic) through the Fresh Air Fund for a 
week. I was sad to hear her say that she hates 
to read (being an English major, I always loved 
to read) , so I tried reading a few chapters aloud 
from books I thought she might enjoy, but a 
week wasn't long enough to turn her around. 
I also tutored at the nearby elementary school 
while at Trinity, and I ended up working for 
several years as a substitute teacher and then 
a special ed paraprofessional at the elementary 
school near my house. Over the years I have 
done a fair amount of community service, with 
my current favorite being a Meals on Wheels 
driver as well as a schedule coordinator for driv-
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ers. I've also taught Sunday school the major-
ity of my adult years and volunteered in school 
libraries. I just started a new job as a paralegal 
for a lawyer in town and am enjoying learning 
new things. It kind of bothers me that I'm the 
oldest person working in the office, even older 
than my boss!" 
From Lisa Marinello Jones: "Trinity had 
an amazing impact on me. My study abroad 
and the benefits of a liberal arts education 
truly provided the basis for a successful career 
in financial services. But it also introduced 
me to the power of a great education and 
the opportunity to travel. Since graduation, I 
have remained supportive of Trinity, serving 
on the Board of Fellows and the career center. 
l have made myself available to meet, mentor, 
and hire Trinity alums. Most recently, I hired 
two Trinity alums, one newly graduated and 
one several years ago. They are stars in their 
roles. As our girls grew and attended a private 
high school, I became involved with that school 
(Pingree, in South Hamilton, Massachusetts), 
fundraising for new facilities and raising money 
so that less-fortunate children could access a 
great education. It has been a lot of work but 
very rewarding. Today, my daughter, Samantha, 
is a junior at Trinity, spending this semester in 
Rome (as I did!). And we have Sydney, who is a 
junior at Pingree School." 
From Cathy Marvey McDonald: "My hus-
band Bob '85 and I are celebrating our 30th 
wedding anniversary this July. We were the 
crazy kids who got engaged my junior year and 
were married shortly after my graduation. (I 
was affectionately included in Bob's senior cari -
cature at the Psi U house as the ball and chain 
labeled 'Cathy' attached to his ankle.) I am 
very proud to say our marriage has been happy 
and one of the greatest successes of my life, 
producing four amazing children. I worked as 
a caseworker for BB/ BS until 1987, then began 
the course of my life: motherhood, sports mom, 
PTA work, and lots of National Charity League 
involvement. Bob and I have lived in Ridgefield, 
Connecticut, for the last 25 years, but now that 
our children are grown, we will be downsizing 
and probably end up living at our summer lake 
house in Spencer, Massachusetts, full time. My 
oldest, Jack, is 27, married a year ago. and works 
for the Department of Justice. Paul, 24, is a 
chemical and biomolecular engineer for Praxair 
in Indianapolis. Our twins, Abby and Pam, 
are sophomores in college (Penn and UConn. 
respectively). I have been fortunate to dedi-
cate my life to caring for people in one way or 
another, which is my passion. Bob has been very 
successful as an employee benefits consultant, 
starting his own business in 1990. In January 
I reconnected with some 'old' Trinity friends 
(Laura Ledbetter Baird, Alison Limpitlaw 
Light, Sue Green, and Janice Anderson) , 
meeting in Sturbridge for brunch. It was great 
to catch up! Unfortunately, I will not be able 
to make our 30th Reunion, as it's the week of 
our family gathering at the OBX. Now that our 
children :re scattered, this time together is very 
precious 
I'd like to close out this installment and. l 
pray, my tenure as a class secretary with some-
thing Martha Cross Stewart wrote, which effec-
tively summarizes a personal and, perhaps, col -
lective regard for this publication: "When The 
Reporter comes, I always want to turn to the back 
to read about our classmates, but we're a lot 




. Trinity Fund Goal: $225,000 
Alumni Fund Goal: $195,000 
Class Secretary: Stephen 
J. Norton, 9 Ninth St. SE, 
Washington, DC 20003-1333: 
e-mail: stephen.norton.1985@ 
tri ncol l.ed u 
Class Agents: Annette M. Boelhouwer, Esq .. 
Stephen J. Norton, John T. Wilson 
Hello everyone. Once again, with just a little 
excavation, I game up with gems. 
Those of you in the Boston area might 
have seen a feature in The Boston Globe in the 
beginning of the year on Lou Shipley, who 
was appointed chief executive of Black Duck 
Software, Inc., a growing Burlington open 
source software company. Since putting his 
Harvard Business School training to use creat-
ing and growing companies, Lou has become, in 
the Globe's phrase, an "open source evangelist." 
He says open source code has allowed start-ups 
to take shape and grow much faster now than 
a decade ago. In the meantime, he is a lecturer 
at the MIT Sloan School of Management, 
where he teaches a course on technology sales 
and management. Plus, he's still playing pond 
hockey with his amateur team. 
J eff Lang has been back in the Bay Area 
for three years, now living in San Mateo. 
He continues to sell residential real estate-
JeffLangHomes.com. " I am single, have a 
spunky 12-year-old- lab, and have just started 
training for the New York Marathon, which will 
be my return to longer distance events since an 
Ironman triathlon in 2005. I play basketball 
every Sunday with Jay Gangi '86," he wrote. 
Jeanine Looney Lunghamer spent three 
days with Ann Malabre Mills and l:rica 
Thurman Merrill in Park City, Utah, last April. 
It made for a convenient place to meet up 
with Ann, who is living in Montana. She and 
Joe visited their daughter Kristin '15 in South 
Africa, where she was studying at the University 
of Cape Town. They timed the visit to coincide 
with the end of her semester and went on two 
safaris in Botswana. What's more, Joe won a trip 
to the Olympic Games in Sochi. Joe went with 
Vin Melvin. "After Africa, I could not leave my 
youngest kids again ," she said. Joe and Yin had 
a great time and reported that all of the venues 
and facilities were "top notch," unlike press 
reports. 
Erica's journey out west might have been a 
little easier since she and husband Andy became 
empty nesters last year with two in college and 
one away at boarding school. "Now we actually 
have to talk to each other!" Andy said. They 
are the proud parents of a Bantam freshwoman 
and have enjoyed crisscrossing New England 
between their son's hockey games and swi m 
meets or to watch their daughter Hadley swi m 
for Trinity He keeps in regular contact with 
Dave Gryboski, Andrew Emery, and Peter 
Ryan '84, all of whom are doing well . As for 
the Park C ity reunion with Erica, Jeanine, and 
Ann, he said, "All three are of course stunning 
as always and ageless! " 
Matt Moore joined many of us in the half-
century club with a move to South Beach. "I'm 
really enjoying its vibrancy- except for the fact 
I get called 's ir' more often." Matt has been 
practicing law in the Miami area for five years 
and is still very happy about the transition to a 
legal career. His firm now has an office in New 
York City, and he continues to concentrate on 
national consumer class actions and "mass tort" 
events such as the BP oil spill . " It's never dull," 
he assured. 
That seems like a good segue to Alex Boyle. 
Knowing of his passion for conservation along 
the Hudson and aversion to Bolshevism, I had 
to ask him about his thoughts about renaming 
the Tappan Zee Bridge in memory of the late 
Peter Seeger. I was not disappointed . "He just 
had nothing to do with the actual cleanup of 
the river. That was done by the Hudson River 
Fishermen's Association, Scenic Hudson, and 
Riverkeeper," he explained . "Clearwater (Seeger's 
sai lboat) floated around and functioned as 
'reeducation.' " Alex's bona tides in this cause 
are well-known to many of you and have their 
origins in the efforts of his father, Robert 
H . Boyle '49. The elder Boyle wrote a book 
published in 1968 called The Hudson River: A 
Natural and Unnatural History. Alex recalled that 
during the first Earth Day in 1970, a friend of 
his father's boarded the Clearwater, which was 
docked in Washington. "He steps aboard and 
amidst this cabin of sleepi ng hippies marinated 
with the odor of marijuana, he spies my father 's 
book and says, ' I know who wrote that book, he 
is a friend of mine,' " he wrote, adding, "One of 
the stoned hippies breaks from his trance and 
says, 'Man he is our leader.' " Alex's dad is sti ll 
active on this cause, and Alex himself published 
GPS: Guide to the Hudson River School and Where They 
Painted last October. lt is available on Kindle via 
Amazon. 
That's it for now. If you are reading this, it 
means it is time to send me an update! 
lM' 
Trinity Fund Goal: $75,000 
Class Secretary: Aileen M. 
Doherty, 271 Boltic St., Brooklyn, 
NY 11201-6404; e-mail: aileen. 
doherty.1986@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Sheila J. Andrus, 
Molly Schnorr-Dunne 
Hi- I hope everyone is well 
Sadly, the year started off with some tragic 
news about the far- too-soon passing of Greg 
Carter. If you haven't already, please read a 
wonderful tribute to Greg posted on our class 
Facebook page, as well as some wonderful mem-
ories from good friends and classmates. Thanks 
so much to Tom Madden fo r sharing. Losing 
Greg so soon ... guess we will just have to make 
up for the loss and live life a bit more in his 
honor. He was a special , special man. 
More sad news: Joslin (Mubbard) Nagle 
passed on March 20. Such a great person, who 
only wanted the best for everyone. Please keep 
her in your thoughts and prayers. 
So with that, here it is ... 
Kate Cook: "I have somewhat recently relo-
cated to West Hartford, Connecticut. I am still 
an engineer at Pratt & Whitney, designing jet 
engines. My focus is bird strike on our excit-
ing new green engines. (And yes, we do thaw 
the birds before firing them at the engines!) I 
recently was contacted by a Trinity senior inter-
ested in pursuing engi neering at Pratt/ UTC- I 
love working with students with an engineering 
interest and welcome being contacted. Since 
moving to Connecticut I have run into Kim 
Crowley Mart and A.J. Mern around town. 
As I'm sure you've heard by now, Greg Carter 
passed away unexpectedly, just one week ago, 
at this point. 1 am struggling to grasp this. He 
was such a kind and gentle soul, who'd come out 
with a funny one-liner when you least expected 
it. He was a dear friend - I miss him terribly. Sad 
... I attended his service yesterday, along with 
other classmates: Tom & Phoebe Madden and 
Peg Margrave Berry." 
Joe Reid: "So sad about Greg Carter. John 
Reid, grade seven in Winchester Public Schools, 
and I enjoyed tailgating and hanging out at 
the TrinjTufts football game back on October 
12. We saw the Trinity Club of Boston, met 
alumni, and met parents of our football team. 
They put on an amazing spread of food and 
fun fo r all to enjoy. Even though he really liked 
Trinity, my oldest, Brian, ended up at Dickinson 
Coll ege outside Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
where he swims and sings and was just awarded 
an ROTC scholarship. I have hope that Megan 
(grade IO) or John will go to my and Jetsy 
Torre Reid's alma mater!" 
Mark Glancey: "My partner of 23 years, 
John G. Gray, and I got married on New Year's 
Eve under the Space Needle. Sorry, no pictures!" 
(Congrats, Mark!) 
Mimi Rodgers: "No huge news from Abu 
Dhabi. My kids are getting older; Sam, in grade 
eight, was a star on the ]. V. soccer team this 
year, and his dream to be a professional soccer 
player looks less and less far-fetched as coaches 
sit up and take note of him. Sophia is engaged 
in the business of being a grade six social but-
terfly while attending her sports and academics 
at the san1e time. Meanwhile, I continue to use 
whatever means possible (and legal) to inspire 
my seventh graders to greatness. As a way to 
recharge myself, I am climbing to Annapurna 
base camp in early April . That's really it for 
now, Aileen. No other Trin Trin news- maybe 
Director of Alumni Relations 
At an exciting time in Trinity's history, the 
College seeks a dynamic and engaging 
individual to advance the success of the 
alumni relations program. As a member of 
the senior management team in College 
Advancement, the director of alumni 
relations strategically plans, organizes, 
and manages activities that build lifelong 
relationships between the College and its 
former students. S/he oversees initiatives 
designed to engage graduates in 
volunteer service to the College and 
lifelong learning with Trinity faculty. In 
addition, s/he is responsible for programs 
through which the College recognizes 
the achievements of leaders from all 
walks of life who attended Trinity College. 
Activities include lectures and other 
events on and off campus; annual 
milestone Reunions, including awards 
and class support; and programs for 
undergraduates, young alumni, and 
groups that share special interests and 
other personal and professional affinities. 
The director works closely with the 
volunteer executive committee of the 
National Alumni Association and main-
tains regular communication with the 
Trinity community, including alumni, 
parents, faculty, students, and staff. 
The winning candidate must have a core 
belief in the value of a liberal arts 
education and the Trinity community, 
as well as a demonstrated ability to 
recruit, manage, and motivate staff and 
volunteers and to work with and gain the 
respect of diverse individuals and groups 
on campus, regionally, and worldwide, 
wherever there are Trinity alumni. 
Graduates of Trinity are preferred, and 
the College actively seeks seasoned 
professionals with a background in 
alumni relations, communications, and/ 
or public relations, with a strong record 
of increasing responsibility and success, 
as well as evidence of consistent goal 
achievement. 
To review the full job description, 
please visit trincoll.peopleadmin.corn/. 
Please submit names for consideration 
to the search consultant, Torn Molloy of 
Molloy Partners, at (518) 581 -2532 or 
torn@rnolloypartners.com. 
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after next summer when I see people on the 
East Coast." 
Sam Slaymaker: "My oldest son Trip 
(Samuel R . Slaymaker III) has applied to 
Trinity, and we are anxiously waiting to see if 
he will be accepted. Fingers crossed Trinity gets 
it right." 
Jay Gangi: 'Tm in Park City with Dave, 
Billy, and Step. We want a picture in this year! 
I'll send you a 'blurb' soon." 
Dave Fontaine: Dave reported that he 
recently celebrated his 5oth birthday and had 
a wonderful celebration in Washington, D.C. 
Trinity grads and current students who were in 
attendance were: Sue Kinz Maggioni '89, Dave's 
son Michael Fontaine '17, Dr. Jeff Muneses '87, 
and John Maggioni '87 Also, and this makes 
it extra special, Claire Harvey '02 took all 
the wonderful photos of the event. Claire is a 
gifted and highly successful photographer now 
in the D.C. area. A picture from the event is on 
Face book! 
And- via Trinity- just wanted to make sure 
you all knew that about Kristine Belson's Oscar 
nomination (Animated Feature Film) for The 
Croods. Way to go Kristine! No doubt you looked 
stunning and had a ball. Well deserved. 
From Chris Saranec: "As I was flying east 
from California amidst one of the January blasts 
of the polar vortex, while boarding the American 
Airl ines' nonstop, who should be packing their 
luggage into the overhead bins but esteemed 
classmates Margaret and A.J. 1-lern and family 
also en route to Bradley on the same flight> We 
later at the baggage claim reminisced about how, 
in 1983-4ish, then-chaplain Father John Gatzak 
held services in his Valente jeans and designer 
boots, and how mutual 'Angels had helped each 
other wing our way on the shared flight back to 
Connecticut,' no doubt in preparation for my 
visit with my ai ling mother, to aid in her health 
battle. Thank you, say I, to my classmates for 
supporting and encouraging me and my fam -
ily in a long Alzheimer's road! Aileen, I know 
you, too, shared the memory of 'Father Sergio,' 
and I hope you get a kick out of hearing about 
this chance occurrence." (Thanks, Chris, I do 
indeed. So sorry to hear about your mom.) 
David Schnadig, Bill Markowitz, and Jay 
Gangi attended their annual Great Heads 
Society get-together in February. After beach-
ing it in Cabo last year, they returned to the 
mountains of Park City, Utah, to enjoy the snow 
and take on the slopes. This year they were 
rejoined by their old roommate, Eric Stepper, 
who had been on temporary hiatus from the 
annual trip (having three young children has a 
way of doing that). We're happy to report that 
no bones were broken, and a good time was had 
by all. 
Unfortunately, Scott MacColl could not 
attend this year due to a death in the family, 
but we look forward to having him back next 
year. (Perhaps in New Orleans? Let the plan-
ning begin.) 
And finally, just wanted to make sure you all 
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heard that Doreen Rice is in her second year 
of seminary preparing to become an Episcopal 
priest! Best of luck to Doreen! 
And thanks and congrats to Joe, Mark, 
Mimi, Sam, Jay, and Katie. All the best to every-
one. This is the year many of us pass over to the 
"B" side. They do say it was always the better 
song! I'm hoping as I'm just a few days in! 
Please keep writing. We've got a few short 
years till Reunion, and we have to be up-to-
date. 
Best, Aileen 
PS. Plus, I promise to be better about pic-
tures on Facebook. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $125,000 
Class Secretary: Douglas Kim, 
708 Union Val ley Rd., Mahopac, 
NY 10541-3973; e-mail: douglas. 
kim.1987@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Bryant S. Zanko 
We were kids together. I've made that point 
before in these pages, and it seems a fitting place 
to start, particularly when I have the unfortu-
nate task of sharing news of the passing of one 
of us from those days we shared: Bill I-latch. 
Bill died on March 4, 2014, at his home in New 
Orleans from cancer that took his life in a mer-
cifully short battle. 
The distinction Dorothy Parker drew 
between wit and mere wisecracks is that wit has 
actual truth in it. Bill had wit for miles: world-
class acerbic wit. He was the Algonquin Round 
Table, a Cheever character, Oscar Wilde, and 
Statler and Waldorf (when paired with Jamie 
1-larper) all wrapped into one. But you knew 
that already because everyone at Trinity knew 
Hatch and his ways. 
There are a million Hatch stories, but I'll 
share just one: it was that first year after Trinity, 
and I had just started work in advertising as a 
young copywriter. At one smoke-filled party, I 
was chatting with someone in divinity school, 
and Hatch, Marlboro in hand, walked up to us 
and remarked, "Well this is an interesting group. 
One of you sells people things they don't need 
and the other sells something that doesn 't even 
exist." Bill wasn 't just irreverent; he was clever 
about it. 
One of Bill 's requests was that he didn't 
want his illness to be announced on Facebook 
while he was alive, so we waited to say anything 
on social media. He was unmarried, didn 't want 
a funeral , and both his parents are deceased, so 
it made sense to share news on Facebook the 
day after his passing. It made sense, but I was 
still very uncertain whether it was the right 
thing to do. 
Well, what happened in just 48 short hours 
could best be described as a party. Hundreds of 
people joined the Facebook page and posted 
photos of Bill in different stages of a well -lived 
life. Anecdotes overflowed. People grieved. 
People laughed. People paid their respects. And 
everyone remembered a time when we were 
kids together. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $100,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Nancy E. 
Barry, 166 E. 6lst St., #8C, New 
York, NY 10065-8518: e-mail: 
nancy.barry.1988@trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Thomas 
P. Chapman, 61 Copper Beech 
Dr., Rocky 1-lill, CT 06067-1836; e-mail: themas. 
chapman.1988@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Constantine G. Andrews, Jeffrey A. 
Baskies, Esq., Arthur !=. Muldoon, Jr. 
We are reporting to you from the chilly 
Northeast! By the time this issue reaches you, it 
will be balmy July. Thank you to everyone who 
wrote in with updates. Keep writing in - we are 
glad to hear from you. 
Nancy writes, "I am proud to report that 
I recently celebrated my 29th birthday again 
with representatives from four Trinity classes in 
attendance- Aileen Doherty '86, Debbie Moran 
'87, Scotland Davis, Judy Sandford '89, and 
Kelly Keating '89. Many of the non-Trinity 
friends commented how lucky l am to still 
be in touch with friends from Trinity after all 
these years , and across a few years , and that 
they were envious of my days at Trinity." Tom 
writes that "we also had a chance to celebrate 
Nancy's birthday with a Sunday brunch with 
Barb Caldarone and her sister Terry Caldarone 
'86 for the non-NYers." 
We both had the chance to run into Kori 
Johanson recently, at the movies in Connecticut 
and then over drinks in NYC. She gives us this 
update. "Been thinking a lot about freshman 
year as I now get ready to send my own daugh -
ter off to college; she' ll be attending Brown 
University this fall. It is so funny to be looking 
at dorm decorations again! For those of you 
who do not have kids ready for college yet, 
let me tell you it is so different than when we 
all got ready to go to Trinity. Within hours of 
being accepted Early Decision, my daughter was 
already on a Facebook page for Brown 2018 ED 
accepted students." Kori also writes, "after being 
with Travelers for 15 yea rs, I left and joined an 
insurance-related organization cal led ACORD. 
It's a great compliance and legal position which 
has me traveling a lot." She also says that "my 
husband and I wi ll be celebrating 20 years later 
this year, and we have lived in the Connecticut 
area for almost all of that time. I do not often 
get back to Trinity, but every time l do l am 
impressed with the changes to the campus. We 
are al l very lucky to be part of the Trinity com-
munity!" 
Maria Monnes Barry reports, "I ani truly 
enjoying being back on my feet! I traveled to 
Santiago, Chile, in December to visit my son, 
who was there as an exchange student. We went 
on an amazing 3,000-kilometer road trip to 
hike volcanoes and national parks, visit lakes 
and beaches and cities. The country is gorgeous 
and the people are incredibly welcoming' Back 
at home this winter, I've been enjoying skiing 
and snowshoeing with family and friends here 
in snowy New Hampshire." 
Liz Kehrli Salpoglou surprised us with an 
update and reports that she is still living in the 
Boston area. Her son Brady is turning five and 
keeping Mom busy. She has been a physical 
therapist with the Visiting Nurses of Arlington 
for IO years. She has recently changed her posi -
tion and is not only doing physical therapy 20 
hours a week, but she has started a new market-
ing position where she works as a community 
liaison to promote their services. She also has 
lectured, at a local Council on Aging, on the 
benefits of exercise for the treatment of osteo-
porosis. Hmm, Liz, is that a hint about wanting 
us to hit the gym more often? 
Laura Mann Eidelson writes, "I am still in 
San Diego; l am a stay-at-home mom. My kids 
are 16 and 13. I do a lot of volunteering for my 
son's high school foundation and run his high 
school swim team. My son will be headed off 
to college in 2015, but unfortunately, Trinity 
is not on his list; he wants to stay west of the 
Mississippi! 1 was at Trinity for our 25th in 
June but was also attending the bar mitzvah of a 
friend 's son that weekend and so missed a lot of 
the festivities. But l brought my daughter back 
and showed her the campus. I ran into Dorothy 
Sales, and we had a brief visit! I still do alumni 
interviewing work here in San Diego, and I keep 
in touch with Kim I-loll Schollmaier, who lives 
in Bou.Ider, and Diane Manning Abe, who lives 
in Lexington." 
Lexi Spanos Jackson touched base with, 
"I just thought I'd send a quick note to let 
you know what's up. I am stiU teaching at 
Dedham Country Day School in Dedham, 
Massachusetts. It's my 13th year there, and l 
love it! My husband is the athletic director 
there, and our youngest daughter, Kyia, is in 
seventh grade at DCD. Our oldest daughter, 
Waverly, is a junior at Westwood High School 
and is looking at colleges. l went out to dinner 
with Leslie Chvatal Ward and Nancy Spalding 
Gray in December, and it was wonderful to 
catch up. However, when the menu came and we 
alJ had to take out our reading glasses, we knew 
we were getting old! 1 would love to hear from 
some 'lost' '88ers- Margaret Driscoll, Timothy 
Clark, James Simkins." If anyone has been in 
touch with them, let your faithful class secretar-
ies know! 
Rob Bibow writes in from London with an 
update on his foundation (www.studentfree-
dom.org) and a photo of his beautiful baby girl. 
We see an engagement with Prince George in 
her future! 
Andy Pitts reports that "he enjoyed an 
exhilarating NY Rangers game in January with 
Art Muldoon and Chris Cloney, followed by a 
true surprise, bumping into Tom Wyckoff (zip-
per up, thank goodness) in the men's room at 
Madison Square Garden." 
Rita Barbagallo writes in that she has been 
promoted to vice president of international 
sales for Spectra Analysis based out of Atlanta. 
After graduating from Trinity, she went on 
to get an executive M.B.A. from Kennesaw 
State University and an M.S. in biology from 
Georgia State. In addition to being respon-
sible for international sales and marketing for 
Spectra Analysis, she also teaches microbiology 
with an online school and is contemplating a 
law degree. Whew, we are exhausted just typing 
that! Congratulations on the new job, Rita. 
Wendy Goldstein Pierce writes in that she 
spent a great getaway weekend in Chicago with 
Josie Palandro l=reedman in September and 
saw Tara Lichtenfels Gans in Boston last sum-
mer with her gorgeous daughter Mara. Wendy 
has just joined Solomon McCown & Company 
as senior vice president, bringing with her a 
wealth of agency and corporate experience in 
the areas of real estate, hospitality, retail, food, 
beauty, and fashion. Congratulations, Wendy. 
Mark Sommaruga has joined the law firm 
of Pullman & Comley, LLC, as a member in 
its Hartford office in June 2013. In November 
2013, his book on the Connecticut Freedom 
of l nformation Act, Understanding the Connecticut 
Freedom ef Information Act and Access to Public Meetings 
and Records, was published. Mark proudly reports 
that, most importantly, his son Spencer turned 
four in January 2014, and his wife's job in rais-
ing Spencer is far more important than any-
thing that he can accomplish in a law office or 
a courtroom. 
As we were about to hit "send" on this col-
wnn, our D.C. correspondent, Dorothy Sales, 
informed us that Laura Vozzella Kriebel is one 
of five journalists from The Washington Post to 
win a Polk Award. Laura, along with two other 
journalists, will be awarded for their report-
ing on the relationship between then-Virginia 
Governor Robert F. McDonnell and a wealthy 
entrepreneur that culminated in McDonneJJ's 
recent indictment. We do love a good scandal' 
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Edie Silver Walker checked in with some 
amazing stuff "ln life-changing experiences 
for both fan1ilies, we welcomed twins born to 
a surrogate in New Delhi! Meeting Khina and 
her husband was one of the most intensely 
amazing days of our lives. Stokes and Mirakel 
join big sister Reyne. My blog, babypickupdate. 
wordpress.com, shares this unique and beauti-
ful journey, figurative ly and literally, and has 
hits the world over, indicating the need for this 
kind of help through an ethical clinic. For us, 
the India option was not a deterrent but a posi-
tive; besides our babies, we feel deeply reward-
ed bringing abundance to our lovely surrogate's 
family. Along with our many China threads, we 
are blessed to have India woven into our family's 
tale." Congratulations, Edie. 
Congratulations as well to Tracy (Miano) 
Chartier, who celebrated her 20-year wedding 
anniversary in August. Tracy writes that her son 
ROBrnT E. COCKBURN '90 and MICHELLE L. 
ISRAEL '91 were married al Wychmere Harbor 
on Cape Cod in June 2013. Banls in attendance 
were Peter Bergwall '90, Caroline Marple '90, 
Julian Evan '92, Michel le '91, Robert '90, Kirsten 
Becker-Valero '91, Susannah Smetana '91, and 
Mark Leavitt '80. 
Justin is a freshman at the University of Maine, 
majoring in chemical engineering and looking 
forward to his first spring break, whi le daugh-
ter Gabrielle is a high school sophomore who 
is a gymnast and runs track. Tracy is teaching 
elementary school, hiking, snowmobiling, and 
compiling a bucket list with her husband. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $50,000 
Class Secretary: Soro Moorin 
Long, P.O. Box 1349, Grantham, 
NH 03753-1349; e-mai l: soro. 
long.l990@lrincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Alexis Broshich 
Morledge 
We are about a year away from our 25th 
Reunion. Start thinking about attending. Here 
is the news. 
Robert Cockburn and Michelle Israel '91 
were married on Cape Cod in June 2013. Bants 
in attendance were Peter Bergwall, Caroline 
Marple, Ju lian Evans '92, Kirsten Becker-Valero 
'91 , Susannah Smetana '91, and Mark Leavitt 
'Bo. As of October 5, Tim Cebula is also a 
newlywed! He married Julianna Grimes. They 
met while working at Cooking Light magazine, 
where Tim is sen ior food editor. AJ Contessa, 
Peter St. Phillip, Dan Waterman '91, and Mike 
Pangan al l attended. 
Marney l=asey and Dave !-!upper checked 
in from Cincinnati: "l am still with Fidelity 
Investments, running an operations orga-
nization in its benefits administration divi -
sion. Marney is fundraising as the major gifts 
officer at Seven Hills School. Our eldest son, 
Briggs, is a freshman at Occidental College in 
Los Angeles. Jack is a junior in high school and 
is starting his college search. So far he's look-
ing to the West Coast, so it looks like there 
will be no Huppers on the Long Walk. We 
haven't crossed paths with many of our Trinity 
classmates recently, with the exception of Tim 
Jensen. I ran into him at the airport as he was 
just returning from what sounds like a thrilling 
adventure biking along the Alaska Pipeline." 
Chris Seufert is releasing a documentary he 
shot with the late artist Edward Gorey in the 
late '90s. He writes, "I was featured on NPR 
(http://capeandislands.org/ post/edward-gorey-
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lives-documentary) and am in talks about a PBS 
screening. I am editing it into a feature -length 
program for submission to Sundance. My wife's 
(Lisa Genova) book, Still Alice, is being shot as a 
movie in Manhattan this month with Julianne 
Moore, Alec Baldwin, Kristin Stewart, and Kate 
Bosworth . There is talk that Sting may be con-
tributing to the soundtrack. Living on the Cape, 
I get to see visiting classmates. Last summer, I 
enjoyed dinner with Jorge Rodriguez '91 and 
his wife and am looking forward to seeing Lisa 
Freeman here this summer." 
Sarah Reed Carter and husband Jeff con-
tinue to run their summer camp, Rockbrook. 
She writes, "Now that our daughters (Eva, 
aged II, and Lily, aged seven) are can1p age, it 
is so much fun to watch them fully embrace the 
experience. We're excited to welcome some new 
campers- Grace English, daughter of Scott and 
Olivia Bingham English, and Emily Bledsoe, 
niece of Virginia Bledsoe- as well as Ellie 
Culin, daughter of Angie I-Ian Culin. Ellie is 
an old-timer coming back for her fifth summer, 
and she has gotten to be good friends with our 
daughter Eva. Such a cool cycle of friendship." 
Jen Hyland Furigay checked in: " Paul Furigay 
'89 and I live in Asheville, North Carolina, with 
our four children: Max, 17; Nicholas, 15; Sophie, 
14; and Jake, IJ. Yes, four teenagers. Paul is a 
neonatologist. We spend extended time each 
year in the Dominican Republic working with 
a nonprofit, the Mariposa Foundation, of which 
I am on the executive board. We spend time 
on the Cape each summer, always stopping in 
Providence to catch up with Geoff Greene '88 
and his kids ." 
Jeffrey Fell writes, "Recently I quit a travel 
consulting job to publish a series of children's 
bedtime stories. I am thrilled to be doing some-
thing fun and creative, and which does not feel 
like work. The story series is designed to help 
kids answer the inevitable question, 'What do 
I want to do when I grow up>' Well , how about 
a yoga instructor? Or a computer programmer? 
Bitcoin hacker? No, not that! Just kidding. 
Okay, enough of a spoiler. Here's to a great 
year aliead for all of us '90 grads, and I hope to 
reconnect with many of you soon." 
JD Creedon writes, "We moved back from 
Europe a few years ago and have settled in 
Newton, Massachusetts. Our daughters (rr and 
eight) went to their first Trinity homecoming 
this past fall with Paul Brian, John Greenspan, 
Ralph Williams, and a bunch of other folks from 
the Class of '90. Things here are good as I am 
kicking off an effort to build a U.S. consulting 
business for Vodafone, and the kids are enjoy-
ing being in the same town for the foreseeable 
future ." 
Russ Osterman has been in California for 
15 years. He is still working with Accenture 
and travels weekly. His oldest daughter, 17, has 
started her college visits. They went to their 
first daddy/daughter concert together recently 
(Phoenix and Arcade Fire) and had a blast. 
His youngest is 13 and in seventh grade. This 
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winter he enjoyed traveling through the des-
erts of Southern California, Arizona, and New 
Mexico and has shared lots of landscape photos 
on Facebook. 
Sanna Marshall l-lenderer writes, "Jeff and 
I and the boys are well. Jeff is chair of ophthal -
mology at Temple University Hospital, and I 
am an international - level U.S. figure skating 
judge. Our son Christman graduates this June 
and is off to Colby College in September. He is 
a big musician: plays violin, sings, and composes 
electronic music. Our son Parker is a freshman 
at Haverford who plays a lot of hockey a.nd 
lacrosse. My sister Lindsey Marshall '93 is a cos-
metic dentist. We spend lots of time with her, 
her husband, and their gorgeous children, Lucy, 
five, and Peter, four." 
Laura Carter Welke writes, "AJI is well for 
our family. I have one in college (in the Boston 
area) , one on his way (headed to Nashville) , 
and a freshman in high school. The older two 
are studying music- education and composi-
tion. My youngest has inherited the athletic 
skills of my husband, much to his delight. I 
work part time for Young Life, which still 
leaves me time to manage a busy home and 
volunteer at the high school. Last spring, I had a 
great time reconnecting with Deb Glew Young 
and Linda DiPaolo Jones in Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire. lt was so nice to catch up and laugh 
about some of our college antics ." 
Beth Clifford writes, "l am in Croton-on-
Hudson, New York, with my IO- and 12-year-
old kids. I have been subbing for four years and 
plan to go back to teaching full time in the fall." 
Jason Farber writes, "I am a corporate law-
yer at Davis Wright Tremaine, LLP, where I've 
been for 20 years. I chair our health care M&A 
group. I have two kids. Zach is a freshman in 
high school. Jacob is in seventh grade. We live 
in Mercer Island, Washington." 
Tim Britton and his wife, Ju]jette, re-opened 
).]. Hapgood General Store and Eatery in Peru, 
Vermont. He writes, "We currently have twin 
five-year-old boys and a three-year-old girl who 
have enthusiastically volunteered to restock the 
penny candy! The store services the mountain 
communities outside of Manchester, Vermont, 
as well as Stratton , Magic, and Bromley ski 
areas." 
Michael Petrucelli and David Gunderson 
checked in. "We are partners in US Freedom 
Capital, an investment bank that sources capital 
from foreign investors. We've traveled this past 
quarter to China, London, and Dubai, so it was 
a welcome respite to catch up with Martha 
Willoughby for dinner in London. Despite a 
collective 75 years and six children since leaving 
Trinity, it was almost as if we'd never left." 
Neil Walsh sent in a very newsy update: " 1 a.m 
living in Newbury, Massachusetts, and working 
at Epsilon, running their Marketing Technology 
Professional Services. My wife, Anne, and I 
have four young kids (six to 12) . All are doing 
well and are healthy. I've continued to have 
brushes with Trinity alumni, so I'll give some 
quick updates: I work with Sam Gourley (sits 
two doors down) . He is living in Agawam but 
spending time in Boston four days a week. He 
is married with two high-school -age kids. The 
two of us had an extended trip in India to assess 
and review vendors, which was both grueling 
and fun. T went skiing up at Bretton Woods 
in January with the family of Dave Valzania 
'89. His family (wife Laura and three kids) just 
moved to Boxford, Massachusetts, after a few 
years in Bermuda. 1 still get together every 
year with Jim Murphy, Jeff Proulx, Paul Diaz, 
Ray Mannan, and Ed Troiano for Super Bowl 
weekend. We haven't missed a weekend since 
graduation, which has turned into a great tra-
dition. Jeff Proulx is living in Minnesota with 
his wife, Brooke, a.nd his son and daughter. He 
is in-house cotmsel at T.'lrget and claims no 
part of the recent data breach. Paul is married 
to Ana Carvajal and lives in Virginia with 
two daughters and a son that are getting close 
to the college years. He is the vice president 
of policy at the Public Interest Registry. Ray 
Hannan lives in New Jersey with his wife and 
two children. works in NYC, and loves to talk 
about how fascinating the insurance industry 
is to all who would listen. Ray does have an 
impressive man cave in his home with a pub-
worthy bar that he built himself Jim Murphy 
is in Darien, Connecticut, with his wife, son, 
and daughter. Ed Troiano is a.n ATF agent and 
lives in Rhode Island with his wife, Nancy, and 
three boys." 
Susan Monaco writes, "I just moved back to 
the U.S. after 13 years in London. I'm living in 
Park Slope, Brooklyn, with my husband, Will, 
and our three-year-old daughter, Silvie. Met up 
with Gabin Rubin over the weekend. She has a 
son the same age, Asher. I see Lisa Tomlinson 
and Jen Schultz regularly; both live in New 
York, just outside the city. We'll be welcoming 
classmate Marie Dempsey back to NYC. She's 
been in London the past two or three years." 
Thanks for all the great submissions! Send 
more! 
Trinity Fund Goa l: $75,000 
Class Secretary: Heather 
Watkins Walsh, 6407 8lst St., 
Cabin John, MD 20818-1617; 
e-mail: heather.walsh.1991@ 
trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Robin Halpern 
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Marie Elena Rigo Schuster was the only 
one to respond to my plea to the class for 
news for C lass Notes. Marie Elena writes, 
"My husband, Jonathan, and I just welcomed 
a baby girl , Alexa Bryn Schuster, in October of 
2013- Her older brother, Ryan, is three. I am 
still living in sunny Santa Monica, California, 
and running my business: teaching, training, 
coaching, and consulting. I am in touch with 
Colleen Curran Wagner, Sara Jo Wayne, and 
Liz Kafka. Bumped into Eric Holtzman at 
the beach here last summer and have recon-
nected with many other Trinity alums like 
Malcolm Mclean, Daniel l=eldman, and Ted 
O'Conner via Facebook." 
Last November, Laura Bicknell Tilton wrote 
me to share the sad news about the passing of 
Laura Tyburski McWhorter. The following is a 
reprint of part of her obituary: 
"Laura T. McWhorter, 43, of Bridgewater, 
.]., succumbed to her nine-year battle with 
ALS on Friday, Nov. 22, 2013, at home with 
her famil y. Born in Belleville, N.J. , Laura lived 
in Raritan, N.J. , before moving to Bridgewater 
IO years ago. She was a 1992 graduate of Trinity 
College and later received her master's degree 
from UMDNJ. Laura was a senior research sci-
entist for Novartis Pharmaceuticals in Madison, 
.J. She was an avid gardener and enjoyed read-
ing and doing crafts." Please see more on Laura 
in this issue's In Memory section. 
I hope to hear from more of you and more 
often. Wishing you and yours all the best for a 
happy and healthy summer filled with fun and 
adventure! 
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Hi 'mates, this is only my second Class Notes 
update, and I'm already exhausted. I need your 
help! We were a little light this time, but I 
heard from some great folks. I've been enjoying 
a lovely winter in Los Angeles, free of snow, ice, 
and cold. I saw Robert Stempien and Prescott 
Stewart when I was back east for the holidays. 
We all get together every year; our kids play 
and the wives get along, while we teU the same 
stories every year. I have also seen a lot of Jon 
Deluca. Jon lives in Darien, Connecticut, but is 
the CEO of a technology company here in Los 
Angeles. So he is out here twice a month. 
Here's what l heard: 
Allen Remley reports from Montana: "Life 
is good. Went to World Series game one. That 
was cool. Has been a great ski season here in 
Montana. Consistent good snow aU winter. All 
is good. Go Sox, repeat!" 
Ran Barton has surfaced. He teUs me his 
fam ily is well and "this past November I had 
the pleasure of attending homecoming, which 
was my first return to campus since 1994. I went 
at the suggestion of Luke McCarthy '94 so that 
we could visit with Professor Jack Chatfield. 
Although Professor Chattield's health is not 
good, his mind and memory are sharp, and his 
spirit and enthusiasm are undimmed, and it 
was such a pleasure to see him again. It was our 
first visit since he and his wife, Barbara, kindly 
attended my wedding in 1996. The other half 
of my weekend in Hartford was to stage a mini-
reunion with Tony Canata and Jason Slavick, 
and we had a great time poking around aU the 
new and old nooks and crannies of campus, 
enjoying a wonderful dinner in Hamlin Hall, 
and then staying up way too late trading stories 
and feeling so much older than the undergrads 
there now. We had hoped Steve Tobey, our 
other senior-year roommate, could have joined 
us, but he was moving apartments that weekend 
and could not break away." 
Good news from Lisa Brickley ... she is 
getting married in July! She is still living in 
Connecticut, working for Perry EUis in NYC, 
and will be stepmom to triplet boys! Congrats, 
Lisa. 
Audrey D. Brashich checked in from 
Vancouver, British Columbia: "All is good (and 
actually warmish and sunny, not like winter has 
been back east!) out west. My husband has just 
finished art directing EA's FIFA World Cup 
video game that comes out ahead of the World 
Cup tournament in July, and my sons (now ages 
five and seven) are in a local weekend ski rac-
ing training club. I ski with the younger group, 
which means I'm improving immensely. I'm 
still writing part time (body image commentary, 
a new novel) and look forward to stepping it 
up to full time in the faU when both kids are 
in school aU day. Looking forward to reading 
everyone's news!" 
Dawn Mall attended last summer's Reunion 
and enjoyed catching up with everyone. She was 
able to reconnect with Marlo Martin-Jackson, 
Tashonna Smith Buisson, Quanti Davis, Greg 
Creamer, Joanna Pollio, and so many others 
from the Class of '93! Dawn says, "Today I write 
you from Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 
where my husband and I have relocated for 
his new job. We will be here for the next three 
years! I continue to work remotely from 'home' 
as a technical writer. While I will miss friends 
and family back in the tri -state, I am happy to 
have dodged the last stages of the harsh winter 
weather that has plagued my former hometown! 
My husband and I look forward to a return visit 
to the U.S. in the late swnmer!" 
Speaking of ~anti , he reported in as well: 
"Life is good but WAYYYY too snowy here 
on the East Coast. As for me, after an 18-year 
career as a school administrator, I left my school 
job two years ago and started my own firm . I 
now own and run a corporate travel manage-
ment firm , managing travel and events for smaU 
to midsize companies. It has exceeded my wild-
est dreams, and I am LOVING it." Sounds like 
~anti has been traveling a ton; he was recently 
in Peru and promises to visit me in L.A. 
Great to hear from you all. 
Greetings. feUow classmates! write you 
from early March- the Sochi Winter Olympics 
are recently behind us, massive piles of snow 
are beginning to melt (not in Sochi, where 
they melted the day after the games were over) . 
Vladimir Putin is alternately vaguely threaten-
ing to invade Crimea and assuring the world 
that he has no intention of invading Crimea, 
and our thoughts are turning to the summer 
joys of late sunsets and warm weather. A little 
over 20 years ago at this time of year, we were 
starting to think about hanging out on the ~ad 
(60 degrees? That's shorts and Tevas weather!), 
contemplating our first postgraduation jobs (or 
grad schools). and overaU beginning to live large 
in that fabled world of ... Senior Spring. 
This, I believe, will be my last Class Notes 
instal lment unless we've collectively lost our 
minds and you've asked me to do it again and 
I've agreed (in which case I blame whatever 
number was the last beverage I had before the 
decision was made) . It's been fun hearing from 
people 1 haven't been able to connect with in 
years, but I won't deny it's a bit of a chore at 
times. I remember writing one edition from 
vacation in Mexico! 
Those who've actually read these have proba-
bly noticed that I have, from time to time, taken 
a few liberties with the traditional format and 
sometimes even made things up out of whole 
cloth (special nod here to Clare (Schneider) 
Robinson, who let me make up something 
downright scandalous). I hope you've enjoyed 
those diversions and that you took them in the 
spirit in which they were meant. If not, then I 
hope you didn't take too much offense. 
As it happens, when I started writing this 
update, I was under the mistaken impression 
that the issue you hold in your hands would 
come out before our 20th Reunion . True to my 
devil -may-care, Joie de vivre approach, I spent a 
good bit of time writing about morsels of pop 
culture, technology, and U.S. history circa 1994 
with the hope that it would provoke a sense of 
nostalgia in those who were getting ready to 
revisit campus (and perhaps inspire a few more 
of you to go) . Turns out, of course, that you 
all received this after Reunion weekend, so all 
of what I wrote is bas icaUy useless unless my 
successor wants to use it for the 25th Reunion 
in 2019. (Hey, new class secretary: hit me up.) 
Anyway, if I saw you during the Reunion and 
1 peppered our conversation with wry observa-
tions about the state of culture in 1994. now you 
know where they came from. 
Anyway, on with the notes. Only four of you 
wrote in with updates this time around, but 
that's OK because by the time you read this you 
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Chris Sidor '94 
DEGREES: B.S. in b iology; M.S. and Ph.D. in 
organismal biology and anatomy, 
The University of Chicago 
JOB TITLES: Professor of biology and 
curator of vertebrate paleontology at the 
Burke Museum of Natural History and 
Culture, University of Washington 
FAVORITE TRINITY MEMORIES: I had a 
tight-knit group of friends at Trinity, mostly 
centered around the bands living in the music 
dorm (Boardwalk). We used to practice in the 
basement and held a party there one time. 
The cel lar had only one exit, hardly any 
lighting, and all the amps were plugged into 
a single outlet-but it was a great party. 
REPORTER: What drew you to study paleon-
tology? 
SIDOR: E:ven though I experienced the dinosaur 
phase that most five-year-olds go through, I 
didn't make up my mind to pursue paleo unt il 
quite late. In fact, when I applied to graduate 
programs during my senior year at Trinity, I 
was undecided on whether I wanted to go into 
zoology or vertebrate paleontology (which 
I considered zoology on dead stuff). My experi-
ence interviewing at The University of Chicago 
made up my mind, and I haven't looked back. 
REPORTER: What are the main responsibil ities 
of your position at the Burke Museum? 
SIDOR: Most people don't realize this, but 
being a curator at a natural history museum is 
primarily a research position. I'm also involved 
in building the fossil collections for the museum 
and assist with exhibits and other public 
programs when my expertise is needed, but 
most of my time is spent writing papers, apply-
ing for grants, and advising graduate students. 
REPORTER: What has been most interesting 
about your research into the origin of mammals? 
SIDOR: Since about 2007, my work has been 
focused on understanding the large-scale 
evolutionary effects of the Permian-Triassic 
will have heard much more from each other in 
actual person. 
Barnaby Gibson happily announced that, a 
little over a year ago, he got engaged! His fian-
cee's name is Stephanie Dunn, and he's thrilled. 
Congratulations Barnaby! 
Mike Spaeder and Shannon (Joyce) Spaeder 
'95 had their third son in February. Peter joins 
older brothers Joey and Brendan, and the whole 
crew is happy and healthy. Congratulations, 
Mike! 
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mass extinction. My group has worked in some 
pretty out-of-the-way places like Antarctica, 
Tanzan ia, and Zambia, but doing this work 
has vastly improved our understanding of the 
geographic effects of the mass extinction. For 
example, last year we published a paper in 
PNAS (Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences) where we argued that the extinction 
disrupted the more-or-less uniform fauna that 
characterized southern Pongee and led to a 
more provincial structure, with different groups 
of animals becoming successful in different 
places. One of these groups was the lineage 
that eventually led to dinosaurs, which hadn't 
been known from the Midd le Triassic (-242 Ma) 
unti l our work. 
REPORTER: What is t he most noteworthy 
specimen you've come across in your work? 
What made it so interesting? 
SIDOR: Not much work has been done in 
places like Antarctica or Zambia, so there's a 
lot of low-hanging fruit. Almost every time we 
do fieldwork, we discover eit her a new species 
or a species that wasn't previously recorded 
in that area. For example, I have fossils repre-
senting about 10 new species in my lab at the 
University of Washington. My favorite one is a 
tiny little mammal precursor with rodent-like 
incisors from the Middle Triassic. Nothing like it 
has been seen before. 
Just after New Year 's, I received a strange 
note from Jimmy Flurfur. "I've decided to make 
a change," he wrote. "After hitting 4 0 , I real -
ized I hadn 't really figured out what I wanted 
to do with my life. I have four degrees in what 
can charitably be described as random new age 
'wu-wu,' and none of them have given me satis-
faction. So, I've decided to find myself You may 
not hear from me fo r a while, but when you do, 
I hope to have found my purpose." You have to 
admire his courage to make a major life switch 
REPORTER: What is the biggest challenge with 
working in the field of paleontology? 
SIDOR: Natural history museums are facing a 
crisis of long-term declining attendance and 
a struggle to adapt themselves to an increas-
ingly tech-driven world. In addition, many 
smaller museums are closing or deaccessioning 
specimens, which leads to orphan collections 
being concentrated at fewer and fewer larger 
museums. I have no doubt that dinosaurs or 
other significant objects of natural or cultura l 
history will captivate future audiences, but many 
institutions charged to preserve them are strug-
gling to find a business model that resonates 
with the public. 
REPORTER: Which course or professor at 
Trinity influenced you the most? Why? 
SIDOR: This one is easy-Dan Blackburn. He 
was my adviser in the Biology Department, 
and I did research in his lab for two years. With 
Dan's help, I presented our research at my fi rst 
professional biology meeting, and we even-
tuall y coauthored two papers. This kind of 
experience and mentoring was critical to my 
decision to go to graduate school and pursue 
an academic career. 
like that, so let's al l collectively wish Jimmy safe 
travels in this new journey. 
And finally, Emily (McCampbell) Johnston 
wrote in about the fu n- filled weekend she spent 
in Nantucket this fal l with Julie Smith and 
Jean Wong. T hey enjoyed walking the beach, 
bike riding, shopping, and lovely dinners. She 
said she was coming to the Reunion, so you may 
have been able to hear more about it in person. 
And that, as they say, is that. See you in the 
funny papers! 
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Dear Class of '97, 
Ben, our boys, and I have enjoyed seeing a 
lot of Trinity friends in the last few months, 
including visits with Marty Dallmeyer and 
Gabbie (Rappolt) Schlichtmann. I even ran 
into Loren Berry with his two daughters at the 
grocery store. 
Gabbie and her husband Adam Schlichtmann 
'98 welcomed their second child, Ben Rappolt 
Schlichtmann, on February 3, 2014. He joins 
very enthusiastic big sister Ellie (seven) . Gabbie 
and her family live in Boston, and she was 
recently promoted to co-president and chief 
learning and science officer at CAST, a non-
profit research and development organization 
that works to expand learning opportunities 
for all individuals through Universal Design for 
Learning. 
In January; we drove to Pennsylvania to 
attend the wedding of Colin McAllister '99 
and his bride, Paige. It was quite a reunion of 
Trinity alums from all over: Caleb 1-foward and 
his wife and son jumped across the pond from 
the UK; Jim Washburn traveled from New 
Jersey, where he teaches high school history; 
Chris Comer '98 flew in from Seattle; Andrew 
Bartle '99 and his wife live in Pennsylvania 
and are expecting their first baby; Sam Chang 
and his family drove down from Connecticut; 
Emily Beales McDowell '99 and Tym McDowell 
'94 traveled from central Massachusetts; Sarah 
(Coughlin) 'oo and Reed Whitman '02 made 
the drive from Boston and are expecting their 
second baby; and Rich Thickens and his wife, as 
well as Laura (Thickens) Thurow 'oo and her 
husband, all flew in from Wisconsin. We had 
a great time celebrating the happy couple and 
tearing up the dance floor like we were back in 
the Washington Room. 
In other wedding news, Carrie Birgbauer 
married Andrew Friedberg on November 23, 
CARRIE BIRGBAUER '97 and Andrew Friedberg 
were married on November 23, 2013, in Boca 
Grande, Florida. 
2013, in Boca Grande, Florida (see photo). 
Congrats Carrie! 
Pete Guiney writes, "I am going to be run-
ning the Boston Marathon in April and couldn't 
be more excited! This will be my first marathon, 
and I am running on the Massachusetts General 
Hospital Pediatric Cancer Center Team. We are 
raising money to improve the quality of life for 
these brave young patients fighting this awful 
disease. If anyone would like to contribute to 
my fundraising page, go to www.crowdrise.com 
and search: Pete Guiney" Way to go Pete! 
Colin Woodward and his wife Sydney 
recently celebrated the first birthday of their 
daughter, Ella. The weather in Little Rock has 
finally started warming up! Colin's book about 
the Civil War was released through University 
of Virginia Press on March 5. Colin 's working 
on an exhibit on Johnny Cash that will open in 
October. 
Rhitu Siddharth has been living in Syria for 
the past five months, working as a liaison officer 
for the UN. under the joint mission on elimi -
nating Syria's chemical weapons program. 
Amy 1-fam Johnson reports, "Many exciting 
changes have occurred in my life over the past 
three years. In July 2orr, I got married to Paul 
Johnson, and Maia (Fujisawa) Starling joined 
us in Minnesota for our wedding. A month later 
my husband and I relocated from Minnesota to 
ew Jersey for me to become the director of 
student life at Princeton University for one of 
their residential colleges. Our biggest change 
and joy has been the arrival of our son Zachary 
in January of this year." 
Angus Jennings's biggest news is that 
Carolann, his and wife Kristen's first daughter, 
recently turned 15 months old! Her favorite 
Christmas gift was a football; she's well on track 
to be the Bantams' placekicker by 2030! Last 
year, Angus left his job at town hall to start his 
own consulting practice. A.G. Jennings LLC 
provides land use, zoning, and planning consult-
ing to cities and towns and is engaged in private 
sector consulting with developers who share his 
commitment to the public interest. Through 
the LLC, Angus also provides strategic sup-
port consulting to the statewide UMass Citizen 
Planner Training Collaborative. Angus contin-
ues to be in touch with Adam Devlin-Brown, 
who's engaged in related work in the Chicago 
area. If other Trinity alum would like to col-
laborate with them on a project or are around 
his hometown of Concord, they should get in 
touch! 
Thanks all for sharing your news! 
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Hello Bantams! By the time this issue of the 
Reporter hits your mailboxes, the weather will be 
warm, and this seemingly never-ending winter 
will be over. However, this winter did bring 
some good things: several new additions to our 
extended Trinity family! 
Palmer Jones writes, "We welcomed twin 
girls on December 4, Lachlan Hayes and Palmer 
Plum O 'SuJJivan (both will go by their middle 
names). The twins join their big brothers Finn 
(six years old) and Ford (four years) . It was a 
busy Christmas!" 
Amie Duffy Sanborn reports that she 
and her husband, Chris '99, "added another 
Sanborn to the world- William James, born 
9/ 27/ 1J. He joins big sisters Ginger (six) and 
Lucy (five) and happens to be the world's best 
baby. We'll keep him. Sanborn Media Factory 
is plugging along. We have offices in New York 
and Los Angeles and continue to enjoy running 
our own business." 
Geoff Zampiello and his wife, Amanda, 
have a new baby girl named Morgan Anne 
Zampiello. She was born on December 8, 2013. 
Geoff also had another recent accomplishment: 
one of his ideas made it to the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. Geoff writes, "In a 1994 
information superhighway class (at Trinity) . I 
learned of a particular problem that the nation's 
telecommunications infrastructure faced . The 
problem was when a cell phone goes beyond 
the signal limits of a tower, there is a dead zone 
created until you enter the coverage of the next 
cell site. A professor named Ning mentioned 
that there was room for a major contributor 
to this space and the persons that solved this 
problem would stand to benefit a great deal. I 
have completed the task with an associate and 
the help of my company and have been assigned 
a U.S. patent." Congratulations, Geoff! 
Another classmate that deserves our con-
gratulations is Chris Gauthier. He completed 
his Ph .D. in sociology at the University of 
Michigan in April. Way to go, Dr. Gauthier! 
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Hello and first off. THANK YOU for your 
submissions! I am so happy so many of you 
are doing great AND taking the time to write. 
I appreciate it and truly enjoy communicat-
ing with all of you in the process. On the day 
these notes were due, I ran into Mike Thibault 
on a plane from Chicago to Salt Lake City 
Incredible, especially as we both nearly missed 
the connection from different points of origin 
due to winter's latest tantrum. As it turns out, 
it's a small world after all! Hope skiing in Park 
City was awesome, Mike! Read on, readers: 
It was wonderful to hear from the very brave 
Liesl (Voosen) Fields, whose strength is truly 
admirable in the face of adversity: "Back in Sept 
20Il, T was diagnosed with Stage IV inflamma-
tory breast cancer- a rare and aggressive form 
of the disease with a poor prognosis. It's been a 
tough journey, but after a year of chemo, surgery; 
and intensive radiation and some complica-
tions, things are going really well! The cancer is 
in remission and thankfully has been for close to 
two years. I continue to get IV infusions every 
few weeks, and will for life, but it's worth it as 
it seems to be working! I want to say a belated 
thank you to my Trinity friends for your support 
and prayers during what was a pretty awful time 
for me and my family But life amazingly goes on 
... and my husband Mike and daughters Marika 
(6) and Valena (almost 4) , are doing great! We 
continue to enjoy living on the North Shore in 
Massachusetts and are busy planning a trip to 
Disney World in May I've decided I'm going 
to go each year until they cure cancer. Because 
really, who can't use a little extra magic in their 
lives>" Agreed! A little magic certainly goes a 
long way. Many warm wishes for continued 
good health! 
Andy Torrant also wrote in - great to hear 
from you! Andy has been living in Houston, 
Texas, for 13-plus years and just recently left 
his position at Fulbright & Jaworski to become 
counsel in ExxonMobil's Law Department, 
practicing environmental and safety law: During 
a business trip to Brooklyn in December, he 
was able to catch up with Katie Karlsgodt, who 
moved back to the East Coast last year. Katie is 
living in New York, teaching and doing research 
at Hofstra. Andy also had exciting baby news to 
share: "My wife, Katie Chatterton, gave birth to 
our first child on Saturday, February 22, 2014. 
Alexander James Torrant weighed in at 7 lbs. 14 
oz. and measured 21 inches long. We're totally 
enamored with himl" Congratulations! 
Megan Shea also had baby news to share: 
"Michael Guillorn '98 and I have some baby 
news. We welcomed our second boy, Maceo 
Shea Guillorn, into tftis world on October 20, 
2013. Big brother Owen is pretty happy to have 
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a future playmate!" Congratulations, and let the 
boy mayhem begin! 
We also have some classmates on the move! 
Sarah Thornton Caswell made a big move from 
Virginia to Nebraska and reports: "My family 
moved from D.C. to Omaha, Nebraska, a year 
ago for my husband 's new job. I am home with 
our 19-month-old son, James, and I am also 
working part time consulting on renewable 
chemicals and biofuels policy for two DC.-
based clients. I never expected I would be living 
in Omaha, but it is a great place to live." Out of 
curiosity, Saral1, what do Nebraskans think of 
Omaha Steaks? 
Mike York is also on the move from New 
York to St. Louis ... after leaving New York 
for Boston and then moving back to New 
York all within roughly a three-year period! He 
writes: "After spending the last 2+ years cover-
ing upstate/central New York as a regional sales 
director, I am moving to St. Louis in March to 
cover a Midwest region. I'm excited! Oh and 
I'm still playing rugby ... I think I have one more 
year left in the tank." Best ofluck in St. Louis! 
It was also a pleasure to hear from Julianne 
Schrader who sent a great recap of her work 
life since graduation: "I started at Rainforest 
Al liance after graduation and was there for 
I 2 years, where I created, built, and led the 
Education Program. With a focus on sustain -
able agriculture, forestry; and climate change, 
the Rainforest Alliance worked with teachers 
to design curricula and environmental edu-
cation programming in the U.S. , Guatemala, 
Colombia, and Ghana to ensure that the next 
generation would in herit our planet with capa-
ble minds, strong values, and the ability to think 
across disciplines and solve our world's com-
plex environmental problems. Two years ago, 
I decided to focus on NYC and took over as 
director of Grow to Learn NYC: The Citywide 
School Garden Initiative, where we connect 
schools with funding, materials, and training 
needed to start and sustain learning garden 
programs. We're working toward a garden for 
every NYC public and charter school; three 
years since the launch, and we have 389 schools 
registered with us' We're hoping that by dig-
ging into gardens and growing food, students 
will develop healiliier eating behavior, become 
better environmental stewards, experience rich 
academic learning environments, and directly 
improve their communities." Love it all - right 
up your alley, Juli! 
Michelle Kennedy Russell also had some 
impressive career news to share: "l am living 
in West Hartford, Connecticut, and currently 
in my 13th year working as a board-certified 
music therapist. My major focus these days 
is my two sons: Owen, age two, and Connor, 
age six. There is never a dull moment in our 
house. I'm very happy to share that I have start-
ed my own private practice this year. Musical 
Moments Music Therapy Services serves the 
greater Hartford area. It is an endeavor that is 
allowing me to better balance being a mother 
and a music therapist. Twitter and Facebook are 
fun, but I am looking forward to catching up in 
person with other '99ers at Reunion Weekend." 
Congratulations on your practice, and thanks 
for the Reunion enthusiasm! 
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Greetings and happy end of winter! As I 
write this column, looking out a large window 
beyond which swirling snowflakes signal yet 
another frigid night, I'm daydreaming ahead 
to the warmer days that will be upon us when 
you and l see these words in print a few months 
hence. As you read it, I hope that all is well in 
your world and that you are getting ready to 
enjoy a long and wonderful summer. 
Since my last column was about weddings, it 
seems appropriate to follow it with some news 
about children. When we last heard from Jamie 
Baird back in 2012, he was finishing a master 
of divinity, preparing for the birth of his first 
daughter, and looki ng for a church to call home. 
I'm pleased to report that he has been blessed 
with success on all fronts! Jamie writes, "Dani 
(my wife) and I had our second baby girl , Olivia 
Gwynn, in October 2013. We have been living 
in San Marino since February 2013, where I 
have been serving as the associate pastor of San 
Marino Community Church . We love L.A. and 
take Olivia and her older sister Ella (2 years old) 
to Disneyland nearly every week .. . hey; they're 
both princesses!" If you're in the San Marino 
area, drop by and visit- you might just get to go 
to Disneyland, too! 
On the other side of the northern hemi -
sphere, Jonathan White and his wife, Anna, 
are also pleased to announce the arrival of their 
second child, Rosie Elizabeth Rowe White, 
born February 25 . Jon says that they a.re all 
doing well and settling into life as a family of 
four in London, where he works as an academ-
ic technology manager at the Godolphin and 
Latymer School. I (sadly) haven't been across 
the pond to visit Jon and Anna since their wed -
ding in 2011 , but their kids sure do look cute on 
Face book! 
Back in the Northeast, Nora Matthews has 
also been gaining some child-care experience 
recendy. In addition to her work as a read-
ing interventionist for the Connecticut K-3 
Literacy Initiative, Nora became a foster parent 
last year and is currently caring for her second 
child. She writes, "I had been thinking about 
getting licensed for a long time and finally did 
it. There's a big learning curve with every new 
placement, but so far it's been a great adven-
ture." Being in the foster system is never easy, 
but any child that gets Nora as a mom, even 
temporarily, is a very lucky kid! 
ln other news, Katie Wallack reports that 
she is developing a solo show for the Hollywood 
Fringe Festival this summer in L.A. She doesn't 
have a name for the piece yet, but it's a comedy 
based on Maslow's classic Hierarchy of Needs. If 
you're in SoCal in June, be sure to check it out! 
Katie also tipped me off to Rob Churchwell's 
recent engagement- no further details yet, but 
I'll be investigating! 
Last, but not least, we have an update from 
Alex Valente, who is enjoying his first year 
in a new career. "After II years, I've fully and 
officially retired from acting .... It was quite the 
ride, though I feel great about walking away 
I just finished getting my M.B.A. at UCLA 
Anderson, where I was the president of the 
Real Estate Association, won the award for 
the most outstanding real estate student (who 
would've thunk it?!) , and actually gave our com-
mencement speech at graduation- or as I like to 
call it, my last audition- which was one of the 
coolest things I've ever done. I'm now working 
for Trammell Crow Company, a national real 
estate developer, here in our L.A. office in the 
development and investment group. I'm not 
sure when I became addicted to real estate, but 
I just can't get enough, and I'm really loving this 
next chapter of life. Go Bruins! Go Bantams!" 
Go Bantams, indeed! That's all for this 
month, so on that spirited note, I'll call this a 
wrap. Congrats to everyone on your successes, 
included here or not. Keep cool, stay in touch, 
and I'll see you again next time! 
Happy Almost Sw11mer to the Class of 
2001 ' 
Big happenings among our classmates, so 
let's get right into it. Exciting news! Shannon 
Daly recently becan1e engaged to Bart Wyand. 
They are planning a wedding on July 12 on 
Shelter Island, New York. 
ln New York, Kim (Grad) Field and her 
husband Tenny welcomed their first child, a 
daughter, Annabelle Dora Field. on February 12 
at I0:2I a.m. Annabelle weighed seven pounds, 
eight ounces and was 20 inches long. Mom and 
baby are doing great. 
Also in New York, Alex Costas lives in 
Brooklyn with his wife, Jaime, and four-year-
old son, Jack. He is vice president of marketing 
at YC & Company, New York City's official 
marketing, partnership, and tourism organiza-
tion. So come visit NYC and help Alex's cause. 
Also in ew York (and L.A. and London 
and a bunch of other exotic locations) , Rebecca 
(Sides) Capellan was most recently on the red 
carpet at the Academy Awards in Los Angeles. 
She has been working with Lupita Nyong'o-
star of 12 Years a Slave. Go Becca! 
Reed Wilmerding and his wife, Christine, 
welcomed their third child, Henry Wilmerding. 
to the world on November 22, 201J. Henry 
joins big brother Luke and big sister Sophie. 
We're still waiting on Reed to round out the 
family with a dog. In Philadelphia, Reed reports 
having run into Kim (Franzoni) Freimuth on 
the soccer field sideline as their sons battled it 
out on the pitch. 
Also in Philadelphia, Stark Townend is hap-
pily married with two beautiful boys. Stark is 
director of national online sales at Comcast 
Media 360 and very much looking forward to 
the pending golf season. 
Slightly further afield, Brian and Melissa 
(Vogel) McViney recently moved to London for 
Brian's work at The Corporate Executive Board 
Company. They had a baby boy, Jameson, last 
June and look forward to seeing any Bantams 
who pass through London. 
ln Boston, Jay Civetti is the head football 
coach at Tufts University Although we wish 
Jay luck as his team prepares for the 2014 
season, we still hope the Bantams can pull off 
the win. Also in Boston, Kevin McCullough is 
senior program manager, financial operations, 
at Thermo Fisher Scientific. He and his wife, 
Liz, welcomed their first child, a daughter, Lilali 
Hope McCullough, who was born on December 
24, 2013, and weighed seven pounds, six ounces. 
Also in Boston, Casey Tischer has recently 
relocated to establish his new real estate invest-
ment firm, Freehold Capital Management. 
Keep an eye out for him. 
As for your loyal scribe, I am living just west 
of Boston with my wife, Katie, and son, Tripp. 
No dog, no cat, just us. 
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Dear Class of 2002, 
I hope this edition of Class Notes finds each 
of you blissfully enjoying the warmth of spring! 
What a dreadful winter it has been throughout 
most of the country. 1 have had the distinct 
advantage of traveling into tliree separate polar 
vortex climates, which all produced tempera-
tures much colder than any I remember at 
Trinity 
Congratulations are in order to Peter and 
Mary Jacobs Toner, as they welcomed their 
second baby boy, Campbell Harrison, on 
November 29. 
Jeanette Bonner in January launched a 
new You Tube Web series, Ghost Light, which she 
wrote and produced! It's about a motley crew 
of backstage techies who work in a community 
theater in Middle America (like the backstage 
KIRSTEN LIU RAMOS '02 and David Ramos 
were married on November 29, 2013, in the 
quiet and sunny beach town of Juquei, Brazil. 
Those in attendance included Nicole Archer 
'02, Shayla L. Titley '02, Ben Speicher '11, 
Kirsten Liu Ramos '02, and David Ramos. 
version of Waiting for Guffinan); she writes that 
it's been really well received by the theater com-
munity and Internet audience. "It was a LOT 
of hard work, but super satisfying!" Great job, 
Jeanette. Let's all check it out: www.ghostlight-
theseries.com! 
Ellie Griffinger writes that she and her 
husband, Matt Guidi, are living in the East Bay 
(outside San Francisco) and that she has started 
her own midwifery practice at Alta Bates hos-
pital in Berkeley: midwifeellie.com. Matt and 
Ellie have two sons, Griffin (four years old) and 
Preston (21 months). 
And Elizabeth Nethercote Callahan, work-
ing as a physician assistant in the ICU at South 
Shore Hospital in South Weymoum for me 
past year, reports mat she gave birth to twins, a 
healthy little boy named Connor and a healthy 
little girl named Siobhan, on December 17-
lt's been a fantastic year so far for Jenny 
Tuttle; she got engaged and is busy planning a 
wedding mis fall while on vacation in Telluride! 
Jenny has been at a new role for the last year at 
a Charlotte-based brand agency 
Abigail Pomeroy Andreae and Christopher 
Andreae welcomed a son, Shephard Wallace 
Andreae, on December 18. 
Cecily (Rouse) Timmons is the new director 
of development for the Eagle's Nest Foundation 
and is moving to Hendersonville in the moun-
tains of North Carolina with her husband, 
Jason, and daughter, Clara (turning three) , in 
the spring. Cecily looks forward to meeting any 
Trinity folks in the Asheville area. 
Shayla Loi Titley writes that she was able 
to attend the wedding of Kirsten Liu Ramos 
to David Ramos in the quiet and sunny beach 
town Juquei, Brazil, on November 29, 201J. Ben 
Speicher 'n and Nicole Archer were also guests 
at the wedding. Nicole and she had a great time 
touring Brazil and visited Rio de Janeiro and 
Salvador de Baliia. 
Well, that is it for this edition of the 2002 
polar vortex/ California drought Class Notes. 
As for me, I am living in San Francisco (right by 
the crooked street: "Lombard") . And don't for-
get- send me your notes- I would love to hear 
from you: kristinhagan@gmail.com. And, all my 
best wishes for the future. 
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Has it really been eight years since gradu-
ation? It's hard to believe, but 30th birthdays, 
buying houses, weddings. and yes, even kids, 
prove otherwise. I am still in Baltimore, working 
at Johns Hopkins on a research study of aging 
and disability I see Jackie McKenna Secor 
every so often and even helped her and her hus-
band, Zac, move into their adorable new house. 
Andrew Baird joined Christian & Barton, 
L.L.P., in Richmond, Virginia, as an associ-
ate in the firm's health care and business law 
departments. Prior to joining the firm, Andrew 
was a law clerk for the U.S. Senate Health, 
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee and 
the Department of Health and Human Services, 
Office of Inspector General. He also worked as 
an associate in the strategic business initiatives 
group for the University of Pittsburgh Medical 
Center. Andrew received his law degree from 
the University of North Carolina School of Law. 
Coly Smith graduated from the Kellogg 
School of Management in June 20I3 with a 
dual major in finance and entrepreneurship and 
innovation. Coly lives in New York City and 
works at Yan Eck Global on the institutional 
sales team. Much of the past two years was 
spent on the wedding circuit for fellow Trinity 
classmates Eric Vaughn and Julia Deming, Jay 
Boothby and Chauncey Pratt, Nick Petri, and 
Chad Burdette. 
Margot Kearney Navins married Lee 
Navins on May 4, 2013, at Margot's high school, 
Convent of the Sacred Heart in Greenwich, 
Connecticut. The reception was at The 
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JONATHAN SHOEMAKER '04 and Emily Barnes 
were married on the Cherry Blossom Riverboat 
in Alexandria, Virginia, on June 29, 2013. Those 
in attendance included: Stephen Lamont '04, 
Ben Sklar '04, Dan Reilly '04, Caitlin Thiem 
McShera '04, Paul Werner '04 (kneeling), 
Shoemaker, Barnes, Bryan Blake '04 (kneeling), 
Abby Samolis Blake '04, Chris Bilello '04, Sarah 
Strimaitis Bilello '04, Dan Picard '03, and Story 
Bingenheimer Picard '04. 
CHARLOTTE FOUCH '06 and TIMOTHY FOX 
'06 were married on October 5, 2013, at the 
Meridian House in Washington, D.C. Front row: 
maid of honor Abby Wikelius '06, Emily Mclean 
Fox '05, Charlotte Fouch '06, Timothy Fox '06, 
Katie l=icken '07, Stew Royer '07, Sandy Tichnor 
'06, Danielle Katz '06, Gillian Bernard '06; mid-
dle row: Lizzie Pendergast '06, Sarah Bookwalter 
'06, Mark Romeo '06, Kate Falchi '06, best man 
Thayer Fox '03, Daphne Connor '00, Stark 
Townend '01 , Jeb Balise '04; back row: Andrew 
Sjogren '06, Dan Arestia '06, Justin Wasfy '06, 
Mike Ottoriano '07, Jake lsbrandtsen '06, Billy 
Maloni '04; not pictured: Alex West '07, Justin 
Taubman '07 
ERIN MICHELSON HERPOK '06 and Michael 
Herpok were married on August 16, 2013, at the 
Trinity College Chapel, followed by a reception 
at The Riverhouse in Haddam, Connecticut. 
MARGOT KEARNEY NAVINS '06 married 
Lee Navins on May 4, 2013, in Greenwich, 
Connecticut. In attendance were: Jon Gistis '06, 
Molly Gistis '06, Jennifer Katz '06, Kelley Sull ivan 
'06, David Sullivan '08, Caro Cappello '06, Jess 
Keough '06, Margot Navins '06, Lee Navins, 
Jim McCarthy '06, Tory McCarthy '06, Chad 
Burdette '06, Ayres Heller '05, Johanna Gordon 
'06, Virginia Adair '06, Leigh Morrison '06. Not 
pictured: Kevin Tidmarsh '04, Rebecca Tidmarsh 
'05, Sarah Bell '05, Dylan Flaherty '04, Tory 
Hagin '06, Gabe Rotman '06, Aris Tzouflas '06, 
Brian Quinan '06, Cristina Guido '06 
ERIN (BRIDGE) COOLEY '07 and Brett Cooley 
were married in Sandwich, Massachusetts, on 
October 5, 2013. Front row: Brett Cooley, Erin 
Cooley '07, Miriam Zichl in '06, Amy Joyce 
McBrien '07; middle row: Nikhil Sikand '07, 
Dennis Crowe '07, Jeff Harrelson '07, Kevin 
O'Regan '07, Carrie Disa '09, Ally Reinhard 
Hicks '07, James Hicks '05; back row: Jesse 
Turcotte '07, Eric Butts '07, Jordan Demarco 
'07, Tom Finnegan '06, Mike Hoar '07 
HANA LEW (CHO) HERZ '08 and R. ALEX 
HERZ '06 were married on August 31 , 2013, in 
Washington, D.C. Front row: Dana Eisenman '08, 
Kathleen Crum '08, Alex Herz '06, Hana Cho 
'08, Vanessa Lee '08, Catherine Carmichael 
'08; middle row: Rich Zelson '08, Jeff Stempeck 
'08, Jay Koman '06, Brett Ramsay '08, Emily 
Moore '08, Tom Dolan '08, Devon Kearns '09, 
Carver Diserens '09, Meghan Apfelbaum '08, 
Dave Webster '06, Russell Adler '08, Alex West 
'07, Faiza Khan '07; back row: best man Andrew 
Baird '06, Josh Schwerin '08, Matt Crum '08, 
Mike Schutzer '09, Syre Khan '06, Owen Sanford 
'07, Ben Glerum '06, Ed Walters '08 
Margaux Morrison Crabtree '06 
DEGREE: B.S. in physics; M.P.H. in biostatistics, Boston University Schoo l of Public Hea lth 
JOB TITLE: Applied biostatistician, Department of Ophtha lmology a nd Visual Sciences, 
University of Utah School of Medicine 
FAVORITE TRINITY MEMORY: I can't think of one specific favorite memory-there are 
too many! I would have to say one of my favorites was watching my future husband 
play hockey. 
REPORTER: What do you do as an applied 
biostatistician? 
CRABTREE: As a biostatistician, I have a few 
roles. i=irst, I analyze data, including genomic, 
epidemiological. and epigenetic information 
in relation to specific disease outcomes. !=or 
any disease associations found, I help interpret 
the biological meaning of these associations. 
Additionally, I prepare manuscripts explaining 
these data for publication in the scientific 
community in peer-reviewed journals. I also 
present these findings at national and interna-
t ional meetings. Another role is in the prepa· 
ration of grant proposa ls in order to obtain 
fund ing for our research. 
REPORTER: What are the key areas of research 
at the University of Utah's Moran !::ye Center? 
CRABTREE: In our laboratory at the Moran 
!::ye Center, we are focused on finding the 
genetic and environmental factors that lead to 
major blinding diseases, such as age-re lated 
macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, 
retinopathy of prematurity, and glaucoma. By 
uncovering the causes of these diseases, we will 
be able to create prognostic, diagnostic, and 
therapeutic tools. 
Apawamis C lub in Rye. ew York. Lee is fro m 
Wayland, Massachusetts, and graduated from 
Belmont H ill School 'oo and Union College 
'04. Margot and Lee had many Trini ty fri ends 
at their wedding, including Jon Gistis, Molly 
Gistis, Jennifer Katz, Kelley Sullivan, David 
Sullivan ' 08, Cara Cappello, Jess Keough, Jim 
McCarthy, Tory McCarthy, Chad Burdette, 
Ayres H elle r '05, Johanna Gordon, Virginia 
Adair, Leigh Morrison, Kevin T idmarsh ' 0 4 , 
Rebecca Tidmarsh '05, Sarah Bell ' 05, Dylan 
Flaherty '03, Tory Magin, Gabe Rotman, Aris 
Tzouflas, Brian Quinan, and Cristina Guido. 
T he newlyweds live in Greenwich, Connecticut, 
and Margot is working fo r Fideli ty Charitable in 
ew York City. 
Erin Michelson Merpok and Michael Herpok 
were married on August 16, 2013, at the Trin ity 
College Chapel, fo llowed by a reception at T he 
Riverhouse in H addam, Connecticut. 
On October 5, 2013, Charlotte Fouch mar-
ried Timothy Fox in Washington, D.C., at the 
REPORTER: Of what professional accomplish-
ment are you most proud? 
CRABTREE: I would hove to say I am most 
proud of my publication record and my degree 
in biostatist ics. Cu rrently, t here is a shortage of 
trained biostatist icions and, moreover, a short-
age of women in biostatistics. 
REPORTER: W hat is the most rewarding part 
of your job? 
CRABTREE: The most rewording part of my 
job is getting to meet the people affected 
by the diseases we are researching. Hearing 
firsthand how these diseases affect t heir lives 
really gives us motivation to continue our work. 
It is very ful fi lling to hear their gratitude for the 
progress we are making. 
REPORTER: How did you decide you wanted to 
pursue this career? 
CRABTREE: W hile I was still at Trinity, I started 
working in the lab of a family friend as a summer 
job. While I wasn't so great at bench science, I 
realized that my aptitude was statistics given 
my phys ics and mathematics background. My 
mentor/boss recognized this talent and encour-
aged me and supported my graduate school 
education toward statistics. This solidified my 
career. 
Meridian H ouse. The ceremony took place 
in the outdoor garden, while the reception 
fo llowed in the Linden Grove and inside the 
histo ric home. T he wedding was attended by 25 
Trinity alumni . 
As always, send your notes and photos to me 
at maureen.skehan@gmail.com. 
Trinity l=und Goal: $15,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Jaclyn 
Caporale, 3349 Quinlan St ., 
Yorktown, NY 10598-2009; 
e-mai l: jaclyn.caporale.2007@ 
trinco ll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Erin Ogilvie, 
344 E. 49th St., Apt. 7B, New York, NY 10017-1685; 
e-mail: erin.ogilvie.2007@trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Andrew Ahrensdorf, 530 
W. 45th St., Apt. 2H, New York, NY 10036-3471; 
e-mail: andrew.ahrensdorf.2007@trinco ll.edu 
Class Agents: Joseph C. But ler, Alexandra i=. 
Carmel, Devon C. Lawrence, Michael W. Lenihan, 
Nile I. Lundgren, Molly Carty Sparrow, Timothy C. 
Woodhul l 
REPORTER: What experience(s) of yours at 
Trinity do you draw on most frequently for your 
work? 
CRABTREE: A lot of my engineering classes 
at Trinity re lied on working as a group, which is 
very similar to t he way we work in the labora· 
tory-everyone brings something different to the 
ta ble, but we have to come together to bring a 
project to completion. 
REPORTER: Was there a Trinity professor who 
had a parti cularly strong impact on you? If so, 
who and why? 
CRABTREE: I really enjoyed and appreciated 
t he conversations I had with my aca-
demic adviser, Dr. Mark Silverman. He had a 
t rue enthusiasm for science that was extremely 
admirable. I was continua lly impressed at how 
he was able to relate scientific problems to real 
life so that we, as students, could easi ly see how 
relevant t he ski lls and knowledge were. 
Mana Lew (Cho) Merz and R . Alex Herz '06 
were married on AugusqI , 2 0 13, in Washington, 
D.C. They are now living in Seattle alongside 
fe llow bantams Mouston Gossett and Vanessa 
Lee. 
Alessandra Echeverria is still happi ly 
working fo r Teach For America. She recently 
competed in her first CrossFit competition, 
Frostbite 2 0 14. Her team came in ninth place 
out of 21 teams in the scaled division. 
Kelly Moward is taking American Sign 
Language classes at American School fo r the 
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Deaf in West Hartford. She works for The 
Institute of Professional Practice as a program 
coordinator for adults with special needs and 
resides in the Connecticut area. 
After completing his certificate in hair styl -
ing in Milan, David McDonough is now in 
San Francisco working at the newest outpost 
of David Barton gym. David will specialize in 
teaching Zumba, while offering both group and 
private abdominal workouts. 
Katie Rosenblad was accepted into the 
Kenan- Flagler Business School to pursue her 
M.B.A. , so she and Nate moved to Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, and are loving the warm -
er weather. Katie was also accepted into the 
Disney College Program, so she will be spend-
ing the summer and fall working at Walt Disney 
World. She and Nate also have a new cat that 
they found under a rose bush outside of their 
apartment in Chapel Hill. They decided to keep 
her and name her Rosie. Jasper (their other cat) 
is very happy to have a friend . 
Casey Sullivan is returning to New York 
after six years abroad. Casey has been living and 
working in London, Paris, and most recently m 
Hong Kong, where she has focused on the luxury 
travel and fashion industries. Before her return, 
Casey will embark on an intensive yoga teacher 
training program in Rishikesh, India, where s~e 
will study asana, pranayama, anatomy. and phi-
losophy of yoga. Casey is thrilled to return wher 
Trinity classmates in New York and the Umted 
States, where she will continue to pursue her pas-
sions for travel, fashion, and wellness. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $25,000 
Co-Class Secretary: Molly 
Goodwin, 260 Mott St., Apt. 
0 9 3, New York, NY 10012-3442: e-mail: mortha.goodwin.2009@ trincoll.edu 
Co-Class Secretary: Kaitlyn 
L. Wilbur, 1248 f=armington Ave., Apt . Al4, West 
Hartford, CT 06107-2621: e-mail: kaitlyn.wil-
bur.2009@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Samantha R. Moorin, Alexandra G. 
Purdie 
This spring, Sara Fiorillo graduates from 
Boston University Law School, and Christina 
Seda graduates from Yale Law School. Christina 
will join the Paul, Weiss firm in September 2014. 
More exciting news for Sara Fiorillo: she was 
recently engaged to Jack Abbott '10. Whitney 
Merrill is also a 3L at the University of Illinois 
College of Law. In April 2014, she argued _a 
criminal case in front of the Seventh C1rcu1t 
Court of Appeals. Whitney was also accept-
ed into the Illinois Cyber Security Program. 
In the fall , she will continue her education 
earning a master's degree in computer science 
with a focus on cybersecurity Congratulations! 
Meanwhile, Brett Jackson received his master's 
degree in public policy from Trinity last year and 
then relocated to NYC. He currently attends 
Fordham Law School. Also in NYC, Christian 
Montoya marks his fifth year this June working 
at the New York offices of Societe Generale, a 
French investment bank. 
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Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000 
Class Secretary: Courteney 
M. Coyne, 18 Lyne Rd., 
Boston, MA 02135-
4018; e-mail: courteney. 
coyne.2010@trincoll.edu 
Class Agent: Alexandra C. Mosko 
Abbie Stoeckle recently got engaged to Kris 
Tedeschi ' 08. Vicky Chu is teaching fourth grade 
in the Farmington Public Schools and recently 
got engaged. Her fiance works at Travelers, and 
they wilJ be married in February 2015 at the 
Trinity Chapel. Congratulations to all! 
Jamie Gale recently spent two years teach-
ing English in a small rural community in 
northern Japan through the JET Program. 
He returned to Washington, D.C., this year 
and works at the U.S. -Japan Business Council 
(USJBC) , where he assists the senior direc-
tor and program manager to provide policy 
briefs and issues updates for U.S. corporate 
clients. Prior to living and working in Japan, 
Jamie worked at a consulting agency focused 
on U.S. -Asia policy issues for Fortune 50 com-
panies and at a nonprofit agency speci~izing in 
managing outreach programs, which mcluded 
a fundraising program for the 20ll Great East 
Japan Earthquake. In the foreseeable future, 
he plans on returning to Japan for the 2020 
Tokyo Olympics. After returning from two 
years of being a North American language and 
cultural ambassador in Martos (Jaen) , Spam, 
Amanda Furie returned to Connecticut to earn 
her Connecticut teaching certificate. She is in 
her second year as a Spanish teacher at Suffield 
High School and enjoys being able to teach all 
day in the language she loves. 
Nicholas lsbrandtsen lives in California 
and returned from a deployment with the 
Marines to Jordan in July. He went back to 
Jordan in January. Before returning there, he 
linked up with another Marine, Owen CahLll 
'08, in San Diego. Jim Martin is working for 
Barclays in London . Stephan Bernstorf works 
for The Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory in the Air and Missile 
Defense Department. He completed an M.S. 
from Johns Hopkins in December. Spencer 
Feldman started his first year at Washington 
and Lee School of Law this fall. 
The Alumni Office reports: former Trinity 
baseball star Kent Graham has been hired 
by Clark University as an assistant baseball 
coach. Graham, an AJJ -New England player 
for Trinity's historic 2008 national champion 
squad, will assist in all facets of the Clark pro-
gram, including practice preparation, player 
development, and recruiting. 
W_ 
Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000 
Class Secretary: Adrienne M. 
Gonzolez, 639 Bushwick Ave., 
11 Apt. lC, Brooklyn, NY 11206-6042: e-mail: odrienne.gonzo-lez.20ll@trincoll.edu 
Class Agents: Katherine f=. 
Cummings, Joshua Stuart Growney, Molly B. 
McDonnell, Rebecca L. Savage 
Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000 
Class Secretary: Kathryn T. Van 
Sickle, Annual Giving Office, 
Trinity Commons, Trinity College, 
300 Summit St., Hartford, CT 
06106-3100: e-mail: kathryn. 
vonsickle.20l2@trincoll.edu 
Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000 
Class Secretary: Emily Lindahl, 
7 Peach Orchard Ln., Eastham, 
MA 02642-2673: e-mail: emily. 
lindohl@trincoll.edu 
Trinity Fund Goa l: $25,000 
Class Secretary: Lillie N. Lavado 
'10, 81 Borton St., Presque Isle, 
ME 04769-2903: e-mail : lillie. 
lovodo.2010@trincoll.edu 
Rosanne Demanski, N.D., '95 has been busy 
with her holistic medical practice for children in 
West Hartford Center. She recently completed 
Kripalu yoga teacher training and has been giv-
ing lectures on natural medicine with one m 
Luxembourg in April. 
Sondra Sparapani '96 continues to work 
with Baroque horses in training and breeding 
and is finishing up an M.B.A. in sustainable 
business at Green Mountain ColJege. 
Mimi P. Mead '94 manages to keep in touch 
with Trinity thanks to the George J. Mead Fund 
for Economics, History, and Political Science 
established in 1951 by her late father-in- law. 
The fund underwrites the George Mead Annual 
History Lecture as well as Honors Day prizes. 
Trinity Fund Goal: $25,000 
Policies for Publishing Wedding 
and Commitment Photos 
When photographing your wedding or commitment 
ceremony for The Trinity Reporter, please observe the 
following guidelines: 
1) At least one member of the couple must be a Trinity 
alumna/us. 
2) All other persons in the photograph must be Trinity 
alumni/ae and be identified by their class year and location 
in the picture. 
3) The photograph must be digital and of reproduction 
quality, generally with a file size of at least 1 
MB. The editor reserves the right to not publish 
photographs that do not meet these specifications 
and is not responsible for the print quality of low-
resolution images that do run in the issue. 
4) Please include the date and location of the wedding or 
commitment ceremony. 
The Trinity Reporter only accepts digital photographs. 
To submit wedding photos, please e-mail them to 
sonya.adams@trincoll.edu. 
Graham Alling Day, 1934 
Graham Alling Day, 100, of Sarasota, Florida, died 
on October 30, 2012. 
In 1934, Day earned his B.A. in English from 
Trinity, where he was a member of Sigma Nu. 
He managed the Meriden, Bridgeport, and New 
Haven offices of Personal Finance Company and 
then joined the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
where he served for more than 30 years, supervis-
ing liaisons between the FBI and other agencies 
as well as FBI liaison representatives abroad. He 
retired in I 973-
He and wife Katherine were married in 1940. 
His brother, Donald ]. Day, was a member of 
Trinity's Class of 1941. 
George D.W. Ferris, Sr., 1934 
George D.W Ferris, Sr., IOI , of Danbury, 
Connecticut, died on November 8, 2013. 
Following his graduation from Trinity and 
from the Connecticut College of Pharmaceuticals, 
Ferris worked as a pharmacist at English Drug in 
Bethel, Connecticut, for 33 years and then part 
time at Georgetown Pharmacy until his 1986 
retirement. 
Ferris is survived by his sons, George D.W 
Ferris II (Elizabeth Marsan-Ferris) and Robert 
K. Ferris '72 (Kathryn Gates-Ferris); six grand-
children; and several nieces and nephews. He was 
predeceased by his wife, Phebe; an infant son, John 
Booth Ferris; three brothers, Charles, Donald, and 
William Ferris; and three sisters, Florence Atkins, 
Sarah Banks Metcalf. and Louise Blakeman. 
Paul Joseph Bilka, 1940 
Paul Joseph Bilka, 94, of Excelsior, Minnesota, 
died on October 30, 2013-
Bilka graduated from Trinity with a B.S. in 
biology and went on to the Columbia University 
School of Medicine, graduating in 1943- After serv-
ing in the Army Medical Corps during World War 
I I and doing his residency training at Hartford 
Hospital and the Mayo Clinic, Bilka opened 
the first rheumatology practice in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. He was a fow1ding member of the 
National Society of Clinical Rheumatologists 
and was recognized as a master of the American 
College of Rheumatology in 1992. 
In addition to his private practice, Bilka worked 
as a clinical professor of medicine at the University 
of Minnesota Arthritis Clinic and as a consultant 
at the Minneapolis VA Medical Center. He and 
his wife, Madge, were lifelong philanthropists who 
established endowed funds and scholarships at 
Trinity College, Carleton College, Case Western 
School of ursing, Columbia University College 
of Physicians and Surgeons. the Mayo Cli nic, 
and the Abbott Northwestern Hospital Medicine 
Clinic Department of Medical Education. In 
2000, Trinity presented him with the Alumni 
Medal for Excellence. 
Bilka was predeceased by his wife and a sister. 
John Franklin l-lazen, Jr., 1940 
John Franklin Hazen, Jr. , 95, of Nashville, 
Tennessee, died on November 24, 2013-
Hazen majored in English at Trinity, where he 
also took part in choir and the Glee Club. Hazen 
commanded of a fleet of five amphibious landing 
ships during World War 11. He later worked in 
the insurance industry in Nashville for many years. 
He started running for fitness in his 50s and 
became an elite endurance athlete. As a triathlete, 
he won a national championship and placed third 
in the world championships in 1990. Hazen 
is survived by daughter Barbara Dorn (Karen 
Aguero); sons John F. Hazen (Dawn) , David C. 
Hazen (Donna) , and Raymond C. Hazen (Susan) ; 
grandchildren John Myers (Amy), Molly Myers, 
Taylor Prescott, Ahsha Hazen, Andrew Hazen, 
Jesse Hazen, Amelia Hazen, Katy (Brent) Turney; 
Dan Seidman (Katie) , Alana Seidman, and Lillian 
Hazen; and great-grandchildren Jacob Seidman 
and Jacob, Bradley; Amanda, and Ava Myers. He 
was predeceased by his brother, Charles Hazen, 
and his wife of 57 years, Anne Turrentine Hazen. 
John Randolph "Jack" Barber, 1942 
John Randolph "Jack" Barber, 92, of Lacey; 
Washington, died on January 8, 2014. 
At Trinity. Barber majored in philosophy and 
English and was a member of Sigma Nu. He also 
was active in the Glee Club, Chapel Choir, and The 
Trinity Tripod. After Trinity, he spent five years in 
active service to his country in World War Il and 
Korea. He spent 34 years with Travelers Insurance 
before beginning a second career as a travel agent 
in 1980. After retiring, he served his community as 
a volunteer, with a particular focus on emergency 
preparedness. 
In r992, Barber was awarded the Outstanding 
Class Secretary Award for his exemp.lary contribu-
tions to The Trinit)' Reporter. In addition to submit-
ting Class Notes from his home 3,000 miles from 
Summit Street, Barber in 1997 filed an account of 
his unexpected reunion with a classmate aboard a 
cruise ship in the South Pacific. 
Barber counted several family members among 
his fellow Bantan1s, including his father, William 
Barber '13; uncle , Harmon Barber '18; brother, Jim 
Barber '51; and cousin, Tom Barber '53- He was 
predeceased by his wife, Ruth, in 2013-
Albert Archer Grover, 1946 
Albert Archer Grover, 92, of Madison, Wisconsin, 
died on September 16, 2013-
After graduating from Trinity in 1945, Grover 
earned his M.S. at the University of Michigan. 
After devoting his education and career to research 
and education in the field of medical microbiol-
ogy; he retired from the University of Wisconsin 
School of Medicine in 1990. 
Grover is survived by his wife, Jeanne; chil-
dren Maureen Bula (Ron) , Paul Grover (Janeen) , 
Claudia Lease (Jan) , and Shawn Grover (Sally 
Martin) ; and grandchildren Patrick Bula, Justine 
Bula, Sharu1on Grover, Mackenzie Grover, Brad 
Lease, Katie Lease, and Jessica Grover. 
Robert Burton "Bob" Jennings, 1947 
Robert Burton "Bob" Jennings, 90, of Englewood, 
Florida, died on November 23, 20TJ. 
At Trinity; Jennings was a member of Alpha 
Chi Rho. He served in the U.S. Navy during 
World War I I. He spent most of his career in the 
carpet industry, ultimately serving as president and 
CEO of Bigelow-Sanford. Following his retire-
ment in 1972, he became president and CEO 
In Memory 
of Reifenhauser-NAB CO, where he served until 
1983- He was a Rotarian and a member of several 
boards of directors. 
Jennings is survived by his wife of 66 years, 
Shirley, whom he married in the Trinity College 
Chapel; sons Robert (Penelope) , Jeffrey, Chris 
(Pamela) , and Peter (Krista) ; nine grandchil-
dren: Josh (Aja) , Tyler, Ehren (David) , Margaret, 
Katherine, Megan, Sara (Ryan), William, and 
Kelley; and two great-grandchildren, Miette and 
Atlas. 
William R. Pierre, 1947 
Willian1 R . Pierre, 89, of Dallas, Texas, died on 
August 24, 2011. 
Pierre served in the U.S. Navy during World 
War II. Following his graduation from Trinity; 
where he was a member of Alpha Chi Rho, he went 
on to work in chemical sales. He spent the last 
20 years of his career with Ribelin Distributors. 
Upon his retirement, he volunteered with Meals 
on Wheels for two decades. He was also a member 
of St. Monica Catholic Church for more than 40 
years. 
Pierre is survived by his wife of 60 years, Helen 
Ann Wehrmann Pierre; daughters Pam Myers 
(Bob) and Sally (then-fiance Donny Musher); sons 
Mike (Judi) and Jack (then-fi.ancee Karen Casey); 
grandchildren Casey and Matthew Hanna and 
Melissa and Robby Myers; and sister Gerry (Dick 
Scheide). He was predeceased by his brother, 
Robert. 
William Wesley Jackson, 1948 
William Wesley Jackson, 83, of Dal11onega, 
Georgia, died on January 4, 2009. 
Jackson was born in Purley; England, and was a 
member of Sigma Nu at Trinity He served in the 
U.S. Navy during World War II and the Korean 
Confl ict. 
He is survived by sons Tom Jackson and Chad 
Jackson (Sheree) ; daughters Deborall Hagan and 
Tracy Adamowicz (Mike); and grandchildren 
John, Ryan, and Martha Jackson. He was also sur-
vived by his wife, Joan, whose passing followed his 
in November 2009. 
The Reverend Frederic John Teichmann, 
1949 
The Reverend Frederic John Teichmarm, 86, of 
Bedford, New Hampshire, died on December IO, 
2013-
While at Trinity, where he majored in phi-
losophy; Teichmarm took part in Glee Club, ran 
track and cross country, and served as manager 
of the basketball team. He went on to attend the 
Lutheran Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, 
where he received his master of divinity degree. 
Teichmann started Lutheran churches in 
Littleton, New Hampshire, and Greece, New 
York. He then served as the pastor at Gloria Dei 
Lutheran Church in New Hyde Park, New York, 
for 30 years. He also was president of the Nassau 
County Council of Churches. He served Pinecrest 
Lutheran Ministries for more than 25 years as 
assistant director and director. Following his 
retirement in 1992, Teichmann served as interim 
or substitute pastor for several churches. 
Teichmann is survived by his wife of 63 years, 
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Claire; sons Peter W Teichmann (Diane), Timothy 
J. Teichmann (Christine), the Reverend Thomas 
E. Teichmann (Lisa), and Jeffrey J. Teichmann 
(Lois): eight grandchildren and their spouses: 
Jonathan and Caroline, Erik and Sarah, Matthew, 
Marc and Kerry, Brianne, Amy, Daniel, and Jeremy; 
sister Ruth Annunziata; brother David Teichmann 
(Thelma) ; two nieces; five nephews; and one great-
grandchild. 
Arthur F=elix Roche, Jr., 1951 
Arthur Felix Roche, Jr. , 85, of Longwood, Florida, 
died on January 3, 2014. 
Following his graduation from Trinity and time 
in tbe U.S. Army, Roche was employed by Aetna. 
After his retirement, he continued to work as a 
financial consultant. Roche was a member of the 
Winter Park Rotary Club and a past commander 
of the Seminole Power Squadron. 
Roche is survived by his four children: Gary 
Roche (Susanna), Jeffery Roche, Ellen Jane Annis 
(Jeff) , and Arthur F. Roche II I (Elizabeth); a 
sister, Mary Alice Roche; nine grandchildren: 
Kenneth Roche, Sharn1on Roche Rosen, Samantha 
Roche, Veronica Roche, William Roche, Jeffrey 
Annis , Jr. , Margaret Annis, Arthur Roche IV, 
and John Roche; and one great-grandson, Shaun 
Rosen. He was predeceased by his wife of 52 years, 
Ellen O'Flaherty Roche, in 2004. 
Clifford De Witt Stark, 19 51 
Clifford DeWitt Stark, 86, of Brooksville, Florida, 
died on January 29, 2014. 
While at Trinity, Stark, a U.S. Navy veteran, 
studied economics, pledged Theta Xi, and played 
soccer. He went on to play semiprofessional soccer 
in Connecticut, New York, and Ohio. Stark was 
an account analyst at GE before owning a spe-
cialty food brokerage business known as M.A.R. 
Associates. Upon his retirement, Stark briefly 
coached a college soccer team. 
He was a member of the Woodstock lions 
Club, the Corner Stone- ~inebaug Masonic 
lodge, the Shriners, and the Benson-Flugel 
American legion Post. 
Stark is survived by his wife, Beverly; sons 
Jeffrey (Valerie) , Douglas (Amy), and Philip; and 
five grandchildren. He was predeceased by his son, 
Steven, and his sisters, Helen and Dorothy. 
Menry Joseph Borowski, 1952 
Henry Joseph Borawski, 88, of Hartford, died on 
October 15, 2013. 
Borawski was a native of Hartford and graduat-
ed from Hartford Public High School. A talented 
bass-baritone singer, he was invited to study at The 
Juilliard School, but in the midst of World War II , 
he opted to enlist in the U.S. Navy. Following his 
honorable discharge, Borawski studied economics 
at Trinity; where he was a member of the Brownell 
Club and the Glee Club. He went on to a long 
career with the State of Connecticut, retiring as the 
chief probation officer of the Connecticut Judicial 
Branch's Adult Probation Office in Manchester. 
Borawski is survived by his brother, Ernest 
Borawski (Thelma) , and two nieces and a neph-
ew: Jeanne Rwnmel, Cheryl Ann McMath, and 
Thomas J. Borawski. 
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Charles "Chet" Cottrell Buffum, 1952 
Charles "Chet" Cottrell Buffum, 83, of Westerly, 
Rhode Island. died on February IO, 2014. 
While at Trinity; Buffum was a member of 
Alpha Delta Phi, the captain of the squash team, 
and a history major. He went on to serve in the 
Army in the Korean War. His early career was 
spent in the hotel industry; including at his fam -
ily's Weekapaug Inn. Jn 1956, Buffwn joined the 
Washington Trust Company as a loan officer, 
eventually becoming executive vice president. He 
then founded Buffum Realty Company, which he 
led w1til his 1996 retirement. 
Buffum held leadership roles at the Pi11e Point 
School, the YMCA, the Westerly Pawcatuck 
Community Fund, and the Westerly/ Pawcanick 
Chamber of Commerce. He was active with the 
United Way and the Westerly lions Club. After 
his life was saved by friends and an automatic 
external defibrillator (AED) in 2002, Buffum co-
founded Westerly AED, which placed more than 
100 AEDs throughout town. As a result, Westerly 
was named Rhode Island's first Heart Safe town. 
Buffum is survived by his wife, Jane M. 
Buffum; children Frederick, Charles, and Sarah 
Prud'homme; and five grandchildren. He was pre-
deceased by his two older siblings. Frederick and 
Robert Buffum. 
David Morris Matfield, 1952 
David Morris Hatfield, 83, of Rocbille, Utah, died 
on January 4 , 2014. 
Following his graduation from Trinity, where 
he played varsity soccer and was a member of 
Theta Xi, Hatfield joined the U.S. Marine Corps 
and served during the Korean War. He later earned 
an M.B.A. from The University of Chicago with 
a specialty in hospital administration. He spent 
more than 30 years working in tbe field of hospital 
and health care administration. 
Hatfield and his wife lived in Rockville for 
25 years after his retirement, and he served the 
town in many capacities, including four years as 
its mayor. 
In addition to his wife. Sharon, Hatfield is sur-
vived by children David Morris Hatfield, Jr. (Judith 
Mosier) , Michael Scott Hatfield (Julie Bone) , 
and Victoria Chapman Hatfield-Day (Marshall 
Day) ; grandchildren Sara Louise Coleman, Gary 
Coleman, and Taylor Rose Hatfield; and great-
grandchildren Nicholas and King. 
John "Jack" Burton, 1953 
John "Jack" Burton, 83, of Panacea, Florida, died on 
November 8, 2013-
While at Trinity, Burton was a member of 
Alpha Chi Rho. He served in the U.S. Army in 
Korea. He went on to work as a business office 
manager with Southern New England Telephone 
until his retirement and relocation to Florida. 
Burton was an active RotariaJ1. He also served 
on the board of the Salvation Army in New Haven 
and the United Way of Branford, Connecticut. 
He delivered Meals on Wheels and worked with 
children at Medart Elementary School's literacy 
program with "Mr. Burton's Reading Club." 
Burton is survived by his wife, Alice; son 
John Burton, Jr.; daughters Lonna, Samantha, and 
Kathy; and grandchildren Gabrielle Boyd, Ellie 
Jimenez, Victoria and Elijah Herrera, and Annie 
Burton. 
George W. Miller, 1953 
George W Miller, 82, of Riverton, Connecticut, 
died on January 14, 2014. 
Following bis graduation from Trinity. where 
he was a member of the Brownell Club, Miller 
served as a captain in the U.S. Air Force. Over 
the course of his career, be worked at Aetna Life 
& Casualty, Talley Industries, Waring Products. 
Schneider & Beckwith, and RadioShack. Miller 
was active in politics, including serving as chair 
of the Republican Town Committee in Hartland, 
Connecticut. 
In addition to Inez, his wife of 56 years, 
Miller is survived by son George Miller (Jennifer) ; 
daughters Sarah Nanni (Tony) and Sandra Miller; 
grandchildren Hannah, Georgia, Anthony, Chloe, 
Jake, Chris, Janelle, Kenneth, and Corey (Angela) ; 
great-grandchildren Dylan, Amanda, lily, and 
Owen; and many nieces, nephews. and cousins. He 
was predeceased by a son, Robert J. Miller, and a 
brother. William Miller. 
Thomas Russell Ainsworth, 1954 
Thomas Russell Ainsworth, 79, of Ballwin, 
Missouri, died on November r5, 2012. 
While at Trinity, Ainsworth was a mem-
ber of Theta Xi, the Political Science Club, the 
Young Republican Club, and the Foreign Policy 
Association and was on the staff of The Trinity 
Tripod. He then spent 28 yea.rs as a journalist with 
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. He was a member of the 
Masons and the Tall Cedars of Lebanon. 
Ainsworth is survived by his wife. Delilah Dee 
Ainsworth; daughters Alison Thiemann (Brian) 
and Adrienne Pivac (Matthew); !I grandchildren; 
and one great-grandcliild. 
Thomas M. Lapham, 1955 
Thomas 1-1 . Lapham, 81, of ~eensbury, New 
York, died on December 5, 2013. 
Lapham was a veteran of the U.S. Army and 
graduated with a degree in history from Trinity, 
where he was president of Alpha Delta Phi. During 
the course of his career, he was employed by The 
Hartford Insurance Company, Finch & Pruyn, and 
the Warren County Department of Social Services 
and Adult Protective Services, from which he 
retired after 29 years . H e served on several boards, 
including those of Finch & Pruyn, the Hyde 
Museum, and the Glen Falls Hospital Foundation. 
Lapham is survived by his son, Thomas H . 
Lapham, Jr. (Heather) ; grandsons Jesse and John 
Thomas Lapham; daughter Laurie Carpenter 
(Robert) ; granddaughters Brittany and Kendra 
Carpenter; aJ1d brother Byron Lapham and family. 
He was predeceased by his first wife. Jean. and his 
second wife, Gloria. 
Edward Joseph Daley, Jr., 1956 
Edward Joseph Daley, Jr. , 78, of Chatham, 
Massachusetts, died on September 12, 2012. 
Daley majored in econom ics and was a mem-
ber of Alpha Chi Rho at Trinity, where the faculty 
elected him to the Pi Gamma Mu National Social 
Studies Honor Society. FoLlowing his graduation, 
he took business courses at New York University 
and later rerurned to Trinity as a guest lecturer. 
After six years working at Vick Chemical 
Company. Daley served in the U.S. Army for two 
yea.rs. In 1959, he was honorably discharged and 
returned to Vick in the merchandising and adver-
tising departments. In 1963, he joined the Madison 
Avenue advertising agency Young & Rubicam, 
where he worked for 30 years . During the course 
of his career. he was nominated for and received 
numerous awards, including the Effie Award for 
his work with the Jamaica Tourism Boa.rd. 
Daley is survived by his wife, Patricia; sons 
William (Camilla) , Sean (Nina), and Kevin 
(Karie) ; daughters Kathleen (William), Leslie 
(Daniel) , and Allyson; 17 grandchildren: Matthew, 
Siobhan, Briana, Caitlin. Sean, Dominic, Joseph 
D., Maximilian, Emily, Zechariah, Joseph C.. 
Isabella, Declan, Alexandra, Solanus. Madyson, 
and Mikayla; brothers William (Barbara) and 
Robert (Guyla) ; and many nieces and nephews. 
Kenneth Walter Swanson, 1956 
Kenneth Walter Swanson, 79, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, died on January 27, 2014. 
At Trinity. Swanson was an All-American soc-
cer player, a hi.story major, and a member of Sigma 
Nu and ROTC. Following his graduation, he 
served as a first lieutenant navigator with the U.S. 
Air Force. More than 50 years ago, Swanson and 
his father founded Swanson Tool Manufacturing 
in West Hartford. He was also involved in many 
church, business, and community organizations. 
Swanson is survived by his wife of 57 yea.rs, 
Ann Louise; children Lisa Delano (Joe) , Kenneth 
Swanson, Jr. (Patry) , and Linnea Fields (Jim) ; eight 
grandchildren: Maria, Victoria, and Christina 
Delano; Shane and Molly Swanson; and Eric, 
Matthew, and Birgitta Fields; brothers Robert and 
David; sister Donna Evans; and sister-in- law Doris 
Sisley He was predeceased by sister Norma Hunt. 
William Lee "Bill" Stout, 1957 
Willi.am Lee "Bill" Stout, 79, of Rumson. New 
Jersey, died on November 9, 2013-
Stout studied economics at Trinity and was a 
member of Alpha Delta Phi. He also served on the 
Inter- Dormitory Council and played both football 
and lacrosse. After Trinity he served as a first lieu-
tenant in the U.S. Marine Corps. He went on to a 
career as a stockbroker, retiring from A.C. Farmers 
in New York in r993. He was a member of the New 
York Stock Excl1ange. 
Stout is survived by his wife, Lani: sons William 
"Paul" Stout (Christine) , Jack W Reilly Ill (An1y) , 
and James Reilly (Karen); daughter Laura Stout; 
sisters Judith Stout, Mary Lawrence, Nicky 
Chapin. and Hope Connors; and his eight grand-
children: Anthony, Saral1, Julia, J.W, Anabelle, 
Caroline, Will, and Megan. 
David William l-lasson, 1958 
David Willi.am Hasson, 79, of Newington, 
Connecticut, and Plano, Texas. died on January 
17, 20l4. 
At Trinity, Hasson majored in psychology and 
history and was a member of Theta Xi. He went 
on to graduate from the University of Connecticut 
School of Law. He served as a seaman in the 
U.S. Coast Guard and as a special agent in the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. He then spent 
much of his career in the counsel's office at Pratt 
& Whitney. At St. Mary Parish in Newington, he 
taught CCD and served as a lector. He was also 
a founding member of Catl10li.cs Uni.red for the 
Faith in Hartford. 
When he retired to Bald Head Island, North 
Carolina, he served as a volunteer firefighter and 
as a member of tl1e island government. He climbed 
many of the highest pea.ks in Nortl1 and South 
America. and, in 1990, climbed to within 4,000 
feet of tl1e peak of Mount Everest. 
Hasson is survived by four sons: Christopher 
(Venera.) , Douglas (Anna) , Gregory (Gail) , and 
Stuart (Deirdre) ; and eight grandchildren: Jacob, 
Gabrielle, Luke, Oliver, Madeline, Ai.den, Wyatt, 
and Wa.llis. He was predeceased by his brother, 
Francis Hasson. 
Stephen Marlow Kravette, 1958 
Stephen Marlow Kravette, 76, of Tucson, Arizona, 
died on February 18, 2013. 
Kravette graduated with his B.A. in English. 
While at Trinity. he was a member of Pi Kappa 
Alpha. He also started the Dixieland Jazz Band 
(Summit Street Six) and wrote and produced an 
original musical with several classmates. In the 
years since Trinity, he worked as a professional 
writer, naturopathic doctor, Rei.ki healer, astrolo-
ger, and performing musician. 
Kravette is survived by his wife, Valerie Fuchs 
Kravette; sister ELiyn Kravette; daughter Amanda 
Burgoon; sons Randolph and Sanford Kravette; 
eight grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. 
The Reverend Frank Kincaid Jago, 1960 
The Reverend Frank Kincaid Jago. 76, of 
Lumberton. New Jersey; died on January 8, 2014. 
At Trinity. Jago was a member of Pi Kappa 
Alpha and took part in the band and the bag-
pipes band. Following his graduation, he earned 
his M.Div. from Philadelphia Divinity School 
and his D.Min. from Drew University. After his 
1963 ordination, Jago was vicar and later rector 
of St. Barnabas Episcopal Church in Monmouth 
Junction, New Jersey, and rector of St. Andrew's 
Episcopal Church in M0tlllt Holly; New Jersey He 
retired in 1997 and served as priest- in-charge at 
Trinity Episcopal Church in Delran, New Jersey, 
from 1999 until his death. 
He was president of the Mowlt Holly Rotary 
Club and the Mount Holly Historical Society, 
and he was chaplain of the New Jersey State 
Fireman's Association, the Mount Holly and 
Lumberton fire departments, Burlington County 
Emergency Services, the Burlington County 
Municipal Employees Association , the Kenda.11 
Park Volunteer Fire Company. the Kenda.11 Park 
First Aid Squad, and the South Brunswick and 
Mount Holly police departments. 
Jago is survived by his four children: Frank, Jr. 
(Ruth Ann) ; David (Kimberly) ; Vanessa Meredith 
(Joseph); and Jennifer Kelly (Thomas); grandsons 
Ryan Engle and Andrew Jago; and granddaughters 
Lauren, Amanda, Sophie, and Emma Jago. He was 
predeceased by his wife, Marjorie McCoy. 
James Coates Goodridge, 1963 
James Coates Goodridge, 72, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, died on November 22, 2013. 
Goodridge majored in history at Trinity. where 
he was a member of Delta Phi , the Glee Club, and 
the Political Science Club. He then enlisted in the 
U.S. Navy. He saw combat in the Vietnam War 
and, after his honorable discharge, became a certi -
fied financial analyst. He earned his M. B.A. from 
Columbia Business School. Throughout his career, 
Goodridge worked at Connecticut General Life 
Insurance, U.S. Synfuels, and United Technologies. 
I-le later ran his own financial advisory firm , 
Goodridge Investment Consulting Company. He 
was a member of several boards, including those of 
the Trinity Club of Hartford, The 1892 Club, and 
the Cedar Hill Cemetery and Foundation. 
Goodridge is survived by children Christopher, 
Timothy; and Elisabeth; daughters-in-law Tracy 
and Jena; son- in- law Ben; grandchildren Jonathan, 
Emily, Zachary, Marshall. and Samuel; broth-
ers William, George, and Ed; sister Elizabeth 
Westgard; sisters- in- law Sheryl. Jane, and Betsy 
Rushong; brothers-in- law James Westgard and 
Ben Rushong; and many nieces and nephews. He 
was predeceased by his wife of 45 years, Louise 
"Lucy" Lloyd Goodridge. 
Stephen M. Parks, 1966 
Stephen M. Parks, 69, of Taos, New Mexico, died 
on August 31, 2013. 
Parks studied English at Trinity, where his 
activities included being a member of St. Anthony 
Hall and the Jesters and serving as literary editor 
of the Ivy. During his junior year, he discovered 
a lifelong love of theater when he joined the cast 
of Gilbert & Sullivan's H.M.S. Pinefore. His time at 
Trinity marked the beginning of a long career in the 
arts, including as an art advocate, an actor, and a 
writer. In 1980, he founded ARTlines, the first pub-
lication to offer serious art criticism in northern 
New Mexico. He later moved to New York, where 
he worked as an actor in theater and commercials. 
In 1993, he opened Parks Gallery in Taos, 
adding a second location in Santa Fe in 2001. He 
served as director of the Po'Pay Society, an organi-
zation that promotes Puebloan agriculture, and on 
the board of Working Class Theatre. 
Parks is survived by his wife, Joni Tickel; sons 
Dylan Parks (Liz) and William Grafton Parks; 
siblings Melissa Parks Carothers, Andrew Parks 
(Rosie) , Matthew Parks (Leigh) , and Jonathan 
Parks (Laura) ; granddaughters Lily and Josie; and 
numerous nieces and nephews. 
Gerald Anthony Vastano, 1969 
Gerald Anthony Vastano. 67, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, died on February 2, 2014. 
Vastano followed his 1969 bacl1elor's degree in 
history with a master's degree in eastern religions 
in 1971. His career started at Aetna, and he later 
transitioned to outplacement and career services, 
working for DMB and then Lee Hecht Harri.son. 
It was there that he managed a global project whiJe 
living in Brussels, Belgiun1. 
Vastano is survived by his wife, Linda; son 
Robert; stepson Michael Delaney and life partner 
April McLean; granddaughter Alana Marie 
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Vastano; brother Jeffrey Vastano; sister Donna 
Garms (Brian) ; and brother Robert. He was pre-
deceased by son Jeffrey Vastano. 
David Michael Sadayasu, 1970 
David Michael Sadayasu, 63, of Arlington, Texas. 
died on May 6, 2012. 
Sadayasu earned his B.A. and served in the U.S. 
Army before joining A&A Trading Company in 
New York in 1973. He transferred to Fort Worth in 
1975 and began a career with Tandy Corporation/ 
RadioShack that spanned nearly 40 years. While 
at Trinity. Sadayasu played freshman baseball and 
participated in Spanish Club for four years, serving 
as its president during his senior year. 
Sadayasu is survived by Sue Fudenna and sons 
Keith, Dale, and Paul; Ken and Roger Masuda; 
Ricky and Michael Fukawa; Patti Nishimura; and 
his adopted family; Gary and Cathy Wash and 
children Nikki, Lisa, and Derek. 
Robert Paul Burton, Jr., 1971 
Robert Paul Burton, Jr. , 64, of Jefferson, Ohio, 
died on July 25, 2012. 
At Trinity, Burton served as a reporter for 
The Trinity Tripod, participated in crew, and won 
the Trinity Alumnus Prize in Prose Fiction. He 
also earned an associate's degree from Kent 
State University and a master's degree from the 
University of Maine. He went on to teach English 
at Grand River Academy for several years. He later 
worked for the Star Beacon newspaper in Ashtabula 
County; Ohio, and as a technical writer for RMI. 
He retired in 2on from the Ashtabula County 
Medical Center, where he worked as a physical 
therapy assistant. 
Burton is survived by his wife, Virginia; daugh-
ter Nicole Pekol; son David Kuhn (Brandy); sister 
Sheila Malone; nephew Christopher Malone; and 
granddaughters Ariel, Megan, Lauren, and Emily. 
Stephen W. Larrabee, 1972 
Stephen W Larrabee, 60, of Jericho, Vermont, 
died on April 5, 201 r. 
Following his graduation from Trinity, where 
he was a member of the football , lacrosse, and 
baseball teams, Larrabee went on to a career as a 
cabinetmaker. 
Larrabee is survived by his life partner. Susan 
M. Rickstad, and her four children. 
Carolyn Moskins Kruse, 197 4 
Carolyn Hoskins Kruse, 61, of Bonita Springs, 
Florida, died on October 23, 2013. 
While at Trinity; Kruse was a ~eens Scholar, 
a Dana Scholar, a reporter for The Trinity Tripod, 
and a recipient of the German Award and an 
H.E. Russell Fellowship. Kruse then earned a 
master's degree in organic chemistry from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and went 
on to a career in the pharmaceutical industry. She 
later formed her own company, Kruse Consulting, 
and had clients and colleagues in biotechnology 
and pharmaceutical companies. During her life, 
she resided in England, North Carolina, New 
Jersey, Vermont, Boston, and Florida. 
Kruse is survived by her sister, Katherine 
Anderson (George) ; her brother, Rob Hoskins; 
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and nieces Caroline Birckhead and Emily Payne. 
Amy Brown Boit, 1981 
Amy Brown Boit, 51, of Wellesley, Massachusetts, 
died on October 12, 201r. 
At Trinity; Boit earned a bachelor's degree 
with honors in religion. She spent many years 
in the magazine industry; most notably with Tnc. 
magazine. She recently worked in the develop-
ment office at Fessenden School in Newton, 
Massachusetts. Boit was active in many charities, 
including the Wellesley Food Bank. 
Boit is survived by her husband, Christopher; 
sons Andrew and Timothy; sister Elise Sillers; 
brother Jacob Brown TI I; parents Jacob, Jr. and 
Dianne Brown; and many nieces and nephews. 
Margaret Mammond Lintelmann, IDP 1987 
Margaret Hammond Lintelmann, 95, of 
Newington, Connecticut, died on December 25, 
2011. 
Lintelmann attended Oberlin College and, 
in 1938, graduated from the Hartford Hospital 
School of Nursing. In 1982, she arrived at Trinity 
determined to complete her bachelor's degree in 
classics, which she did in 1987 During her career, 
Lintelmann served as a nurse at Vassar Brothers 
Hospital, Hartford Hospital, and Newington 
Children's Hospital. 
Lintelmann is survived by a son, daughter, and 
two grandsons. She was predeceased by her hus-
band, Leslie W Lintelrnann, in 1981. 
Laura Tyburski McWhorter, 1992 
Laura Tyburski McWhorter, 43, of Bridgewater, 
New Jersey; died on November 22, 2013. 
McWhorter graduated Phi Beta Kappa from 
Trinity with a degree in psychobiology. During 
her time at the College, McWhorter volunteered 
with Habitat for Humanity and at local soup 
kitchens. She also was a member of the Biology 
Club and an Upward Bound tutor. She went on 
to earn a master's degree in public health from 
the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New 
Jersey. She was a senior research scientist for 
Novartis Pharmaceuticals. 
McWhorter is survived by her husband of 19 
years, Bruce A. McWhorter, Jr.; parents Joseph 
and Carol Tyburski; brother Stephen Tyburski 
(Izbella); father-in-law Bruce A. McWhorter, Sr.; 
and mother-in-law Donna McWhorter. 
Corey Alexis Lynch, 2002 
Corey Alexis Lynch, 33, of Washington. D.C., died 
on April 16, 2013-
Lynch graduated with a degree in econom-
ics and political science. While at Trinity; he was 
a member of lmani, the Black Student Union; 
the Men of Color Alliance; and the Caribbean 
Students' Association. Until his passing, Lynch 
worked as a probation counselor in Fairfax County, 
Virginia. 
Lynch is survived by his mother, Terry Freeman 
Lynch; father Milton A. Lynch; brothers Shaun 
and Troi Lynch; grandparents Earlyn A. Cruse and 
Terence and Virginia Freeman; aunts Erna Lynch, 
Sandra Hart, Roslyn Frett, Joanne Christopher, 
Celeste Potter, and Debra David; uncles John 
Lynch, Wayne Freeman, Gregory Cruse, Sr., 
Antonio Christopher, Sr., Michael Todman, Sr., 
and Terence Freeman, Jr. ; and cousins Carol 
Todman and Nanyamka Frett. 
Conor Patric Gregory, 2010 
Conor Patric Gregory, 25, of Kirkland. Washington, 
died on November 29, 2013-
Gregory was a member of Alpha Chi Rho 
and graduated with high honors with a degree in 
English. Following his graduation, Gregory and his 
girlfriend backpacked tluough Europe, an experi-
ence that gave him great perspective and appre-
ciation for classic Ii terature and poetry When 
he returned, he settled on Nantucket, where he 
immersed himself in literature and the island's rich 
whaling history while he prepared for law school. 
In August of 2012, Gregory moved back to 
Seattle to attend Seattle University School of Law. 
He served as a staff member of the Seattle journal ef 
Socia/justice. He also worked as a summer intern in 
the office of Washington's Attorney General. 
Gregory is survived by his father, Gene 
Gregory; his mother, Wendy Gregory; his brother, 
E.J. Gregory; the love of his life, Jillian Fraker; and 
his dog, Hana. 
MASTER'S 
Marold L. Berger, M.A. 1954 
Harold L. Berger, 89, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, died on October 8, 2013-
A Hartford native, Berger was drafted into 
the U.S. Army at 19 years old, shortly after his 
graduation from Weaver High School. After his 
radio specialist training at Harvard. he served in 
the European theater for the duration of World 
War II. He received his B.A. from the University 
of Connecticut, his M.A. in English from Trinity, 
and his Ph.D. from the University of Tennessee. 
He was a professor of English at the University of 
Connecticut until his retirement in r986. 
Berger's book, Science Fiction and the New Dark Age, 
prophesizing the dark side of today's pop culture, 
was published in 1976. He was an active liberal 
committed to social justice issues throughout his 
life. 
Berger is survived by his wife of 60 years. 
Cheryl; his daughter, Jane Cristantiello (John); 
grandchildren Ross and Lucy Cristantiello; nieces 
Leslie Lindenauer and Thea Lloyd; and sister- in-
law Jinx Lindenauer. 
Carol Fleischer Boswell, M.A. 1959 
Carol Fleischer Boswell, 89, of Bedford, 
Massachusetts, died on April 26, 2013. 
Boswell followed her bachelor's degree from 
Skidmore College with a master's in education 
from Trinity. She spent 26 years as a teacher of 
history and social studies at Northampton High 
School in Northampton, Massachusetts. 
Boswell worked with literacy programs and 
senior citizens. taking on leadership roles in the 
League of Women Voters. She was a found -
ing member of the Greenville, South Carolina, 
Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship. 
Boswell is survived by daughters Lucy Siegel 
and Marianne Boswell and grandsons David 
Siegel, Joshua Siegel, and Samuel Boswell. She was 
predeceased by her husband, Werner L. Boswell, 
in 1975. 
Grace L. Carbone, M.A. 1960 
Grace L. Carbone, 86, of Gardner, Massachusetts, 
died on September 5, 2011. 
In addition to her master's degree from Trinity, 
Carbone earned a bachelor's degree from Boston 
University and an aqvanced aegree from the 
University of Connecticut. She began her teach-
ing career at Cushing Academy in Ashburnham, 
Massachusetts, and then continued to Connecticut, 
where she chaired the Business Department at 
Rockville High School. She was a member of the 
Ladies of Columbus, the Vernon League of Women 
Voters , and the Gardner Women's Club. She was 
also active in the Vernon Teachers Association and 
the Cormecticut Teachers Association. 
Carbone is survived by her sister, Doris 
orskey (Alexander) . four nieces, and seven great-
nieces and great-nephews. 
Charlotte P. l-lickcox, M.A. 1965 
Charlotte P. Hickcox, 90, of Wallingford, 
Connecticut, died on October 5, 2013. 
A native of Watertown, Connecticut, Hickcox 
graduated from Middlebury College in 1944 with 
a B.A. in math. ln 1950, she started working as the 
assistant to the secretary of the American Board 
of Anesthesiology in Hartford, a position she held 
for 30 years. She earned her M.A. in philosophy 
from Trinity 
Hickcox was a 50-year member of the First 
Church of Christ in Wethersfield, Connecticut; 
a member of the Wethersfield Republican Town 
Committee; and a former trustee of Middlebury 
College. 
Hickcox is survived by her sister, Mary Hickcox 
Lecko, and many nieces and nephews. She was 
predeceased by five brothers: Howard Hickcox, 
Charles Hickcox, Curtiss Hickcox, M.D., Arthur 
Hickcox, and Frank Bronson Hickcox, Jr. , and a 
sister, Mabelle Hickcox Camp. 
Margaret Merkley Withey, M.A. 1969 
Margaret Merkley Withey, 84, of Canton, 
Connecticut, died on November 11 , 2013-
A.fter graduating from Russell Sage College 
in Troy; New York, her first job was as the edj -
tor of the General Electric employee newspaper 
in Plainville, Connecticut, followed by a position 
with The Hariford Courant. After she was married 
and raised her three children, she earned her 
master's degree in EngLlsh from Trinity. She was a 
dedicated educator, teaching English and creative 
writing at Canton High School for more than 20 
years. She retired in 1982 to help write a series of 
textbooks on grammar and composition. 
Commfrted to higher education, Withey then 
attended the University of Connecticut School 
of Law. In 1990, she graduated with her J.D. 
and was admitted to the Connecticut Bar. She 
later worked for the Connecticut Commission on 
Human Rights and Opportw1ities. She also spent 
time working with Canton Benefit Productions, 
the University of Hartford Community Chorus, 
and the Canton Historical Society. 
Withey is survived by her three children and 
their spouses: Bruce Withey (Steven Cohen) , 
Jeffrey Withey (Mary Boss), and Ann Withey 
(Robert Miller) ; and her grandchi.ldren: Benjamin 
Withey (Sa.rm Finney) , Delia Withey, Molly 
Miller, Phoebe Miller, Jeremy Cohen, Aaron 
Cohen, and Elizabeth Cohen. She was predeceased 
by her husband, Lawrence Withey. 
Joan Tilton Kenney, M.A. 1970 
Joan Tilton Kenney, 86, of Bloomfield, 
Connecticut, died on December 13, 2013-
Kenney received her B.A. from Vassar College 
with a joint degree in English and economics. After 
college, she spent a year worki11g in the botany lab 
at Oxford University. She received her master's in 
English from Trinity. She taught junior high school 
in Cheshire, Connecticut, for three years and 
served as the Avon and Canton correspondent for 
The Hariford Courant and the Farmington Valley Herald. 
She was also an adjunct faculty member in the 
English department at the University of Hartford. 
Kenney was a founder of the Canton League 
of Women Voters and was recognized by the 
Wadsworth Athenewn as "docent emeritus" after 
20 years of service. 
Kenney is survived by her five daughters: 
Elizabeth Tilton Kenney and her former husband 
William Fisher, Ann Foster Kenney (John Elstad), 
Rebecca Jarvis Kenney (Lars Travers) , Ellen van 
Riper Kenney (Ala'adeen Shawa) , and Catherine 
Taft Kenney (Michael Vogel) ; nine grandchil -
dren; two great-grandchildren; and nephew John 
Garrett Tilton (Alla) and family. She was pre-
deceased by her brother, George Ogilvie Jarvis 
Tilton. 
Jeremy Nicholas Welchman, M.A. 1971 
Jeremy Nicholas Welchman, 74, of Waterford, 
Connecticut, died on June 28, 2012. 
Welchman earned his bachelor's degree at 
Tufts and later added a master's degree in clas-
sics from Trinjty and a master's in library science 
from the University of Rhode Island. In 1973. 
Welchman, born in England, became a naturalized 
U.S. citizen. 
For 12 years , Welchman taught English and 
Latin at Windsor Mountrun and Pomfret schools. 
He then spent 27 years as a university librarian at 
Eastern Connecticut State University 
During his retirement, Welchman served as 
a docent for the Lyman Allen MuseW11 in New 
London, Connecticut; was a Big Brother; and was 
a patient ombudsman and volW1teer at Bridebrook 
Health & Rehabilitation Center. 
Welchman is survived by his wife of 53 years, 
Linda (Van Demark) Welchman; children Jmnifer 
Welchman Smith and Geoffrey Welchman; grand-
children Andrew and Ellen Smith and Rhys 
Welcllman; and sisters RosamW1d Welchman and 
Susanna Griffiths. 
Betty Meller Rosania, M.A. 1972 
Betty Heller Rosania, 82, of Wethersfield, 
Connecticut, died on January 17, 2014. 
Rosania graduated from the University of 
Connecticut with a B.A. in political science. 
After serving as assistant to the town manager 
in Wethersfield, Connecticut, Rosania ran for 
Wethersfield's town council in 1989 and was then 
chosen by her colleagues to be Wethersfield's first-
ever female RepubLlcan mayor. She also served 
as the director of personnel for the town of 
Manchester, Connecticut. 
Rosa.nia is survived by her brother, Charles 
Heller; her children, David (Pam) , Chloe (Bruce 
Carlson) , and John (Lisa) ; and IO grandchil-
dren: Paul, Amy; Peter, Daniel, James, and David 
Rosania, and Alexandra, Elizabeth, Andrew, and 
Sam Carlson. She was predeceased by her husband 
of 59 years, Edward. 
Lynne 0. Burfeind, M.A. 1982 
Lynne 0. Burfeind, 71, of Hartford, Connecticut, 
died on November 8, 2013-
Burfeind earned a bachelor's degree in music 
education from West Virginia Wesleyan College 
and received her master's in education at Trinity. 
She taught music in Southington, Connecticut, 
for three years before the birth of her children, 
when she shifted her focus to parenthood and 
voluntarism. She was active with the League of 
Women Voters, which she eventually served as 
president, and was on the board of the Hartford 
Public Library and the Capitol Region Library 
Council. In the mid-197os, she began a second 
career in the Career Education Department of 
the West Hartford Public Schools, from which she 
retired in 200 l. 
Burfeind is survived by sons Paul (Jodi) and 
Matthew (Jennifer); grandsons Harlen, Samuel, 
and Joshua; sister Leslie Oliver; and seven nieces 
and nephews and their familjes. She was prede-
ceased by her husband, Alfred. 
NONGRADUATES 
William John Scott Ill, 1939 
William John Scott III, 96, of Mclean, Virginia, 
died on March 22, 2013-
After one year at Trinity. Scott was appointed 
to the U.S. Naval Academy and later earned an 
M.B.A. from The George Washington University. 
Upon his graduation from the Academy in 1940, 
Scott reported to the U.S.S. Wasp, on which he 
served W1W shortly before it was sunk in 1942. 
In 1943, he arrived in Philadelphia for the pre-
commissioning of the U.S.S. Monterey, where 
future President Gerald Ford served as officer of 
the deck. 
During his military career, Scott served on 
several ships, at the Pentagon, and in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. After his retirement from the Navy in 1962, 
Scott pursued a career as a commW1ications engi-
neer with ITT, CSC, and Raytheon. 
Scott is survived by children Mary Monica 
Scott, Cecilia Anne Scott, and William John Scott; 
granddaughters Jennifer Morgan Mishkin and 
Michaela Lenore Mishkin; grandson Harrison 
Scott Mishkin; and several nieces and nephews. 
In addition to his wife, Thelma, Scott was pre-
deceased by his brothers, Spen and Jim, and his 
sister, Phyllis. 
Evans Kirkby, 1941 
Evans Kirkby, 93, of Minneapolis, Miru1esota, died 
on March 24, 2013-
Kirkby was a member of Delta Phi at Trinity. 
He went on to serve as an Afr Force navigator in 
World War I I. He spent 33 years as a reporter for 
the Milwaukeejournal. 
Kirky is survived by children Martha 
Bochte (Terry) , Kent (DuAnne) , Gerald, and 
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Marguerite; grandchildren Steve (Dez) , Alex, 
Mike (Alexandra), Dave (Amber), and Sean; seven 
nieces and nephews; and sister- in-law Marguerite 
Evans. He was predeceased by his wife, Mary 
Govin Kirkby. 
Edwin G. Brainerd, 1942 
Edwin G. Brainerd, 94, of Palm City. Florida, died 
on November 25, 2013. 
After Trinity. where Brainerd was a member 
of Sigma Nu, he received his D. M.D. degree from 
Tufts University College of Dentistry. During 
World War II , he was a captain in the U.S. 
Army and was a dentist attached to "Merrill's 
Marauders" in Burma. Following his honorable 
discharge, Brainerd established a dental practice 
in Willimantic, Connecticut, and served his com-
munity for 42 years. 
Brainerd is survived by his wife of 70 years, 
Marjorie; sons Dr. Edwin G. Brainerd, Jr. (Sally) 
and Jeffrey Brainerd; four grandchildren; and four 
great-grandchildren. He was predeceased by a son, 
Richard Brainerd. 
Leslie Parker Mitchell, 1945 
Leslie Parker Mitchell, 88, of Pittsford, New York, 
died on August 9, 2012. 
MitcheU was a veteran of World War I I and 
the Korean War. Following his time at Trinity, he 
attended Yale University, where he earned bache-
lor 's and master's degrees in engineering. He went 
on to a career at Eastman Kodak, where he was a 
project manager in research and engineering and 
in government systems until his 1986 retirement. 
Documents declassified the year before his 
death showed the role that Kodak played in top-
secret spy satellite programs during the Cold War. 
Mitchell was the project manager for the Gambit 
project and was said to be thrilled to finally tell his 
family about his service to his country. In 1985, he 
was honored with the CIA's Space Pioneer award. 
Mitchell is survived by daughters Dianne 
O 'Neill (Jamey) , Laurie Garbarino (John) , and 
Patrice Mitchell (Edward Doherty); grandchil -
dren Miggs and Jamey O'Neill , Leslie and Chase 
Garbarino, and Laine Doherty; sister- in-law Laura 
Farley-Marino (Gene); and nieces and nephews. 
He was predeceased by his wife of 58 years, Lillian, 
and his brother, Paul. 
George W. Reynolds, 1949 
George W Reynolds, 90, of St. Petersbttrg, Florida, 
died on February 17, 2012. 
Following his time at Trinity, where he ran 
track and was a McCook Scholarship recipient, 
Reynolds spent 50 years as a self-employed archi -
tect. He served on the board of Keswick Christian 
School in St. Petersburg. 
Reynolds is survived by his wife of 69 years, 
Virginia; son John Reynolds; seven grandchildren; 
and seven great-grandchildren. He was prede-
ceased by two children, Carol and Craig. 
William Vincent Gorman, 1950 
William Vincent Gorman, 92, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, died on October 29, 2013. 
After Trinity, Gorman went on to earn a bach-
elor's degree from the University of Connecticut. 
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He served in the U.S. Army Air Corps during 
World War IT and was stationed in London. He 
later traveled throughout New England selling 
insurance and as a sales representative for Allied 
Cash Register and later All Cash Register. 
Gorman is survived by nieces Wendy Furniss, 
Catherine Hagstrom, and Jacqueline Wilson ; 
grandnieces Meg Furniss-Weisberg and Erin 
Stewart; and special friend Donald Picard. 
Robert Ray Eckert, V-12 
Robert Ray Eckert, 93, of Stuart, Florida, died on 
January 16, 2014. 
Eckert spent one year at Trinity before graduat-
ing from Yale University in 1946. In the Navy, he 
served as an ensign during World War II. His was 
an executive with several newspapers, including 
time as publisher of The Hartford Times. FoUowing 
his retirement, Eckert returned to his lifetime pas-
sion of theater, becoming an associate producer 
of The Summer '!f'42 off Broadway. He invested in 
several Broadway productions, including the Tony 
Award-winning Memphis. He supported StarStruck 
Theater in Stuart, Florida, and the Endicott 
Performing Arts Center in Endicott, New York. 
Eckert is survived by his children: Kathleen 
Brown (Gary), John Eckert (Carolyn), and David 
Eckert (Julie Feidner) ; grandchildren Kendra 
Eckert (Clint Hogan) , Kirin Eckert, Andrew 
White, Edward Brown, Christopher Brown, 
Robert E. Eckert, and Geoffrey Eckert; great-
grandson Brennan Michael White, and longtime 
friend Joan Zayac. He was predeceased by his wife 
of 49 years, Geane Martin Eckert. 
HONORARY DOCTORATES 
Wilson Wilde, Mon. 1992 
Wilson Wilde, 86, of East Boothbay, Maine, died 
on November 25, 2013-
Wilde attended Williams College and 
Swarthn10re College. He received an honorary 
doctor of humane letters degree from Trinity in 
1992 and, in 1984, an honorary doctor of science 
degree from the University of Hartford. He was 
a veteran of the U.S. Navy, serving at the end of 
World War I I and during the Korean War. 
Wilde was CEO of the Hartford Steam Boiler 
Group for 23 years. In 1990, Financial World maga-
zine named him the insurance industry's "CEO of 
the Decade." 
He devoted much of his life to community ser-
vice initiatives and organizations, including serv-
ing as board chair of the Connecticut Historical 
Society, the Florence Griswold Museum, and the 
Old State House Association. He also served 
on the board of his alma mater, Loomis Chaffee 
School in Windsor, Connecticut. 
Wilson Wilde is survived by his wife, Joan; 
children David, Elisabeth, and Richard; and grand-
children Tucker Wilde, Skyler Wilde, Eben Wilde, 
Kyle Johnson, Ryan Wilde, Tyler Wilde. and 
Christopher Johnson. He was predeceased by his 
eldest son, Stephen Wilde. 
Bishop Thomas Lanier Moyt, Jr., Mon. 1993 
Bishop Thomas Lanier Hoyt.Jr., 72, of Washington, 
D.C., died on October 27, 2013-
Hoyt earned his bachelor's degree from 
Lane College and advanced degrees from the 
Phillips School of Theology, Interdenominational 
Theology Center; Union Theological eminary: 
and Duke University. He was awarded an honor-
ary doctor of divinity degree from Trinity in 1993-
As a New Testament scholar, Hoyt served as a 
professor at the Interdenominational Theological 
Center, the Howard University School of Religion, 
and the Hartford Seminary, where he was also 
director of the Black Ministries Certificate 
Program. In addition to serving several CME 
churches in North Carolina and New York, Hoyt 
was presidentofthe National Council of Churches. 
He was a lifetime member of the NAACP and a 
member of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. 
Hoyt is survived by his wife of 49 years, Ocie 
Harriet; children Doria and Thomas 111; grand-
child Ayanna; sister Evclena Rucker; brothers- in-
law Cottrtland Van Oden and Aaron Favors; sister-
in-law Emile Oden Corzo; aw1t Ida Moore; special 
niece Annie Doris Hall; and special nephews Ned 
Hardin and Steven Hoyt. 
Anne Braden, Mon. 1994 
Anne Braden, 81, of Louisville, Kentucky, died on 
March 6, 2006. 
Braden was a journalist and civil rights activist 
who, along with her husband, Carl, was charged by 
the state of Kentucky with sedition after purchas-
ing a house in a white neighborhood on behalf of 
an African American family. 
Braden devoted her life to the civil rights 
movement and became one of An1erica's foremost 
white anti - racism advocates. In 1990, she became 
the first recipient of the American Civil Liberties 
Union's Roger Baldwin Medal of Liberty. She 
recently taught civil rights history at the University 
of Louisville and at Northern Kentucky University. 
In 1994, she was awarded an honorary doctor of 
humane letters degree from Trinity in recogni -
tion of her lifetime contributions to civil liberties. 
Braden is survived by a son , James, and a daughter, 
Elizabeth. She was predeceased by her husband 
and a daughter, Anita. 
Luis A. Ferre, Mon. 1997 
Luis A. Ferre, 99, of an Juan, Puerto Rico, died on 
October 21 , 2003-
Ferre earned his bachelor's and master 's degrees 
in engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He also studied at the New England 
Conservatory of Music. He received an honorary 
doctor oflaws degree from Trinity. 
The New York Times called Ferre "a dominant 
force in the politics, economy, and culture of 
Puerto Rico." He was a dedicated proponent of 
Puerto Rican statehood and spent one rerm as the 
commonwealth's governor. In that role, he named 
the first woman to a governor's cabinet. Ferre went 
on to serve as president of the Puerto Rico enate 
from 1977 to 1980. 
Ferre was survived by his wife, Tiody de 
Jes(1s; his son, Antonio; and his daughter, novelist 
Rosario Ferre. He was predeceased by his first wife, 
Lorencita Ramirez de Arellano. 
DEATH NOTICES 
Paul Cabin Mezer. NG 1946 
Francis Morgan Palmer, Jr., G 1960 
John Hardin Craig. NG 1971 
Bradley Phillip Fields, B.A. 1974 
'i&Ofh and Cifaughtiitt 8t$4 'In 
athleties: Patti on the first women's tennis team 
and Katie rowing crew. Both studied abroad: Patti 
in Madrid and Katie in Florence. With her degrees 
in history, Patti went on to an accomplished career 
in secondary education, teaching history, civics, 
psychology, and Spanish. She now works at the 
Noah Webster House in West Hartford and is 
associate producer of a documentary being made 
about a World War II veteran. "Trinity was a great 
launching pad," she says. "We learned there was 
no ceiling for what women can do." 
Katie, who works in operations and human 
resources at Le Bernardin Restaurant in New York, 
majored in English with a public policy and law 
minor. She appreciates having had the opportunity 
to edit the Trinity Women's Center newsletter and 
credits the Trinity network with helping her land her 
first few jobs after graduation. 
"Like my mom, I had a special experience at 
Trinity," says Katie. "It's a great place to get started 
on a path in life." 
Patti Mantell-Broad '73, M'BO, P'06 and Katie Broad '06 
are volunteers with the Long Walk Societies Committee. 
Patti also is class agent for the Class of 1973. 
The philanthropy of Long Walk Societies members supports every aspect of academic 
and student life at Trinity College. Please join us! 
Contact: Noelle Marchaj M'13, Senior Associate Director, Long Walk Societies, 
(860) 297-2363 or noelle.marchaj@trincoll.edu 
The President's Circle 
$100,000 or more 
Tire S11111111it Society 
$50.000 - $99,999 
Northam Towers Circle 
$25 ,000 - $49,999 
Seab11ry Fellows 
$10,000 - $24,999 
Jarvis Associates 
$5,000 - $9,999 
Young alumni classes tlrro11gh the 10th Re1111io11 are included in the Downes Society 
with a gift of $100 multiplied by the number of years since graduation. 
Consider the convenient option of monthly payments (available on Trinity's online giving site). 
Visit www.trincoll.edu/ givingtotrinity/ LongWalkSoc. 
Down.es Society 
$2,000 - $4,999 

Career Exploration Treks 
Trinity students leave Christie's in New York City after an 
informative session facilitated by the College's Career 
Development Center. The program, held February 27 
during Trinity Days, was part of the center's Trinity Days 
Career Exploration Treks, designed to give students a 
view of various industries through meetings with 
alumni and parents of current students. Christie's was 
just one of several sites visited by the Trinity students. 
For more photos and information 
about the trip, please visit 
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter. 
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P'l 1, '13, John S. Gates, Jr. '76, P' l3, H . Susannah Heschel '73, Jeffrey 
E. Kelter '76, P'16, Philip S. Khoury '71, Michael J. Kluger '78, P'13, 
Alexander H. Levi '67, Kevin J. Maloney '79, William K. Marimow '69, 
Paul E. Raether '68, P'93, '96, '01, William C. Richardson '62, H'03, 
Edward C. Rorer '65, P'91, Thomas R. Savage '72, Luther L. Terry, 
Jr. '67, Cornelia Parsons Thornburgh '80, Timothy J. Walsh '85, P'l5, 
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P'97, Edward A. Montgomery, Jr. '56, P'89, '91, Borden W. Painter, Jr. 
'58, H'95, Douglas T. Tansill '61, P'91, '96 
NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Victoria S. Aronow '82, P'10, Todd C. Beati '83, P'l 7, Robin Halpern 
Cavanaugh '91, Maria Pedemonti Clifford '88, Diane DePatie Consoli 
'88, H. William Cyphers IV '09,John S. Dalsheim '87,Virginia Dunklee 
Duke '78, P'12, '14, Peter W. Espy '00, Juelich Ambrose Ewald '80, 
P'l l, '15, Michael S. Gilman '76, P'OS, Ann Carroll Harris '71, P'98, 
'01, Hayden P. Howell '06, William S. Jenkins '03, Miyuki Kaneko 
'85, Samuel D. Kassow '66, Faculty Representative, Douglas Kim '87, 
Charles R. Klotz '64, P'92, Justin S. Maccarone, Jr. '81, Douglas M. 
Macdonald '89, Tanya Clark Marston '00, Christopher McCrudden 
'68, Mary Elizabeth Miller !DP '00, M'03, Gary A. Morgans '75, Alexis 
Brashich Morledge '90, Paul H. Mounds, Jr. '07,AsWey Gilmor Myles 
'95, Barlow L. Peelle '79, Michael J. Petrucelli '90, Nathaniel S. Prentice 
'69, P'lO,Jon A. Reynolds '59, Charles C. Russo '02, Willis G. Ryckman 
IV '91, Vincent R. Stempien '61, P'93, Jamie Tracey Szal '06, Charles 
Wallace I! '92, BlackAlumni Organization President,Jean M.Walshe '83, 
President, Cynthia Mohr Wolcott '77, P'lS,Joy K. Wright '95, Bryant S. 
Zanko '87, P' 17 
BOARD OF FELLOWS 
Carter P. Agar '95, AsWey R. Altschuler '94, Eduardo N.T. Andrade '91, 
Jennifer L. Blum '88,John B. Braskamp '81, Sarah R. Brown '91, Stepha-
nie Borynack Clark '96, David J. Congdon '82, Jonathan W. Cox '89, 
James W Cuminale '75, P'09, Ted D. Duff lIJ '92, Peter D. Edwards '78, 
Steven A. Elmendorf '82, Pamela Hickory Esterson '90,Julian Darnelle 
Evans '92, Kathryn Finck Gardner '84, Michael Gary '86, Trina A. Gary 
'86, Paul L. Gossling '74, P'10, Philip W. Grabfield '81, G. Schuyler Ha-
vens '95,Allyn Magrino Holmberg '89, Christina M. Hribar '06, Steven 
M. Kayman '77, Patricia Mairs Klestadt '80, P'09, '11, PeterW. Klestadt 
P'09, '11, Ling S. Kwok '94,Joshua B. Lahey '95,Angelo P. Lopresti '85, 
Robert A. Moran '85, Lloyd A. Nemerever '93, Peter J. Nolan '81, P' l 1, 
'14, E. Career Wurts Norton '79, P'09, '14, Deborah Packer '76, Matthew 
R. Quigley '77, P'l 1, Caroline C. Rafferty '03, Nicholas K. Rafferty 
'03, Jorge Eduardo Rodriguez '91, Faraj Saghri '81, Peter D. Scala 'OS, 
Eric]. Scheyer '87, David L. Schnadig '86, Paul S. Sperry '80,Andrew S. 
Terhune '78,JoyTomlinson '79, P'l3, Kathryn George Tyree '86,John A. 
Vissicchio '83, David W. Wagner '84, P'l 4, '16, Tony R. Whittemore '90, 
Jennifer Moran Williams-Bulkeley '91, Craig C. Woerz '93 
Hdiday Party 
Tri+Uty dub oj New Y(!Yk City 
-0~12, 2013 
For a full list of alumni events and programs 
in your area, please visit www.trincoll.edu/ 
alumni weekly for new events and details 
- and to check out who else is coming! 
Tltattk1rm 
... to (JUf" Hor-tr! 
Stephanie Borynack Clark '96 
Laura and Terry Hunt P'l 3, P' l 7 
Lisa Marinello Jones '84, P' l 5 
Eleanor Wenner Kerr '81 , P' l 3 
Heid i M. Greene '78, P' l 3 
and Michael Kluger '78, P'l 3 
Tony Schaeffer '78 
Jane Dwight '80 and Jeff Seibert '79 
Elizabeth Thrasher-Broidy '80 
Jennifer Moran Williams-Bulkeley '91 
... al1.d, to (JUf" Trek Hor-tr! 
Michael Burke '00 
Michael Countryman '80 
Franca DeRosa '85 
Josh Gruss '96 
Jennifer Kaplan Hall '91 
Peter Hay Halpert '80 
Miguel Hennessey P'l 5 
Alison Lemire '09 
Nicole Lustig '12 
Jose Maldonado '10 
Matt Marra '95 
Bob Meredith '87 
Edward Mullarkey '67 
Tom Regan '87 
Tom Ritter P'O l 
David Rooney '03 
Bill Ryckman '91 
John Simons '83 
Melissa Farley Tyler '87 
David Zagaja '87 
If you would like to volunteer with your local area club or 
host an event, please e-mail us at alumni-officeca1trincoll.edu. 
We'd Jove to hear from you! 
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Gabe Rotman '06 
Ben St . b and 
ein erg 'O co-presid 6, 
. enrs of th 
Trinity Club f e o NYC 
Emma Wilson '13, Malcolm 
Evans '13, Emma Belluomo 
'13, Gracie Phillips '13, and 
Meredith Fulbright '13 
Frozet Fe11MJtJ.f 
Bm01t 
-}a+ulMJ ~ 2014 
Brian Durkin '87, Frank Newark '87, and Peter Worthing '87 
...... ,.. .......... to.., ....... Net, .... ....__llltyt .., ,_...,.. ..... ,..to vlrtullllr 
...-otwltll .............. ... 
......... ... ...........,. find out whllt'a ................ ,..... ................. .... ....... 
£~~The Barl1M F~ 
p~ 
-)MUUtrJ 30, 2014 
Pr&rUientS-R~ 
fMt. Fra,;u,Ueb 
-Marclt 12, 2014 
Lisa Faulkner 
Geoffrey Faulkner ·02' 
and Jared Hoffman ·oi 
Rebecca Williams '12, Andy Williams '76, P'04, '12, an 
Kate Williams '04 
Front row: Barbara Frazier 
P'82, '84, GP'09, '15, Terry 
Frazier '57, P'82, '84, GP '09, 
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SAVE THE DATE! 
Nantucket 
Saturday, July 19 
Hosted by Peter Espy '00 
Watch Hill 
Friday, July 25 
Hosted by W. Whitney George '80 
and Meredith George P'B, P'lS 
Bridgehampton 
Saturday, August 9 
Hosted by Liz Elting '87 
and Michael Burlant 
STAY TUNED FOR DATES 
IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS 
Cape Cod 
Martha's Vineyard 
d • I ••• an a city near you. 
For more information, 
please visit trincoll.edu/Alumni. 
from the president 
I think for those of us born "with chalk dust on the sleeves of our soul," in John Updike's memorable turn-of-phrase, 
taking leave of one's school is a difficult thing to contemplate. 
The first time I ever experienced such an emotional moment 
in my life was when my kid brother Jeff literally had to pull 
me out of the Capitol View Elementary School in 1959, 
55 years ago, when we were leaving there to go to Georgia 
Military Academy, where he and I were to spend our 
formative years. We wandered up and down the empty halls, 
peering into the classrooms and the library, while Forrest the 
janitor mopped the floors after all the children had left school 
at the end of the year. I wanted to freeze everything in my 
mind: the teachers finishing cleaning out their classrooms, 
those de1ni-gods who seemed to encapsulate all wisdom and 
knowledge to my young mind, the smell of the books in the 
library I had so come to love, the playing fields that had once 
been the sites of us children at play. And nothing has ever 
changed for me all these decades, all of which have now swept 
by me, disappearing, as only Villon perhaps could have phrased 
it, along with the "snows of yesteryear" into the past of my life. 
I felt the same sense of profound personal loss when years later 
it came time for me to leave the campus of Georgia Military 
Academy as I made my way to the grounds of the University 
ofVirginia, from there to Emory, from there to the Sorbonne 
and then to Columbia, and then to Washington University, to 
SMU, to Kalamazoo, and finally to end my career at Trinity, 
where my office overlooks Burges's stunning Long Walk 
buildings and Frohman's magisterial Chapel. 
Schools are sanctuaries where transformations take place: 
hallowed sites where teachers impart their wisdom to those 
who are forever young, where relationships that last a lifetime 
are forged. When I close my office doors for the last time 
on June 30, I shall walk over to the Chapel alone and try to 
freeze all my memories of our decade at Trinity: all those 
faculty and staff members who have been my colleagues here, 
all those students whose faces I shall always hold deep inside, 
their voices and their messages of one kind or the other, the 
treks to Everest and Annapurna, to the top of Kala Patthar, the 
highest trekking peak in the world, to the barren wastes of 
Tibet, to the summit of Kilimanjaro, across the glaciers to the 
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top of the volcano in Iceland, all those days and nights with 
the Trinity students on Quest in Killarney Provincial Park in 
Ontario and then on the Appalachian Trail, all those Monday 
afternoons spent with my seminar students in the Goodwin 
Lounge on campus, all those greetings along the Long Walk, 
all those lunches in Mather, all those musicals in Austin Arts 
Center and in our living room, all those athletic contests on 
our playing fields, all those visits with alumni and parents 
around the world. 
Our years at Trinity have been filled with wonderful 
achievements by our faculty and students, buildings restored 
and quads refashioned, books and articles published, students 
being named in record numbers as Fulbrights and Goldwaters, 
generosity beyond measure from our benefactors, stunning 
leadership by our Trustees and Fellows, Parent Directors, 
and members of the National Alumni Association Executive 
Conunittee. We have tried to meet our challenges with 
honesty and integrity, and the College is now poised for a 
new chapter in its long history, with Cornie Thornburgh 
'80, the first woman to chair our Board ofTrustees, and 
with Joanne Berger-Sweeney, a distinguished scientist, as the 
first woman and the first African American to be appointed 
President of the College. No one could be more proud of this 
appointment than I, for every President always hopes to leave 
one's College in the hands of an able, devoted successor. 
John Donne's "A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning" 
has filled my consciousness time and again as I have 
contemplated taking my final leave of our College, especially 
the inunortal line that describes that mourning that 
accompanies one's taking final leave of a treasured place 
as being the "profanation of our joys." I shall always be 
grateful to Paul E. Raether '68, P'93, '96, '01, the longest 
serving Chair of the Board in Trinity's history, for his 
support, unbridled generosity, and utter dedication to his 
beloved alma mater, as I shall always be grateful to the faculty 
and staff who have been so supportive and kind to Jan and me 
all these years. But most especially, I shall always treasure those 
students whose paths we have crossed in this place. 
Ten short years ago this October, which seems to me 
now only as far back as la t week or so, on the morning of 
my inauguration as your President here at Trinity, our house 
on campus was filled with family and friends from across the 
country. I wanted to freeze, somehow, the sounds of all those 
beloved voices in my mind. Amidst all the happy voices of 
those whom I so cherish, our oldest child Jennifer asked if 
she, her two brothers, and Jan could speak to me privately 
for a moment in my study. She closed the door, and then she 
gave me a present from the four most treasured people in 
my life; it was carefully wrapped. I knew it was a book, but I 
had no idea it was this book, a first edition of James Hilton's 
1934 masterpiece Goodbye, Mr. Chips. To others, the book 
might just be a novel, a famous one that was turned 
into an award-winning movie later in the decade, but to 
me the novel has always been an articulation of a key to 
a magic kingdom, the magic kingdom of school. I was so 
entranced by the book as a young boy, then only 10, that I 
named my cocker spaniel puppy Mr. Chips after the hero 
of Hilton's novel. 
The students at the English boarding school called their 
somewhat eccentric Latin master (sound vaguely familiar?), 
whose real name was Mr. Chipping, Mr. Chips. Teaching 
them Virgil, and Ovid, and Cicero, he had his students in 
for tea in his chambers on campus, he ate lunch with them 
daily in the refectory, he followed their lives, attended their 
marriages and with the slaughter that accompanied the First 
World War, their funerals; he was present for the baptisms 
of their children as an invited guest. They came to visit as 
often as they could in their adult lives. He wrote letters to 
his former pupils in response to the hundreds of messages he 
received from them over the years. He hiked high peaks in 
the Alps. At the close of the book, in one of the most 
celebrated scenes in 20th-century cinematography, he is 
near the end of his life. His rooms are crowded with his 
colleagues and former students, the present students at the 
school standing vigil outside the building holding candles. 
He moves in and out of consciousness when he hears a voice 
say sadly, "Isn't it a shan1e that Chips never had children of 
his own?" Chips comes to and abruptly responds, "Oh, but 
I did, and they were all boys, scores and scores of them." 
Certainly not all my adopted students have been male, but 
there are, in good Mr. Chips's fashion, scores and scores of 
them.While I am far more fortunate than Mr. Chips, whose 
wife died in childbirth along with their child, since Jan and 
I have three wonderful children and now six grandchildren, 
I share with Mr. Chips the inestimable love of the idea of 
school, and like Mr. Chips, my own life has been immensely 
blessed in that I shall carry the faces and the voices of all 
my students with me for the rest of my days. And now, as 
my career ends at Trinity, the majority of them are from this 
noble College. 
Perhaps when any of you are next in Williams Memorial 
Hall calling upon President Berger-Sweeney, you might 
notice on the mantle in her office an old clock. Our first 
year at Trinity, I received a call from an antiquarian in 
Tennessee who told me that he had just bought a strange 
clock made in Waterbury before the Civil War, with a 
painted face on which there were three white buildings on 
a green hill over a river upon which a man was poling a 
small boat. The inscription on the face read "Trinity College, 
Hartford, Connecticut." The face is a depiction ofTrinity's 
first campus on the site of the State Capitol before the river 
was covered with the concrete street. I bought the clock for 
my collection of antique timepieces, and it has sat proudly 
on the mantle in the President's Office all these years as the 
decade swept by me. With my family's unanimous approval, 
it will remain with President Berger-Sweeney as a testimony 
to the endurance ofTrinity, in short order to be 200 years 
old. You see, schools are at the end of the day not merely 
places, no matter how stunningly beautiful they may be: 
they are sites of mind, treasured ideals hallowed over time 
by the dedication of loyal teachers, that noblest of words in 
any language after mother,father, and child. Trinity may well 
have once changed places in a geographic sense, but Trinity 
remains Trinity in the hearts and minds of all of us who have 
been blessed in our lives to have passed this way. 
God bless this College in the years to come. My 
memories of this place and of our time here together will 
forever grace my days, in gratitude to thousands of you to 
whom I shall always be in inestimable debt. 
Back to Hilton's novel, while his students always leave 
by saying goodbye to him, Mr. Chips never utters the word 
to them in response because he simply cannot do so. And 
such is the case with me as l take my final leave of this 
ennobled College. 
Very truly yours, 
President and Trinity College 
Professor in the Humanities 
300 SU MMI T ST RE ET 
H A RT FO RD, CT 06106- 3100 









Please remember to make your annual gift to Trinity College by June 30. 
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Your support matters to all of our students! 
www.trincoll.edu/ givingtotrinity 
(800) 771-6184 
